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Formal Model Driven Software Synthesis for Embedded Systems

Bijoy Antony Jose

(ABSTRACT)

Due to the ever increasing complexity of safety-critical applications, handwritten code is being
replaced by automatically generated code derived from a high level specification. Code genera-
tion from high level specification requires a model of computation with an underlying formalism
and correctness-preserving refinement steps to generate the lower level application code. Such
software synthesis techniques are said to be ‘correct-by-construction’. Synchronous programming
languages such as Esterel, LUSTRE, which are based on a synchronous model of computation
are used for sequential code generation. They work on a synchrony assumption (zero time intra-
process computation and zero time inter process communication) at the specification level. Early
versions of synchronous languages followed an execution pattern where an iteration of software
was mapped to an interval between ticks of an external reference clock. Since this external ref-
erence tick was unrelated to variables (or signals) within the software, redundant operations such
as reading of ports, computation of guards were performed for each tick. In this dissertation, we
highlight some of these performance issues and missed optimization opportunities. Also we show
how a multi-clock (or polychronous) formalism, where each variable has an independent rate of
execution associated with it, can avoid these problems.

An existing polychronous language named SIGNAL, creates a hierarchy of clocks based on the
rate of execution of individual variables, to form a root clock which acts a reference tick. We
seek to replace the clock analysis with a technique to form a unique order of events without a
reference time line. For this purpose, we present a new polychronous formalism termed Multi-rate
Instantaneous Channel connected Data Flow (MRICDF). Our new synthesis technique inspects
the specification to identify a master trigger at a Boolean equation level to act as the reference
tick. Furthermore, we attempt to make polychronous specification based software synthesis more
accessible to practicing engineers, by constructing a software tool EmCodeSyn, with a visual en-
vironment for specification and a more intuitive analysis technique. Our Boolean approach to
sequential synthesis of embedded software has multiple implementations, each of which utilizes
existing academic software tools. Optimizations are proposed to minimize synthesis time by sim-
plifying the input to these external tools. Weaknesses in causal loop analysis techniques applied
by existing synthesis tools are highlighted and solutions for performing time efficient loop analy-
sis are integrated into EmCodeSyn. We have also determined that a part of the non-synthesizable
polychronous specifications can be used to generate correctmulti-threaded code. Additionally,
we investigate composition of polychronous modules and propose properties that are necessary to
guarantee agreement on shared signals.

This project received partial financial support from Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air
Force Research Laboratory and National Science Foundation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Embedded systems have found widespread use in fields such as communication, transportation and
medicine. New techniques such as ‘fly-by-wire’ and ‘drive-by-wire’ contribute to the increase in
the amount of control software. As applications become morecomplex, the embedded software
that drives these applications also become more complicated. Table1.1shows the amount of On-
board software in use for different Airbus aircraft models over past three decades [137, 63]. Newer
versions of control software try to increase automation, thereby increasing these numbers. Also,
platforms which handle control software have changed over the years from simple single issue
processing units to multi-core embedded processors (ARM Cortex-A9 [1], Renesas SH-2A DUAL
[14]). But due to chances of failure while operating in a distributed environment, safety critical
embedded software has lagged behind in utilizing the benefits of parallelism. Therefore the design,
development and testing of safety critical software have issues of immense interest.

Software targeting most critical systems have one commonality: they are all reactive, concurrent,
and real-time. Writing concurrent software is error-prone and difficult. Due to the safety-criticality
of such software, correctness is of paramount importance. As a result, instead of manual program-
ming, formal specification driven code generation is desirable. Formalisms that have rigorous
semantic basis, amenable to formal analysis, verification,and refinement are required for such safe
code-generation. At the same time for productivity enhancement, engineers need implementation
of such formalisms as visual model driven tools that ease theburden of creating and debugging the
specification, formally verifying them and finally performing code generation. Figure1.1 shows
the approximate time spent in different stages of an avionics software project without the use of au-
tomated code generation. It can be observed that coding and testing phases take up 42% of the total

Parameter A310 - 1970s A320 - 1980s A340 - 1990s
On-board Software (MB) 4 10 20
Errors detected/100KB 500 100 10

Table 1.1: Avionics code information about successive Airbus models[137, 63]

1
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man hours. Model driven code generation aims to reduce time spent in these phases of a software
project. The use of model driven code generation practices in safety critical systems is endorsed
by a study conducted by researchers for Federal Aviation Administration and US Department of
Transportation [138]. It recommends the use of sophisticated model driven toolsin design, code
generation and verification phases to achieve higher quality code with a lower time to market.
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Figure 1.1: Division of time spent in development of avionics software [63]

1.1 Model driven code generation

Model driven code generation tools such as Ptolemy [20], MATRIXx [ 11] try to provide a starting
point for system design in control systems and embedded software. Tools such as LabVIEW [10]
and Simulink [8] have been instrumental in driving visual specification methods to the forefront.
The methodology in designing software in these tools usually consists of a higher level language/-
model (Matlab, Finite State Machine, etc.) which can describe a design without any approxi-
mations. Now they are translated into the lower level design(C, RTL, etc.) by the individual
tool-specific design flow. The lower the abstraction level, the more control the user can have on the
handling of tasks. The limitation of this approach is that identifying parallelism at a lower level is
harder and optimization opportunities inherent in the specification stage are missed.

Model driven software tools require a higher level of abstraction which hides the implementa-
tion details completely. Figure1.2 shows a general view on the abstraction levels of the tools,
programming languages, and their implementation paradigms. Tools such as LabVIEW [10] and
SIMULINK [ 8] have their own programming languages or formalisms which can be transformed
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Figure 1.2: Abstraction levels of software languages, directives, utilities and tools

to a lower level code. They often are based on a well knownmodel of computation(MoC). Infor-
mally, a Model of Computation is the manner in which the computation and communication are
being performed. If the design flow methodology is based on sound mathematical basis and cor-
rectness preserving refinements are applied, code at the implementation level is said to becorrect-
by-construction. Additional benefit of this methodology is that the verification tasks on the design
can also be done at the higher levels of abstraction, which are concise and may require less verifi-
cation time.

A few of the Models of Computation used to specify embedded software are Petri-nets [116], Kahn
Process networks (KPN) [102], Synchronous data flow (SDF) [104] and Finite State Machine with
Datapath (FSMD). Model driven tools shown in Figure1.2 such as Simulink/Stateflow are based
on Statecharts [77], which is a variation of hierarchical state transition diagrams. Synchronous pro-
gramming languages such as Esterel [43], Lustre [74], SIGNAL [71] form the basis of tools such
as Esterel Studio [131], SCADE [62] and Polychrony [61] respectively. Properties of synchronous
languages such as synchrony, reactive response, concurrency and deterministic execution cater to
the needs of a designer of safety critical embedded softwareand hence tools based on synchronous
MoC deserve a closer look.

Synchronous Programming Languages
The synchronous programming model represents an MoC that can be used to specify reactive em-
bedded software and to synthesize sequential implementations. The essence of synchronous MoC
is thesynchrony hypothesiswhich abstracts the computation and communication time. The com-
putation and communication in a synchronous specification are assumed to be instantaneous, while
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the order of arrival of events and execution of computation is preserved. Synchronous specification
has the concept of an external global clock, whose tick triggers the computation of a new set of
outputs and before the following tick occurs, the computation and communication of these outputs
are completed. This global clock has no relation to the hardware clock and it acts as a reference
for each round of input-output events. Languages such as Lustre [74] and Esterel [43] follow the
synchronous MoC. Within the synchronous MoC, there is an alternate approach adopted by the
language SIGNAL [71] where the presence of the external global clock is not assumed and a ref-
erence clock is formed from the specification. Here each variable is associated with its own clock
and a root clock is found which has a synchronous tick for every tick occurring in the system. This
approach where each variable has its own rate of computationis called multi-rate orpolychronous
formalism.

Synchronous formalism based tools can generate deterministic software code for safety critical
applications. Strengths such as concurrency, reactive response and deterministic output from syn-
chronous specification makes synchronous software code synthesis an attractive proposition for
safety critical embedded applications. Synchronous specification is concurrent, albeit has compil-
ers that generate sequential code as output. Since variables in synchronous specification may or
may not be computed between two clock ticks based on their guard conditions, visualizing flow of
code becomes a hard task. Hence model driven visual softwaretools are an important value-add to
synchronous languages.

Applying synchronous programming or for that matter any newMoC as the basis for a software
synthesis tool will require an alternate way of conceptualizing a design by the programmer and
learning of new languages for specifying a design. Adoptingmodel driven code generation tech-
niques will also incur costs of shifting to new programming methodologies. But the shift to model
driven code generation is justified by metrics that show thatthe returns are far greater than the
costs incurred. It is reported that the use of SCADE, a model driven code generation tool from
Esterel Technologies [62] has been successfully used for synthesizing 70% of the codefor a Flight
Control Secondary Computer unit of Airbus 340/600 [137]. The use of SCADE resulted in a 50%
reduction in development cost [63]. Table1.1shows the errors detected per 100Kbytes of code for
successive Airbus projects in their testing phase.

Research into model driven tools, synchronous languages andcode generation poses challenges
in different topics which decide the implementability of synchronous systems. Our research is
oriented towards the specification, analysis and synthesisof embedded software. We divide these
research topics into four areas of interest:

1. Composition of synchronous systems

2. Sequential software synthesis techniques from polychronous formalism

3. Multi-threaded software synthesis from polychronous specifications

4. Causal loop analysis on polychronous specifications
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Rest of this chapter will introduce these particular areas ofinterest, discuss the problems faced in
these areas and list our contributions in each of them.

1.2 Composition of Synchronous Systems

Safety-critical embedded applications are often distributed. Synchronous programming models
make the synchrony assumption (zero time intra-module computation and zero time inter-module
communication), so that the models are easier to verify. Once verified, models built with such
assumptions need to be distributed over an asynchronous communication based platform which
brings out the challenge of Globally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous (GALS) design.
The correctness preserving refinement of a fully synchronous model onto a globally asynchronous
communication media implies that various restrictions be imposed on the synchronous model. In
the realm of synchronous programming model, a property called endo-isochronywas proposed
in the 1990s [38, 39]. If satisfied by a collection of synchronous modules or intellectual property
(IP), it would guarantee that the distributed deployment ofthe modules across asynchronous media
would be safe. By being ‘safe’, we mean that the data flow behavior of the collection of modules
when working under synchrony assumption, and when working in asynchronously communicating
scenario, would be the same.

Theendo-isochronycondition can be assessed separately asendochronyandisochronyconditions
which are informally introduced here. Endochronous specifications are those for which the or-
dering of data value evaluations can be completely determined at the compile time, and therefore,
deterministic sequentialcode can be generated. In endochrony, sequentiality has been a prime pre-
condition, leading to a restrictive class of synchronous models which satisfy this condition. In later
works [119], this condition was relaxed so that strict sequential implementability of the modules
were not primary. Local nondeterminism that does not disturb the global determinism of the mod-
ule I/O were allowed, leading to the notion ofweak-endochrony. The class of weak-endochronous
modules strictly subsumes the class of endochronous modules. Isochronyis a condition that re-
quires communicating synchronous components to agree on the presence or absence of shared
signals at each time instant [129]. Each component has a clock dependency for all its signals and
the rate of arrival of events on shared signals should be in accordance with the expected arrival
at that shared signal. If the isochrony property is violated, then the communication between the
processes will need specialized protocols such as hand-shake or other synchronization. A system
whose component’s computation is endochronous and communication is isochronous are called as
endo-isochronous systems.

Contributions towards Composition of Synchronous Systems
The research efforts in the field of synchronous design and composition have evolved over the
years to form properties such as endochrony, weak-endochrony and isochrony. Lacking in these
efforts has been a comprehensive study which analyzes IPs and their composition with respect to
synchronous programming languages. This would require analysis of mathematical definitions or
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assertions in the context of a particular synchronous language and formulation of tests for each
property. In the absence of these tests for properties, theyare of no practical use. Programming
tools based on synchronous languages such as SIGNAL requireprograms to be endochronous, and
thus do not allow a class of weak-endochronous programs thatcan give a deterministic output.
Remedying this situation is important, since weak-endochrony being a relaxation of endochrony
property, can allow a larger set of designs to be implemented.

In our work, we generalize the sufficiency conditions for isochrony [38, 39] to give a characteri-
zation in terms of clock relations between signals. In another direction, we provide a sufficiency
condition for weakly endochronous modules which require a modification of the definition used
for endochronous components. We find conditions on clock relations either directly coded as clock
constraints, or indirectly inferred from the data flow equations, which would imply that the GALS
implementation of the original synchronous model under analysis is correct. The contributions
towards composition of synchronous systems can be summarized as:

1. Formalize the conditions for isochronous composition and propose acommunication struc-
ture involving the parameters required for composition. The assertions we propose based on
the communication structure will serve as a sufficient test for the composition of IPs [100].

2. We show that weak endochrony relaxes the strict conditions for composition of IPs and
correctness can be guaranteed for communication towards a weakly endochronous process.
We also definedirectional isochronybased on signal relations, which provides us with a
special set of rules for correctness of communication in a single direction [100].

1.3 Sequential Software synthesis techniques from polychronous
formalism

Synchronous programming languages such as Esterel[43], SIGNAL[71], LUSTRE[74] etc., have
been successful in specifying embedded reactive software and in generating sequential software
code from them. Even though broadly classified as synchronous languages due to the underly-
ing synchrony assumption, these languages often have very different underlying formalism [40].
For example, Esterel, and LUSTRE programs have the notion of totally ordered global tick (or
global clock), which provides a sequence of global synchronization points for the reading of in-
puts and the corresponding reaction to start. During the execution of the software synthesized from
those languages, one has to provide some external means to indicate these ticks or synchronization
points. On the other hand, SIGNAL is a data flow synchronous programming language which does
not assume the existence of any external trigger for reacting to the inputs. It is paced by the rate
at which data arrives or that of some other internal events occur. The freedom from the notion of
a global synchronization or ticks leads to amulti-ratesystem specification and hence SIGNAL is
known to have apolychronousformalism [61]. Lately, both Esterel and LUSTRE have introduced
multi-rate versions for their language which allow signalsto be associated with their own clocks.
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Nevertheless, both multi-rate versions do operate with an external global software clock, with each
signal acting on its computation in relation to this global clock. A few examples are presented
below to explain why we favor multi-rate specifications oversingle rate or globally synchronized
model of computation.

Motivating cases for polychronous formalism
Embedded software systems interact with their environments by sampling inputs (continuous in-
puts such as temperature, pressure etc.) or by getting discrete inputs from other digital systems,
infinitely. Hence all the inputs, internal variables and outputs of such systems can be thought of as
infinite streams of values. If one has a global discrete clock, one could also associate time stamps
to each occurrence of values on each stream. Here, we do not assume any such a priori global
clock, and hence occurrence of a new value on a variable is termed anevent. Depending on the
data type of the variable, events havevalues. Following the existing literature, we term each vari-
able in such embedded systems asignal. More formally, a signals is an infinite stream of events,
each event associated with some valuev1, v2, .... etc. .

Example 1.3.1(Priority-Merge). Let a andb be two signals, and we need a software that can
merge these two streams of events into one stream such that ifa andb have events at the same
instant, the value froma’s event will be sent to the output. Ifb has event at an instant whena does
not have an event, then only the value fromb’s event will be sent to the output.

In a single clocked specification language such as Esterel, time is globally divided into discrete
instants at which inputs are sampled, and outputs are computed with no time delay. So the term
‘instant’ in Example1.3.1refers to discrete time point in a linear global time line, atwhich sam-
pling a andb determines if any events are present and if so what their values are. Thus ifa is
absent at the sampling instant, andb is present, then output at that instant will take the value from
the streamb. However, in a multi-clocked specification, no externally defined global linear time
line is present, and hence there is no unique implementationfor Example1.3.1. One example
would be that the software waits for events on both inputs, and if an event occurs ona, it outputs
that event. However, if an event occurs on inputb, it outputs event onb. But an ‘instant’ in the
specification is a period in real execution. So, ifa has an event after afterb has an event within the
same period, one should output event ona. Since the length of this period is not predetermined,
the implementation will be nondeterministic. Does that mean multi-clock specifications are prob-
lematic? We will see in later chapters, that is not the case. Now consider another example which
is a slightly modified version of Example1.3.1.

Example 1.3.2(Mutually Exclusive Signals ). Suppose, events ona or b are always accompanied
by an event onc. It is known that every time an event on a signalc arrives with valuetrue, an
event ona arrives. Also, when an event onc arrives with a value offalse, event onb arrives.

Here the implementation should remain suspended until an event occurs onc . Later determine
based on the value ofc , which of the two streams (a or b) must be sampled. If no event onc
occurs, the system does not react at all. Now we see the advantage of multi-rate specification.
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In a global synchronization based model of computation, every the time global tick occurs, at
leastc must be sensed. Hence the program needs to wake up repeatedlyeven when no event
on c occurs, leading to less efficient implementation (e.g, the system cannot go to sleep mode).
A multi-rate specification and its true implementation needto wake up only on events ofc and
perform computations.

The above examples are to illustrate cases where global synchronization based specifications un-
necessarily restrict some obvious optimization opportunities that can be exploited using a poly-
chronous formalism. The relative popularity of Esterel andLUSTRE is due to the simplicity of
its globally synchronized execution model. Multi-rate models are not restricted due to their inde-
pendence from an external global clock, in fact they give more freedom for compilers to choose
from different schedules for computation. These refinementchoices for the designer makes poly-
chronous specification more amenable to optimized code synthesis. Since complex semantic expo-
sition of the SIGNAL language restricted its widespread usein the industry, our attempt is to make
polychronous specification based software synthesis more accessible to engineers, by proposing
an alternative model with different semantic exposition and analysis techniques.

Contributions towards sequential software synthesis techniques from poly-
chronous formalism
We provide an alternative for multi-rate specification formalism, with analysis and synthesis tech-
niques that are very simple to understand for designers. Ourprime implicate based implementation
from polychronous specification alleviates the bane of complicated semantic theory of SIGNAL,
based on clock equations, without compromising the rigor. Specifications must be as abstract as
possible, leaving more choice to tools for optimization. This is the philosophy with which we have
developed MRICDF as a user friendly polychronous formalism, atheory of implementability, and
a visual environment to support such modeling and synthesis.

1. An alternative specification language and formalism for multi-rate reactive deterministic em-
bedded software systems which we call MRICDF orMulti-Rate Instantaneous Channel-
Connected Data Flowactor network model [93, 94].

2. Sequential implementability of a polychronous model is analyzed and a static analysis proce-
dure is proposed (Epoch Analysis) to realize MRICDF networks into embedded software. A
method for formulating implicit or derived triggering conditions for polychronous models is
proposed. Proofs are provided for the existence of a master trigger for deterministic software
implementation from a polychronous model. A prime implicate technique for identifying the
master trigger and a unique order of instants in an MRICDF network is proposed [94, 95].

3. Constructed a code synthesis frameworkEmCodeSyn, for enabling MRICDF driven pro-
gramming for synchronous system design. EmCodeSyn will provide a visual design and
debug facility for MRICDF based synchronous software synthesis [88, 4].

4. Optimization techniques for minimizing the software synthesis time due to prime impli-
cate computation is explored. Restrictions are imposed to ensure that the sequential imple-
mentability criteria of MRICDF networks is not altered by these optimizations. A simpler
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set of inputs to prime implicate generator was obtained by our Actor Elimination Tech-
nique which minimized prime implicate computation time andconsequently overall synthe-
sis time [86, 95].

1.4 Multi-threaded software synthesis from Polychronous Spec-
ifications

In order to exploit the emerging multi-core processors, creating multi-threaded applications is a
necessity. However, resolving concurrency, synchronization, and coordination issues, and tackling
the non-determinism germane in multi-threaded software isextremely difficult. Ensuring deter-
ministic behavior and correctness with respect to the specification is necessary for safe execution
of such a code. It is desirable to synthesize multi-threadedcode from formal specifications using
a provably ‘correct-by-construction’ approach. Given a polychronous specification of a reactive
embedded computation, under what condition one can generate deterministic multi-threaded C-
code whose input/output behavior exactly matches that of the specification? Also, we consider two
additional constraints for this synthesis problem: (a) Thegranularity of threading can be arbitrary
with implications to the performance of the multi-threadedcode, but the behavioral equivalence
should be maintained. (b) The threading must be preemptive and hence no assumptions can be
made on the order of thread executions.

Contributions towards Multi-threaded software synthesis
Existing compilers for polychronous languages have implemented deterministic multi-threaded
code generation. Here determinism is present at the final output of the IP, while the internal behav-
ior of the IP could change according to the scheduling of the multi-threaded code. We investigate
the existing threading structures of the SIGNAL compiler and demonstrate how a tool for sequen-
tial code generation can be used to generate multi-threadedcode with different thread granularity.
Endochrony remains to be a necessary condition for multi-threaded code generation for the Poly-
chrony/SIGNAL complier. We analyze under what condition a polychronous specification can be
synthesized into multi-threaded C-code, while preserving its semantics. In particular, we investi-
gate cases where weak-endochrony programs can be used to generate deterministic C code.

1. We show why endochrony is not a necessary condition for deterministic multi-threaded C-
code generations from SIGNAL specifications. We also show cases where weak endochrony
is sufficient to generate multi-threaded code. This also implies a compositional synthesis
methodology, since weak-endochrony is compositional [97].

2. We show through examples how the Synchronous Flow Dependence Graph (SFDG) data
structural representation of SIGNAL specifications can be exploited to infer the threading
structures best suited for a particular specification’s multi-threaded implementation [97].

3. In contrast to a micro-threading scheme used in Polychrony compiler and SFDG strategy, we
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explore the possibility of a process based coarse-grain multi-threading strategy for SIGNAL.
We use the sequential code generation tool of the Polychronycompiler in a non-invasive
manner to demonstrate this alternate multi-threading technique, which gives the control of
threading granularity to the programmer [85].

1.5 Causality analysis on polychronous specifications

As opposed to single clocked synchronous programming paradigms, polychronous formalism al-
lows specification of concurrent data flow computation on signals such that various data flows can
evolve asynchronous with respect to each other. Data flow computation within an instant happens
based on the implied data flow order. This order or data dependency often varies from one instant
to another. Thus determining if there is an instant at which the data flow order forms a causal cycle
is an important problem. In the current polychronous compilers, this is solved without due effort,
by rejecting any program which has a buffer-free structuralcycle. However, a clocked dependency
graph can be used to construct logical constraints representing the instants with a possible causal
loop. The satisfiability of such constraints would imply that such a loop is realizable and hence
the specification has a possible deadlock. The reachabilityof this instant with a given set of initial
conditions would verify if the program should be rejected.

Contributions towards causality analysis techniques
In the past, the work on such constraints and their satisfiability has not been implemented even
though for pure Boolean signals and clocks this could have been done using a satisfiability solver.
With the advent to SAT modulo theory (SMT) solvers, this can now be extended to a more gen-
eral class of specifications. Moreover, model checking on anabstraction of the specification can
provide more information about the reachability of instants at which cyclic data dependency is
realized. Moreover, model checking on an abstraction of thespecification can provide more infor-
mation about the reachability of instants at which cyclic data dependency is realized. Our proposed
causality analysis technique presents an improved polychronous synthesis tool accepting a much
larger class of specifications than could be done before. In our experimental results, we demon-
strate the capabilities of our causality analysis methods and show that our synthesis tool performs
better than previous strategies.

We also look into software synthesis opportunities for verification tools such as the SMT solver.
The prime implicate technique of implementing Epoch Analysis is one methodology that can be
incorporated in our visual framework. We investigate the possibility of identifying the master
trigger for MRICDF networks using SMT solvers to speed up synthesis.

1. We illustrate the weaknesses of current causality analysis techniques and motivate the need to
move onto more expressive and powerful structures which expand the set of implementable
polychronous programs using a software tool. Data domain constraints and non-realizability
of a clock constraint at which a data dependence loop is formed cannot be properly utilized in
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the absence of expressive theory of data domains, arithmetic, and propositional satisfiability.
A new SMT based approach to causality analysis is proposed which can accommodate clock
and data dependencies from a polychronous specification [84].

2. In existing tools, the absence of these techniques leads to overly pessimistic compilation,
rejecting many polychronous specifications with non-realizable causal loops. We distinguish
different types of causal loops in polychronous specification and a heuristic tailored for faster
detection is implemented which uses specific verification techniques for each loop type [83].

3. Prime implicate based technique implements Boolean theory approach to sequential syn-
thesis by computing all possible prime implicates of a polychronous specification and later
identifying master trigger signals among them. Recent enhancements in SAT/SMT solvers
is exploited by posing identification of master trigger as a satisfiability problem. Synthesis
time while using an SMT solver for master trigger identification is found to be significantly
better than direct prime implicate computation [83].

1.6 Dissertation organization

This dissertation is organized according to the three areaswe address as shown in Figure1.3.

Chapter 2 discusses the background information on Models of Computation, synchronous pro-
gramming, polychronous formalism, SIGNAL language etc.

Chapter 3 presents the related work done regarding synchronous languages, polychronous formal-
ism and code synthesis tools based on different models of computation.

Chapter 4 analyzes the composition of synchronous systems. We define the mathematical prelim-
inaries required for communicating structures of synchronous IPs and check for the correctness
of composition of synchronous IP blocks using them. Further, we introduce the notion of direc-
tional isochrony which provides sufficient conditions for safe communication between modules in
a single direction.

Chapter 5 analyzes under what condition a polychronous specification can be synthesized into
multi-threaded C-code while preserving its semantics. We also discuss how the synchronous data
flow graph structure for a polychronous specification can be used to infer the threading structure
of the resulting C-code.

Chapter 6 presents an alternate polychronous formalism termed Multi-rate Instantaneous Channel
connected Data Flow (MRICDF) actor network. We introduce Epoch Analysis as a technique to
synthesize correct sequential embedded software from MRICDFmodels. We propose a prime
implicate based technique for implementing Epoch Analysisfor MRICDF networks.

Chapter 7 introduces EmCodeSyn, the visual specification and synthesis tool for MRICDF mod-
els. The design flow methodology and case studies for design and debug of MRICDF models is
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illustrated in this chapter.

Chapter 8 will address the optimizations for speeding up synthesis using EmCodeSyn. The prop-
erties of an MRICDF network that need to be preserved while simplifying its Boolean equations
for faster prime implicate computation are discussed. Actor elimination rules are drawn up for
removal of actors that do not affect prime implicate results. Proofs are provided to show why these
elimination rules do not affect synthesis results.

Chapter 9 discusses the opportunities for applying verification tools such as SAT/SMT solvers in
polychronous software synthesis. Elements of sequential synthesis conditions of a polychronous
specification such as causal loop detection is shown to be improved with the application of the
right verification tool for each casual loop type. An alternative implementation of Epoch Analysis
where implementability conditions are posed as satisfiability problems is also discussed.

Chapter 10 concludes the dissertation with thoughts on possible extensions to this work.
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Chapter 2

Background

In the last few years, parallel computing has claimed its niche in improving performance and power
trade-off [80] for general purpose computers. So, it is no surprise that multi-core architectures will
make inroads into the embedded processor markets as well. Recent works have shown that parallel
operation and intermittent context switches have a significant impact on the power numbers [92].
As background information, this chapter introduces the reader to the different programming models
used for multi-threading and the different models of computation used for code synthesis. We also
discuss various synchronous programming languages used for code synthesis and in particular, the
polychronous language SIGNAL.

2.1 Programming models for concurrent code generation

Currently, major processor vendors have already released products containing multiple cores on a
single die [79], however, one must employ concurrent programming models when designing their
programs to exploit the architecture with multiple cores insuch products. One such programming
model, and one that most designers are familiar with, is the multi-threaded programming using
thread libraries. But, complex tasks require planning and division of tasks at a higher abstraction
level and refinement into lower levels of abstraction. Henceconceiving a task using models of
computation which can fully express concurrency is very important. Here we first introduce some
of the thread libraries and then discuss a few programming models for concurrent code generation.

2.1.1 Multi-threaded programming

Thread libraries are one of earliest APIs available to perform multi-tasking at Operating System
level. POSIX threads [5] and Windows threads [9] are some of the APIs used for multi-threading
in Unix and Windows OS. With the help of the specialized functions defined in these libraries,

14
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threads (or flows of control) can be generated which can execute concurrently. Thread libraries
work at a lower level with tight control over the thread execution, which gives the programmer
more control, but with greater responsibilities.

The implementation of POSIX threads and Windows threads aredifferent, but their overall pro-
gramming model is the same. A single flow of control or main thread is forked out into separate
flows of execution. Thefork and join threading structure for libraries such as POSIX threads or
Windows threads is shown in Figure2.1. The main thread shown in Figure2.1has been separated
into five flows, each thread with a unique ThreadID. These threads have associated function calls
which specify the operations they will perform and attributes which is the data passed onto the
function. The main thread (Thread A) can be used for computation as well, but in common prac-
tice the intention is to control the fork and join process. The join is used to wait for the completion
of execution in different flows. The functions executed willreturn the data and a single flow of
control is resumed.

Fork Join

thread1

thread2

Thread A

thread3

thread4

Thread A Thread A

Figure 2.1: Threading Structure of fork-join model

Tasks in an Operating System (OS) are modeled as processes which follow a threading model.
They are scheduled by the kernel based on criteria like priority, data integrity, etc. OS executes
these kernels leaving the user with less control over the execution. The hardware thread runs on
each core or a virtual core is called akernel threadand the code provided by the user is called
a user thread. The parallel execution of the threads can be in One to One, Many to One, or
Many to Many ratio between user and kernel threads. In the absence of multi-core processors, the
threading has to be performed by time sharing of a hardware kernel thread between the software
user threads. This can still outperform the single threadedexecution model, because a thread
that is not running can still be performing a memory operation in parallel using peripherals of
the processor. Awork distributionmodel from user threads to kernel threads for multi-core or
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multi-processor systems is shown in Figure2.2. In the figure,n threads are distributed amongm
execution cores by the scheduler. Here the focus is on maximizing the utilization of the processing
cores by an efficient scheduling algorithm. The cores (homogeneous or heterogeneous) are not
allowed to remain idle by the scheduler. Another programming model using threading libraries is
thepipelinemodel. The work done by each stage in the pipeline is modeled as a thread and the data
being acted upon changes with time. Every pipeline stage needs to be executed simultaneously for
optimal performance results. Figure5.5 shows a three stage pipeline, each stage having its own
execution thread. Since this model involves transfer of data from one stage to the other, additional
synchronization constraints need to be considered. The difference between the two programming
models is in the flow of data. Pipeline model has separate dataand instructions with the data
moving across stages performing repeated operations. Workdistribution model has data tied to the
complete set of operations to be done on them which is assigned to one or many cores.

Execution

Core 1

Execution

Core 2

Execution

Core m

Scheduler

Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread n

. . .

. . .

Figure 2.2: Work Distribution model

POSIX threads (Portable Operating System Interface for Unix) or Pthreads in short are APIs for
operating systems like Linux, MacOS etc. It consists of header files and libraries which has pthread
functions to create, join and wait for threads. Each thread will have its ownthreadID, which is use-
ful for the user to allocate functions and data for their tasks. A POSIX based threaded code for
upcount and downcount of a protected variable in no fixed order is shown in Listing2.1. The master
thread is themain function used to fork and join threads and is devoid of any functional computa-
tion. pthread create is used to create threads which call functionscountUp andcountDown .
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Pipeline

Stage 1
Pipeline

Stage 2

Pipeline

Stage 3

Figure 2.3: Pipeline threading Model

There are no attributes to be sent to the functions, hence only the function names are associated
with the threadIDs i.e.thread1, thread2. The countUp function increments the variablea
andcountDown function decrements it. The protection for the shared variable a is provided by
POSIX primitives which will be discussed in a later section.Please note that this example is a
simplified form to show the threading functions. The thread create and join operations are usu-
ally accompanied with check error statements to abort operation in the case of an error. Windows
threads are set of APIs provided by Microsoft Corporation fortheir Windows operating system.
This facilities provided by this API is more or less similar barring a few points. In Windows thread-
ing APIs, objects are accessed by theirhandleand the object type is masked. Object types can be
threads, synchronization primitives, etc. One can wait formultiple objects of different type using
the same statement and thus remove the additionaljoin statements in the Pthreads case. But some
would consider this a disadvantage as the code is more ambiguous when used withhandle.

Listing 2.1: Pthread code for fork-join model
1 # inc lude <p t h r e a d . h>
2 # inc lude <s t d i o . h>
3
4
5 i n t a = 0 ;
6 p t h r e a d m u t e x t myMutex = PTHREADMUTEX INITIALIZER ;
7 vo id countUp (vo id ∗ p t r ) ;
8 vo id countDown (vo id ∗ p t r ) ;
9

10 i n t main ( )
11 {
12 p t h r e a d t th read1 , t h r e a d 2 ;
13
14 p t h r e a d c r e a t e ( &th read1 , ( p t h r e a da t t r t ∗ ) NULL, ( vo id ∗ ) countUp , (vo id ∗ ) NULL) ;
15 p t h r e a d c r e a t e ( &th read2 , ( p t h r e a da t t r t ∗ ) NULL, ( vo id ∗ ) countDown , (vo id ∗ ) NULL) ;
16
17 p t h r e a d j o i n ( th read1 , (vo id ∗ ) NULL) ;
18 p t h r e a d j o i n ( th read2 , (vo id ∗ ) NULL) ;
19 re turn 0 ;
20 }
21
22 vo id countUp (vo id ∗ p t r )
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23 {
24 f o r ( i n t i =0 , i <5, i ++)
25 { p t h r e a d m u t e x l o c k (&myMutex ) ;
26 a = a +1;
27 p r i n t f ( ” Thread1 : %d\n” , a ) ;
28 p t h r e a d m u t e x u n l o c k (&myMutex ) ;
29 }
30 }
31
32
33 vo id countDown (vo id ∗ p t r )
34 {
35 f o r ( i n t i =0 , i <5, i ++)
36 { p t h r e a d m u t e x l o c k (&myMutex ) ;
37 i f ( a > 0)
38 {
39 a = a−1;
40 p r i n t f ( ” Thread2 : %d\n” , a ) ;
41 }
42 p t h r e a d m u t e x u n l o c k (&myMutex ) ;
43 }
44 }

The arguments about choosing APIs may not be conclusive but there are common issues that needs
to be paid attention to while working on this level of abstraction. The highest importance is for
the mutual exclusion property required while accessing shared data. There are sections in threads
which needs sequential update operation on data to maintaindata integrity. In the Listing2.1, the
variablea needs to be provided with sufficient protection to avoid conflict between read and write
operations of the two functions. Thread APIs have several kinds of objects like mutex, semaphore,
critical section etc. which provide mutual exclusion property. These objects ensure that there is a
lock placed on the critical piece of data and the key is given to only one thread at a time. A detailed
discussion of the data access issues in the threading or transaction based execution is given in the
next section.

2.1.2 Protections for Data Integrity in a multi-threaded environment

In multi-threaded software, whenever there is sharing of data, out of order update operations on
shared memory is a concern. When multiple threads are allowedto write on a memory location, the
writes performed on it should be in-order. Even when the order of access is fixed, completion of a
write operations need to be ensured. There could be read-write conflicts as well, if multiple read
operations are performed on a critical section while a writeoperation is ongoing. The read value
from the memory location is now ambiguous, so ordering of write operations is not enough to have
correct operation. If two threads (Thread A and Thread B) are allowed to enter a critical section,
the final value of the shared memory location is unpredictable. If multiple threads are allowed
to compete for access to a data point or a memory location, we have arace conditiondelivering
unpredictable results. For deterministic result for each run of the code, the critical sections have to
be protected by mutual exclusion primitives.
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Thread A Thread B

Critical SectionCritical Section

Is Flag A = 0? Is Flag A = 1?

set Flag A = 1 set Flag A = 0

Figure 2.4: Scheduling threading Structure

Mutual exclusion primitives for deterministic output

The solutions for avoiding corrupted data are based on mutual exclusion property. This strategy is
based on giving a single thread access to each critical pieceof data. The implementation of such a
protocol can be based on a flag based entry and exit of the critical section. Figure2.4illustrates the
access of two critical sections of code in separate threads,which also shares the same variables.
If an entry and exit flag is added to the beginning and end of thecritical section of each thread as
shown in Figure2.4, we can have synchronized update of the shared data. The flagsare used as a
constraint at the entry to the critical section to verify if any other thread in the critical section at
that point. A failure of this model is in the protection of theflags that have to be shared amongst
the threads. An entry to the critical section does not ensurethat the flag set/reset operation has
been done in sequential order, and hence the integrity of theflags is questionable. Also a read on
the flag should not be processed while a write has been issued on the same flag by another thread.
Such protection can be provided only by usingatomicoperations on registers, which sequentialize
the write/read operations according to their order of assignment.

In POSIX standard, amutexobject can be utilized to perform the atomic operations. A lock and
key mechanism is implemented around the protected mutex variable (sayz). Each thread will
try to obtain the key to access the locked variable. Functions can be called from threads to lock
until allowed access (pthread mutex lock(z)), or to try lock and return if not allowed access
(pthread mutex trylock(z)). An unlock operation (pthread mutex unlock(z)) is performed af-
ter the critical section operations are performed. Anothersynchronization object issemaphore
(counting mutex) developed by E. W. Dijkstra [58]. A fixed set of threads can enter the critical
section and the number of accesses is maintained by the upcount (entry) and downcount (exit) of
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the semaphore. Here one semaphore is regulating accesses tomultiple resources. Along the lines
of POSIX synchronization objects, acritical sectionobject can be used in Windows threads. There
exists other synchronization primitives likemonitor from Hoare [78] or eventwhich are suitable
for specific locking and notify situations. They check for new events on a protected variable and
notify a set of threads waiting for that particular operation to be completed, to resume their indi-
vidual work. Primitives defined by POSIX/Win32 standards might ensure that the critical section
is devoid of any race conditions. But deadlocks (multiple threads waiting for access) or livelocks
(multiple threads starved of resources) can still appear during the execution of multi-threaded code
if the primitives are not carefully used by the programmer. Algorithms based on these mutual
exclusion primitives have been proposed like Peterson’s algorithm, Lamport’s algorithm, Dekker’s
algorithm, Bakery algorithm etc. summarized in [135], which will assure programming models
are free of race conditions, deadlocks, livelocks etc.

2.1.3 Models of Computation for code generation

In this section, we outline a few relevant related works on code generation from concurrent spec-
ification of computation. Specifically, we discuss how concurrency is expressed by some of the
relevant Models of Computation (MoC).

Kahn process networks

Kahn process networks (KPN) [102] is a primary specification formalism for dataflow between
processes. KPN model has been proposed to capture concurrent processes in a system. In a KPN,
the processes (nodes) communicate by unbounded unidirectional FIFO channels (arcs), with the
property of non-blocking writes and blocking reads on channels. A blocking read means is one
which will wait for the data to arrive before doing any other operation. A non-blocking write is
one which will not wait to see if output storage is empty before the write operation. Due to these
properties a Kahn process cannot wait for multiple inputs channels at once. Also if the order of
inputs arriving at a process is preserved, their timing is immaterial, since the sequence of outputs
will remain the same. These ideal conditions can be consistent only with the use of unbounded
buffers between Kahn processes.

A sample KPN model is shown in Figure2.5where 6 processes (P1, P2, .., P6) and their interme-
diate FIFOs are shown. In an ideal environment with infinite size FIFOs, each Kahn process is a
concurrent task with asynchronous communication. Here, the processesP2 andP5 (alsoP3 and
P6) are parallel to each other, since they do not have a dependency between them. With these
concepts in mind, we can implement the given KPN model in multi-threaded programming model
as follows:

[P1 ; (P2 || P5) ; (P3 || P6) ; P4]
∗1

1Here ‘;’ represents the sequential composition, ‘||’ represents the parallel composition and ‘∗’ represents repetition
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Figure 2.5: A sample KPN model
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P3 P6
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wait(e1)notify(e1) wait(e1)

notify(e2) notify(e3) wait(e2) wait(e2,e3)

wait(e4,e5)notify(e4) notify(e5)

start( )

notify(e0)

wait(e0)

Figure 2.6: Execution of KPN model in a parallel fashion
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This expression represents one of the possible implementations from the design specification as a
KPN. The assumption here, is that each process needs to execute to completion to produce data for
the subsequent processes. For implementation purposes, the given KPN model can be transformed
into multiple threads with a deterministic order for their executions except for the processes that
are completely independent (e.g.,P2 andP5). In Figure2.6one multi-threaded implementation for
the specification in Figure2.5 is shown. As shown in Figure2.6 there is a deterministic order of
the thread executions except betweenP2 andP5 andP3 andP6. In case, sequential code is to be
generated, two of the possible orders for execution are expressed as follows:

Order1 : [P1 ; P2 ; P5 ; P3 ; P6 ; P4]
∗

Order2 : [P1 ; P5 ; P2 ; P6 ; P3 ; P4]
∗

Correctness preserving refinements can transform a KPN modelinto GALS implementations [130].
A KPN model when transformed to implementation level faces problems related to buffer sizing.
Several scheduling algorithms have been proposed for estimating the buffer sizes for KPN models
and for validating their correct behavior [67, 115]. They are expensive and balancing rates of pro-
cesses is difficult. KPN model is thus practical when coarse grain computation has to be performed
with limited communication overhead.

Petri nets

Petri Nets is a specification formalism which can be used to model concurrent specifications [116].
It is a type of directed graph with nodes representing placesand transitions. They are represented
by circles and by vertical bars respectively. Arcs in the directed graph are from a place to a
transition or from a transition to a place. A transition or anevent occurs when the pre-conditions
and post-conditions associated with its input and output places are satisfies. The presence of tokens
in a place signifies a true output for conditions and are represented by dots within the circles [110].
Figure2.7(a) shows the representation of a Petri net with three placesand three transitions.

With a highly concurrent Petri net model for a given computation, one could discover concurrency,
synchronization points etc, much more readily when compared to standard C multi-threaded pro-
gramming. However, Petri nets have their own limitations asa specification formalism. First,
one could unintentionally go very close to the implementation model in the Petri net itself, by
sequentializing some transitions unnecessarily, and thereby eliminating possibility of concurrency.
Figure2.7describes one such scenario where in Net 1, there is concurrency between tasksT1 and
T2, but in Net 2, the concurrency is eliminated by ordering them. The application being modeled
in this example may have had no reason to sequentialize the two tasksT1 andT2, except that the
modeler had made a decision to do so. Also, since Petri nets are graphical formalism, often it is
hard to manage for large scale programs.
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Figure 2.7: Petri net representation of sequential and parallel processes
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Figure 2.8: Data flow model for Euclid’s greatest common divisor algorithm

Data flow networks

An alternative to Petri nets is to use the data flow model of computation. In data flow MoC
(also known as synchronous data flow), the variables are considered as infinite sequences of data
values, and the valuation from one step to the next is done by various operations on the data
streams [104]. The MoC is expressed in terms of a network with actors representing the nodes
and tokens representing the data streams. When an actor is computed (or fired), it takes in a finite
number of tokens and put out another finite number of tokens. Figure2.8shows a simple data flow
model for Euclid’s greatest common divisor algorithm. The computation performed in the nodes
are to sort the input data shown as tokens and to find the difference between the outputs of the
sorted data.

The data flow model is very modular and is determinate. Being determinate means that the firing
order of the actors can be changed without affecting the finalresult of the data flow graph. Once
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implemented in hardware, the computation is formed using combinational logic and the commu-
nication is stabilized using buffers. In contrast with KPN,this deterministic MoC is not limited by
blocking or non-blocking properties. We can calculate the buffer size with respect to the number
of computations in the network at the data flow abstraction level. The number of tokens at an actor
input is a condition to be satisfied for an actor to fire. There is a possibility of a deadlock condition,
if the input and output rates of actors connected to each other cannot match. Also if an actor sup-
plying tokens has a production rate higher than the consumption rate of its connected actor, buffers
sizes required for implementation will become infinite. Some synchronous data flow models could
have an admissible schedule where the production and consumption rates match and there will be
no deadlock or infinite tokens being generated. A periodic admissible sequential schedule (PASS)
is possible, where a finite sequence of firings can bring buffers back to their initial state and thus
keep buffer sizes non-negative [104].

Synchronous Data Flow has been used as an MoC for sequential code generation and for hard-
ware synthesis. The static sequential schedule obtained from PASS can be implemented as a
single threaded code or as as hardware which can be improved by pipelining. For concurrent code
generation, each actor can be implemented as a thread and APIs can be used for inter-thread com-
munication. This will follow a pattern as shown in Figure2.6. A major contribution of SDF was
in promoting a new class of languages which adhered to the synchronous model of computation.
The principles of synchrony, determinism, etc. present in SDF MoC was adopted to form a new
class of programming languages called synchronous programming languages. Initial research fo-
cus was on sequential code generation from these languages,but concurrency was retained at the
specification level which helped further work into multi-threaded code generation.

2.2 Synchronous Programming Languages

Synchronous programming languages are those languages which have synchronous execution of
code as the central concept in their design. They are reactive, as each statement is executed as
events arrive at inputs. At the heart of a synchronous language is thesynchrony hypothesis. It
declares that in the design of a synchronous system, an assumption about the time for computation
and communication can be made. The time required for communication and computation in a
synchronous system can be assumed to be instantaneous. There is an abstract notion of anInstant
which defines the boundary for execution of statements for each reaction. This concept of Instant
has no relation with the hardware clock in a circuit nor the execution clock of a processor. It is
more like a marker for completing a set of actions and for deciding the next batch of statements to
be executed. So by the synchrony assumption, the operationsto be performed is completed within
an instant and the communication is assumed to be complete before the computation begins in the
following instant [101].

Concepts such as synchrony, instant, ordered events etc. areimportant in the understanding of
this dissertation. So here we informally introduce these concepts which will be formalized in
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Chapter6. Figure2.9shows three signalsa, b, c with events on each shown in a vertical line. For
example,a has three events whileb andc have two each. An event is an occurrence of a value
on a signal and for one particular signal there exists a unique order of events. In other words, the
events on a signal aretotally ordered. This total order relation is shown by the continuous vertical
lines on each signal. Also each of these events has a time tag which defines its instant. The dashed
lines in Figure2.9 between eventsa1 andb1, alsoa3 andc2 denotesynchronous eventsor events
that occurred together. So the computation on these signalswere concurrent and the events which
occurred on them belong to the same instant. It is interesting to note that in spite of the figure
showing three events fora and two forb, we have no knowledge of whether the eventb2 occurs
before, together or aftera3. The only assured fact is thatb2 happens beforea1 becausea1 belongs
to the same instant asb1 which in turn occurred beforeb2. So the events on the three signals
shown in Figure2.9is what we call as apartial order of events, where certain events are known to
precede the other. There is no unique order for these events and hence we can have different orders
of occurrence for events in this system which are called behaviors of the system. One possible
behavior isa1, b1, c1; b2; a2; a3, c3

2. Another behavior could bea1, b1; c1, b2; a2; a3, c2;. So this
system does not have a deterministic behavior. Once a synchronous system is specified in terms
of a synchronous language, the compiler which acts on the specification may generate sequential
code. So it has to form a total order on events to impose sequential order and thus a compilable
synchronous program acquires deterministic output or deterministic order of execution.

The class of synchronous programming languages have four properties which are common to them,
namely synchrony, reactive response, concurrency and deterministic execution. All the languages
in this class aresynchronousin their operation and executes a batch of operations withina common
software clock instant. The communication between modulesalso follow these property by send-
ing or reading messages instantaneously.Reactive responseis a result of the event driven input
concept of these languages. The presence of an event at an input signal triggers the evaluation of
the firing condition of a synchronous statement, and may result in the execution of code. The class
of synchronous programming languages have the ability to captureconcurrencyat a high level.
The execution of modules or statements can be specified independent of each other. If unrelated
signals are triggering mutually exclusive set of statements, the lower level code will be executed
completely in parallel. This might not be true in the case of compilers which generate sequential
code. Finally,Deterministic executionof synchronous programming languages can be guaranteed
since the computation and communication are to be completedbefore the next instant. Given the
set of input events and the synchronous program, the output of each module can be predicted for
every instant.

Several synchronous programming languages have been proposed which encompasses these prop-
erties for synchrony [73]. They differ in terms of their applications, compilation schemes, spec-
ification (textual, visual) or code generation methods (sequential, parallel). Some of them have
been commercialized as software tools and have found acceptance in the safety critical fields like
aviation, power plants, etc. We introduce two among the mostpopular synchronous languages in

2Here events within an instant are separated by‘,’ and events between instants are separated by ‘;’.
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Figure 2.9: A synchronous system with three signals

this section.

2.2.1 The Imperative Synchronous Language Esterel

Esterelis an imperative synchronous programming language for the development of complex re-
active systems [43, 42]. The development of the language started in the early 1980sas a project
conducted at INRIA and ENSMP. Testing for presence of an eventon a signal is allowed in Esterel
and accordingly specific computations are selected for execution. In Esterel language, there are
two types of basic objects: signals and variables.Signalsare the means for communication and
can be used as inputs or outputs for the interface or as local signals. There are two parts to a signal,
namely the status and the value. Thestatusdenotes whether the signal is present or absent at a
given instant and on presence,valueprovides the data contained in the signal. Thevalueattribute
of a signal is permanent and if the signal is absent, it will retain the information from previous
instant. Esterel assumes instantaneous broadcasting of signals. Once a signal A isemit by a
statement, the statements which are “listening” to this signal will be active. The scope of a signal
is valid all through the module it is defined in and can be passed to another module for computa-
tion. Variable is local to the module it is defined in and unlike thesignal, can be updated several
times within an instant. Listing2.2 is a sample Esterel programABROwith three input signals
A,B,R and one output signalO. The loop is restarted for each event onR. If there are events on
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bothA andB within two occurrences ofR, there will be an output event onO.

Listing 2.2: A sample Esterel program [121]
1 main module ABRO:
2 i n p u t A, B , R ;
3 o u t p u t O;
4
5 loop
6 { awa i t A | | awa i t B } ;
7 emi t O
8 each R
9

10 end module

An Esterel program consists of modules, which in turn are made of declarations and statements.
The declarations are used to assign data types and initial values (optional) for signals and variables.
Statements consist of expressions which are built from variables, signals, constants, functions, etc.
The expressions in Esterel are of three basic types, namely data, signal and delay. Data expres-
sions are computations performed using functions, variables, constants or current value of a signal
(denoted by ‘?A’). Signal expressions are boolean computations performedon thestatusof a sig-
nal. Logical primitives likeand , or , not are used in these expressions to obtain a combinational
output (eg:a and not b). Delay expressions are used in temporal statements along with primi-
tives likeawait , every , etc. to test for presence or to assign the statements to be executed. For
example,present A then < bodyA > else < bodynotA > end checks for the presence of
A and selects between two sets of statementsbodyA andbodynotA.

Esterel expressions are converted to finite state automata with the statements as datapath and condi-
tions as guards. The finite state machine programming model is used as the underlying formalism
to convert Esterel expressions to RTL or C code during synthesis. Esterel Technologies provides a
development environment called Esterel Studio [131] based on the Esterel language. Esterel Studio
takes Esterel specification as input and generates C code or hardware (RTL) implementations.

The Quartz language

Quartz is an imperative synchronous language developed by the Embedded System Group at Uni-
versity of Kaiserslautern [124]. The syntax and semantics of Quartz are similar to Esterel.The
zero time computation and communication is applicable to Quartz as well. An instant is defined
by the computation time for the code within two ‘pause’ statements. In addition, Quartz allows
synchronous concurrency where partitioning of the macro steps into micro steps having local non-
determinism is permitted. Multiple Quartz modules which synchronize at the completion of each
macro step could have independent reactions inside them. These independent reactions are micro
steps which are to be completed at the next synchronization point of the macro step. This feature
enables multi-threaded implementations for synchronous modules while not compromising on the
perfect synchrony assumption at the top module level.

Quartz programs are translated to synchronous guarded actions where a trigger condition is iden-
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tified for assignments, assertions and so on [48]. When the guard condition is satisfied, the action
associated with it can be executed. Delayed or immediate assignments, assertions, etc. are some of
the possible actions. Quartz allows different parallel execution choices such as synchronous, asyn-
chronous or interleaved executions and the definition of signals with infinite or finite bit width,
multi-dimensional arrays.

2.2.2 The Declarative Synchronous language LUSTRE

LUSTRE is a declarative synchronous language based on data flow model [74]. In Lustre pro-
grams, every signal clock is analyzed in reference to a single simulation clock. Here, multi-rate
signals have to be expressed as undersamplings of the simulation clock. The data flow approach
allows the modeling to be functional and parallel, which helps in verification and safe transforma-
tion. In LUSTRE, a variable is an infinite stream of values or aflow. Each variable is associated
with its clockwhich defines the presence or absence of the variable at an instant. The statements
in LUSTRE are made of data flow equations, which result in the clock equations of the respec-
tive variables as well. There are four temporal operators inLUSTRE, namelyPre , -> (followed
by),when andcurrent .
1) Pre (e) provides the previous value in the flow of the evente.
2) x -> y orders sequencex followed byy.
3) z = x when y is a sampler which passes value ofx to the outputz when the booleany input is
true.
4) current (z) is used withz = x when y and it memorizes the last value ofx for each clock
instance ofy.

In the LUSTRE compiler,Clock calculusis performed to find the clock hierarchy of the variables.
Listing 2.3gives a sample LUSTRE program for anALARMwhich accepts an input count asdelay
and an input trigger asset. Once an input event occurs onset, thedelay is loaded ascount. A
decrement operation happens until thecount reaches zero, which sets the output signallevel. The
decrement can be preempted as well by another event atset.

Listing 2.3: A sample LUSTRE program [76]
1 node ALARM( s e t : boo l ; d e l ay : i n t ) r e t u r n s ( l e v e l : boo l ) ;
2 va r coun t : i n t ;
3 l e t
4 l e v e l = ( count>0) ;
5 coun t = i f s e t t hen d e lay
6 e l s e i f f a l s e−>pre ( l e v e l ) t hen p re ( coun t ) 1
7 e l s e 0 ;
8 t e l

The LUSTRE language is developed by Verimag and it is the core language behind the tool SCADE
from Esterel Technologies [62]. The data flow concept behind LUSTRE enables easier verification
and model checking using the tool Lesar and hence is popular for modeling safety critical applica-
tions like avionics, nuclear plants etc. Esterel and Lustreare based on the synchronous data flow
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model of computation with similar implementation schemes.Both follow what we call a globally
synchronized model with a global software clock deciding the instants in the network. For exam-
ple, the LUSTRE programALARMhas two inputs which are independent of each other. But for a
LUSTRE program to compile, they have to be related to a global software clock. The inputs signals
of ALARMcan have events only with events of this global software clock. Esterel and LUSTRE
allows the programmer to test the presence of input signals and decide on performing computation.
There are several drawbacks for this approach which are illustrated using examples below.

Why use multi-rate formalism ?

A few examples which highlight the need for multi-rate formalism was presented in Chapter1
usingExample1.3.1and1.3.2. Here we discuss some of the problems facing implementationof
multi-rate signals using global software clock model.

Example 2.2.1(Memory:). Suppose you want a system that accepts a stream of values from signal
a, and outputs the same value. However, you want the system to have memory so that if its output
is sampled by another system, and no event ona occurs at that sampling time, the output must
provide the last output value (memorized).

In this case, the system readsa only if either an event ona occurs or if another system is requesting
this program to give an output. Ifa does have an event, that new value is forwarded as output. If
this checking was on a request, anda does not have an event during that request, it sends the old
memorized value. In single-rate driven system, at every global tick, the system must check for
event ona, even when not requested, as the notion of global tick is external to the specification of
the program. In a multi-rate MoC, the only time the program wakes up is whena has a new event,
or when a request for an output arrives.

These examples show that having an a priori notion of global tick which is external to the spec-
ification, results in generation of inefficient code. If the inter arrival time between environment
events or requests is unpredictable, a global tick driven program will be less efficient. Multi-rate
formalism of SIGNAL realizes this drawback and generates code which would have lesser sam-
pling instances as opposed to single-clock frameworks. Recently, various multi-rate extensions to
Esterel have been proposed as well [44], affirming the importance of multi-rate systems in the em-
bedded systems context. We move on to another example where the multi-rate specification based
implementation is more efficient due to relative performance difference between different parts of
a program.

Example 2.2.2(Razor[35]:). Consider a system that computes a functionf on two synchronized
input signalsa and b. In order to check that the software implementation off is correct, one
can have multiple implementations forf , sayPf and Qf . The inputs taken froma and b are
simultaneously passed to both thesePf andQf , and outputs are compared as shown in Figure2.10.
If the outputs are equal always, thenPf and Qf are both implementing the same functionf ,
otherwise not. (c.f. program checking [45]).
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of two different implementations - Razor Example[35]

If we have a global synchronization or ticks at which inputs are fed toPf andQf , by synchrony
hypothesis, the outputs from bothPf andQf come out instantaneously and they are compared
instantaneously. Now consider the case where the implementation ofPf runs much faster than that
of Qf . If the specification was in a global tick based formalism, either the inter-tick interval must
bemax(WCET(Pf ),WCET(Qf )), or Pf must be suspended until the tick at whichQf completes.
This requires a suspension code aroundPf , watching at every tick ifQf has completed etc. In poly-
chronous formalism, one has to just state thatPf andQf must synchronize. A ‘completion’ signal
from Qf will be enough for this synchronization, and there is no needto check at predetermined
intervals.

Using examples1.3.1, 1.3.2, 2.2.1and2.2.2, we have motivated the need for a multi-rate formalism
within the synchronous data flow model of computation. The synchronous language SIGNAL was
conceived as a multi-rate or polychronous synchronous language to solve these outstanding issues.
The programming languages Esterel and LUSTRE were later extended to implement multi-rate
signals which will be discussed in Chapter3.

2.3 The Multi-rate Synchronous language SIGNAL

SIGNAL is a declarative synchronous language that is multi-rate [71]. SIGNAL captures compu-
tation by data flow relations and by modularization of processes. The variables in this language
is called as signals and they are multi-rate. This means thattwo signals can be of different rates
and can remain unrelated throughout the program. This is a significant departure from LUSTRE
data flow specifications which defines a global clock which is synchronous with every clock in the
code. SIGNAL language and its Polychrony compiler has been developed by IRISA, France.
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2.3.1 Basic Concepts

The SIGNAL language consists of statements written inside processes, which can be composed
together. A signalx is tied to its clockx̂ which defines the rate at which the signal gets updated.
A signal can be of different data types like boolean, integer, etc. The statements inside a process
can be assignment equations or clock equations. If there is no data dependency between the input
signals of one statement with the output signal of another statement, they are concurrent within
the process. No two signals can be repeatedly assigned to within a process. The assignment state-
ments will consist of either function calls which are definedby other processes or any of the four
primitive SIGNAL operators. They are as follows:

TheFunctionoperatorf when applied on a set of signalsx1, x2, .., xn will produce an event on the
output signaly and is represented in SIGNAL as :

y := f (x1, ..., xn) (2.1)

Along with the function operator the clocking requirementsfor the input signals are specified. To
evaluate an operation onn inputs, alln inputs need to be present together and this equates the rates
of y with each of the input signals. An example of an XOR operation where a Boolean signal is
represented by a true (tt) or a false (ff) is shown below.⊥ represents an absent event and each
column represents an instant.

x: ff ⊥ tt tt · · ·
z: tt ⊥ ff tt · · ·

x xor z: tt ⊥ tt ff · · ·

TheSampleroperatorwhen is used to check the output of an input signal at the true occurrence of
another input signal.

y := x when z (2.2)

Herez is a boolean signal whose true occurrence passes the value ofx to y. The true occurrence
of z is represented aŝ[z]. The clock relation ofy is defined as the intersection of the clocks ofx
and[z]. An example wherevi represents values of signals at instantsi = 1, 2, .. and⊥ represents
an absent event is shown below.

x: v1 v2 v3 v4 · · ·
z: ⊥ tt ff tt · · ·

x when z: ⊥ v2 ⊥ v4 · · ·

TheMergeoperator in SIGNAL usesdefault primitive to select between two inputsx andz to
be sent as the output, with a higher priority to the first input.

y := x default z (2.3)
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Here the inputx is passed toy whenever̂x is true, otherwisez is passed on wheneverẑ is true. So
the clock ofy is the union of the clocks ofx andz. An example of adefault operation with all
four possible combinations of input events is shown below.

y: ⊥ v2 v3 v4 · · ·
z: w1 ⊥ w3 ⊥ · · ·

y default z: w1 v2 v3 v4 · · ·

The Delay operator in SIGNAL sends a previous value of the input to the output with an initial
valuek as the first output.

y := x$ init k (2.4)

Here previous value ofx, denoted byx$ is sent to y with initial value ofk, a constant. The clock
of signalsy andx are equated by this primitive. An example ofdelay operation is given below
and the clock equations of the SIGNAL operators are summarized in Table2.1.

x: v1 v2 v3

x$ init k: k v1 v2

SIGNAL operator SIGNAL expression Clock relation
Function y = f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ŷ = x̂1 = . . . = x̂n

Sampler y = x when z ŷ = x̂ ∩ [̂z]
Merge y = x default z ŷ = x̂ ∪ ẑ

Delay y = x $ init k ŷ = x̂

Table 2.1: SIGNAL Operators and clock relations

The clock equations are not only inferred from the SIGNAL statements, they can be mentioned
explicitly as well. For example,{x + y, x ∗ y, x = y} represent the union, intersection and
equate operation respectively on the clocks ofx andy. Apart from these primitive operators, there
are other operators likeCell which give a persistent output signal. The output signal will contain
the values of the first input signal for all its instants and will retain the previous value of the first
signal during the ‘true’ instances of the second Boolean input.

y := x cell zinit k (2.5)

Here the events ofx will be passed ontoy and they will be retained whenz has a ‘true’ output.
The valuek is the output if there was no initial value onx. So the clock ofy is the union of the
clocks ofx andz. This is not a new primitive since this functionality can be implemented using
the 4 primitive operators and clock constraints. An exampleof the cell operator is shown below.

x: ⊥ v2 v3 ⊥ · · ·
z: tt ⊥ ff tt · · ·

x cell z init k: k v2 v3 v3 · · ·
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Each SIGNAL statement in a process is a concurrent unless there is a data dependency with another
statement within the process. There can be variables which are internal to the process (P / x). The
processes can be composed similar to the manner in which eachSIGNAL statements are composed
(P | Q). Now let us consider a sample SIGNAL programCount for a counting process with reset.
It accepts an input eventreset and delivers the integer outputval. A localcounter, initialized to 0,
stores the previous value ofval (equationcounter := val$1 init 0). When the eventreset occurs,
val is reset to 0 (i.e.(0 when reset ). Otherwise,counter is incremented (i.e.(counter +
1) ). The activity ofCount is governed by the clock of its outputval, which differs from that of its
input reset: Count is multi-clocked.

process Count= (? event reset ! integer val)
(| counter := val$1 init 0

| val := (0 when reset)
default (counter + 1)

|) where integer counter;
end;

The process is named asCount and the input-output ports are declared using the symbols ‘?’
and ‘!’ respectively. Each input or output is associated with its type event, integer, Boolean etc.
Each SIGNAL process is a synchronous composition of concurrent statements separated by the ‘|’
symbol. Similarly, processes can be composed if they are concurrent in nature. Each SIGNAL
statement consists of the 4 operators used with input or output signals or internal variables like
counter in this example. With the familiarity gained from the definition of operators and exam-
ples, we move onto explaining charateristics of SIGNAL programs such as endochrony and weak
endochrony.

2.3.2 Endochrony and weak endochrony

The properties endochrony and weak endochrony were not introduced along with SIGNAL lan-
guage, rather were identified as a conditional property for compiling programs written in SIGNAL.
The formal semantics and notations needed to precisely define these two concepts is quite elabo-
rate [72, 119, 39]. We provide examples to clarify the concepts, hoping the reader will glean the
conceptual idea behind these definitions.

Definition 2.3.1. A SIGNAL processP with input signalsi1, i2, ..in and output signalso1, o2, ..., om

is endochronous if and only if the scheduling of the computation based on the events arriving at the
input signals can be correctly inferred without any additional information from the environment
during the run-time of the process. That means, a correct scheduling of the internal computations
to produce the correct sequence of output events can be statically done at the compile time.

Let us consider two simple examples to illustrate the issue.
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process Ex1 = (? integer x, y ! integer val)
(| val := x + z$1 init 0

| z := (y + 1)
|) where integer z;

end;

process Ex2 = (? integer x, y ! integer val)
(| val := x + z$1 init 0

| z := (y + 1) default 0
|) where integer z;

end;

In the process Ex1, the two inputsx andy are synchronous, because from the body of the compu-
tation it is clear thatx andz are present at the same instants always, otherwise, the computation of
val would not be possible. The second equation tells thatz andy must occur at the same instants,
and hence by transitivity, events onx, y are always expected from the environment at the same
instants. Therefore, the scheduling of the computation canbe done statically. First read events on
x andy together, then produce the output event onval immediately, and then go back to reading
the values onx, y again. So Ex1 is an example of an endochronous process. Generating sequential
C code for such a process is straight forward.

In the process Ex2, however, the second equation does not imply that events onz occur always at
the same instants asy events, because ify events are absent,z can still have events. Hence, even
though from the first equation eventsx andz are synchronously occurring, it cannot be inferred
thatx, y are synchronous. This means, reading input event onx does not mean reading input event
on y, and therefore, the value ofval would be dependent on whethery occurred just before the
new event onx is read in. So this computation cannot be statically scheduled, without getting
information from the environment on when whenx, y occur simultaneously and when not. So
Ex2 is an example of a non-endochronous process. Generatingsequential C code for this case
is not possible, without compromising the intended semantics. Now we move onto another class
of SIGNAL programs which are not implementable in current SIGNAL compilers due to non-
deterministic behavior.

Definition 2.3.2. A SIGNAL processP is weakly endochronous, if and only if it has the ‘diamond
property’ [114, 119]. In other words, for such a process, even when a complete static schedule
of the computations is not possible, order of the computations may dynamically depend on the
occurrences of events on the input signals, the computationis confluent. The confluence here
means that irrespective of the dynamic order of the computations, the final state of the process is
the same as the case where all input events occurred synchronously.

The following example will make it easier to understand the concept of weak endochrony and its
diamond property.
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process Ex3 = (? event a, b;
! integer val1, val2;)

(| val1 := (x + 1 when a)
(| val2 := (z + 1 when b)

| x := val1$1 init 0
| z := val2$1 init 0
|) where integer x,z;

end;

In process Ex3, one cannot determine the relative rates ofa, b and hence a static schedule of when
to do computation is not possible. However, ifa occurs beforeb, or vice versa, or even if they
occur together, the value produced after every pair ofa andb will be the same. In fact, every so
often, the events onval1, val2 will be the same for a particular occurrence rate ofa, b, and a fully
synchronous occurrence ofa, b events. Note that one cannot generate sequential C code for this
process, because if the code waits for events ona, and if an event onb occurs first, the event on
b will be lost without being read. The same is true if the sequential code tries to read events onb
first.

A weak endochronous program will have thediamond propertywhich shows the multiple behav-
iors possible according to the relative modification of values of each output signal. Figure2.11
shows the diamond property for the SIGNAL programEx3. Here we have three cases, where a
and b events happen together or one of them happens before theother. The initial values of output
signalsval1, val2 is x, z. Once an event occurs ona, val1 is updated tox+1. Similarly val2 will
change toz +1 if an event occurs onz. Another possible behavior isval1 being updated afterval2
or both being updated together repsented by different branches of Figure2.11. These different be-
haviors are against the determinism required by SIGNAL compilers for sequential code generation.
We investigate the multi-threaded code generation opportunities on weak endochronous SIGNAL
specifications to broaden the class of implementable SIGNALdesigns in Chapter5.

Endochrony and Weak endochrony are properties of synchronous system pertaining to the schedu-
lability of their computation. They help decide whether a specification has deterministic order of
execution which is required by compilers for sequential code synthesis. Another property equally
important while composing IPs isisochrony. Isochrony is condition which applies for variables
shared between IPs where they have to agree on values assigned to them at each instant [129].
There should not be reactions having contradictory values for shared signals. Isochrony has to
be viewed in relation with properties like endochrony and weak-endochrony, since the composi-
tionality of two endochronous processes or two weakly endochronous processes require different
assurances. In Chapter4, we study the compositionality of synchronous systems for each of these
cases.
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Figure 2.11: Weak Endochrony or Diamond Property for the SIGNAL programEx3



Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss the important contributions in the field of code generation and parallel
programming. The background information about the parallel programming basics and the differ-
ent models of computation were given in Chapter2. Here we concentrate on the software synthesis
tools, their methodologies and capabilities to implement designs in the form of C or RTL. In par-
ticular, we discuss how sequential and multi-threaded software synthesis is made possible.

3.1 Parallel programming research

The emergence of multi-core systems have necessitated the conversion of existing sequential pro-
grams into a parallel form for faster execution. The distributed memory models have taken a
back seat in handling this task, while synchronization objects defined in POSIX/Windows threads
are too low level to tackle this problem. Higher level APIs like OpenMP and Thread Building
Blocks (TBB) have been proposed for this purpose using shared memory based models. Special-
ized pragmas defined in OpenMP and TBB are associated with loops or any other places which
need parallelization. These models of parallel programming are non-invasive, since they can be
ignored in an environment that does not support these pragmas.

3.1.1 OpenMP

OpenMP [19] is a set of compiler directives, runtime routines and environment variables used to
express parallelism in code. They can be Fortran directivesor C/C++ pragmas (pragma omp) ,
which alter the control flow into a fork-join pattern. When encountered with aparallel construct
followed by an iterative loop, the compiler will create a setof slave threads which divide the iter-
ations among themselves and execute them concurrently. Thenumber of threads can be set by the
user by means of an OpenMP directiveomp set num threads() or by setting a related environ-

37
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ment variableOMP NUM THREAD. The type and scope of the data structures of each thread is
important when used in a multi-threaded context. A variablecan be explicitly specified as ashared
or private variable under threaded conditions using OpenMP directives. An OpenMP pragma in
C/C++ can specify a set of variables to be shared within a class or structure (default case), which
would ensure a single copy is maintained for those variables. For an iterative loop, the iterative in-
dex is considered as private for threading purposes. Apart from the index, any variable which will
undergo update operation within a loop must also be specifiedas private to have separate copies
for each thread. There is also a reduction operation which functions by making a combination
of shared and private variables. Reduction operation makes use of the commutative-associative
properties to form intermediate results and thus parallelize the operation. This is different from
parallelizing the iterations in a loop as the intermediate results are accumulated to get the final
result.

Parallel programming constructs are utilized to increase the performance and to ensure correctness
of code. There might be statements which should not be executed in parallel or variables whose
additional copies should not be made. This can be guaranteedby usingatomicdirective which
halts all parallel operation for the concerned statement.Critical - end critical directive serves
the same purpose for a section of code. There existsset lock - unset lockdirectives similar to
Pthread mutex variables for providing exclusive access to variables. In comparison with Pthread
constructs, a disadvantage is that the critical section in OpenMP stalls any other critical operation.
Even two independent critical sections without common shared variables run in separate threads
cannot be executed in parallel. Other mutual exclusion primitives include event synchronization
and memory access ordering pragmas. Abarrier directive can be used to synchronize all threads
at a point which acts as a location to halt, join and proceed. The threads which finish execution
will wait for others to reach the synchronization point. Theorderedpragma provides exclusive
access to memory by sequentializing a portion of code. This enables the code to perform parallel
computation and sequential storing operation.

3.1.2 Thread Building Blocks

Following the lead of OpenMP, new libraries have been proposed for extending parallelization
constructs to C++. Thread Building Blocks (TBB) [6] is an effort from Intel Corporation to provide
shared memory parallelism in C++ with automatic scheduling of work. It aims to provide better
load balancing by using task based programming instead of lower level threads. The TBB libraries
can be used to perform loop parallelization, sorting, scanning etc. which we discuss in this section.

There are two major loop parallelization templates from TBB, namelyparallel for andparallel reduce.
An iterative loop which can be safely parallelized can be done by usingparallel for function. The
parameters for this function are the datatype, grainsize, number of iterations and the operator func-
tion to be parallelized. Grainsize describes the size of operations in each parallel processing thread
and can be optimized experimentally. Theparallel reduce function performs computation in a
split-join fashion. A reduction operation is performed by partitioning a long serial operation into
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smaller independent parts which are merged after the computation. The distribution of computa-
tion is shown in Figure3.1 for bothparallel for andparallel reduce functions. The iterations
are parallelized in the first case while the sub-blocks are parallelized in the second. Specialized
functions likeparallel scan, parallel sort etc. are available to exploit concurrency in parallel
algorithms. For memory accesses,containersor FIFO-like arrangement for multiple threads and
standard templates for mutual exclusion are provided.

i = 0 i = 1 i = n..

for ( i = 0 , i < n , n++) a1 + a2 + a3 + . . + an

a1+ a2 a3 + a4 an-1+an
. .

result1 result2 resultn Join intermediate results

Partition task

parallel_for parallel_reduce

Partition iterations

Figure 3.1: Parallel functions in Thread Building Blocks

TBB was designed to remain strictly as a C++ library to support parallelism. Compiler support was
required for OpenMP, which is avoided in the case of TBB. TBB alsoprovides nested parallelism
support for more parallel algorithms. When compared to native threading, TBB influences the
scheduling by providing an unfair distribution of processor execution time for each thread. Execu-
tion time is allotted based on the load on each thread and thusTBB provides better performance
than other shared memory parallelism techniques.

3.1.3 Message Passing Interface

Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a programming model targeting distributed execution in multi-
processors [70]. MPI programming model consists of parallel processes communicating with each
other in point-to-point fashion. In contrast to the forkingof threads in OpenMP, MPI is concurrent
from the very beginning. Parallel processes execute in a MIMD-like model and operate on memory
with exclusive access. The focus of MPI programming model ison task division, thus reducing the
communication between processes.

MPI provides several specialized functions to communicatebetween processes. The message can
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be sent or received in a blocking or non-blocking fashion. The message passing functions like
MPI Send, MPI Recv will contain parameters which give the starting address, size and data
type of the data being sent/received along with message identifiers and communication handles.
The communication handle describes the processes in a groupwhich are allowed to receive the
message. Different MPI functions provide facilities to broadcast, distribute or accumulate data
within groups. Groups contain an ordered set of processes uniquely defined by their rank. The
communication between these processes is termed asintra-group communication. It is possible to
have message passing between processes that are part of separate groups. In such aninter-group
communicationenvironment, the identifiers for a process is the communicator (group identifier)
and the rank of a process. Apart from the blocking message passing functions, specific synchro-
nization functions (MPI Barrier) are also provided to co-ordinate the communicating processes.

3.1.4 Parallel Programming on Multi-Processors

As we have discussed before, parallel programming researchstarted off with multi-processor sys-
tems. Programming methodologies applied in that era are theinspiration behind many of new
software models applied for multi-core chips. Some of the significant multi-core processors are
CellBE [2] and Sun Niagara [17]. CellBE is a heterogeneous processor with IBM PowerPC and
several vector processing elements where a master-slave programming approach is used. Niagara
is a homogeneous processor with eight SPARC cores, with uniform distribution of work. CellBE
has found commercial success in gaming consoles and we will discuss the architecture with an
associated programming model of this design in brief.

The Cell Broadband Engine Architecture [2] consists of an IBM PowerPC processor as the Power
Processing Element (PPE) with eight vector processors as the Synergistic Processing Elements
(SPE). They are interconnected by an Element Interconnect Bus. The PPE acts as a controller
for the SPEs by performing scheduling operations, resourcemanagement and other OS services.
The Cell processor can support two hardware threads in its PPEand eight hardware threads in its
SPEs. But the programming model of the Cell processor is not restricted to a singular methodol-
ogy. Users are free to create software threads and manage thecommunication between them in
shared memory or message passing model. The Cell Processor supports OpenMP libraries and is
flexible enough to perform multi-threading operations in pipeline, job queue or streaming format.
Cell Superscalar [37] is one of the applicable programing models for the Cell processor which
uses annotations to delegate tasks from the PPE to the SPEs. The PPE contains a master thread
which maintains a data dependency graph for the tasks to be performed and a helper thread which
schedules tasks for each SPE thread and updates the task dependency graph. The creative free-
dom present in the applicable programming models for the Cellprocessor has made it a versatile
platform in the multi-core embedded system domain.
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3.1.5 Parallel programming using Graphics Processors

Graphics processors have been used to offload vector processing from CPUs for a long time
now. Recent advances in gaming technology has motivated researchers to look at using graph-
ics processors for general purpose computation. The idea isto make use of the large amount of
multi-processors in graphics cards to create a massively parallel system for computation. Using
general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU) for parallel processing delivers a favorable
performance-cost metric when compared to the available supercomputing options. The program-
ming of such graphics processors is very different from other embedded systems as they follow
a Single Instruction Multiple Data pattern. We discuss the programming philosophy of CUDA, a
leading software architecture from NVIDIA Corporation in this section.

HOST

Kernel function 1

. . .Kernel function 2

. . .

DEVICE

Figure 3.2: Program flow in Host and Device for NVIDIA CUDA

Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a new programming model defined for NVIDIA
GPGPUs [12]. In this programming model, the CPU (Host) code sets the amount of threads that
is to be created in the GPU (Device) using a Kernel function. Each parallel operation is a Ker-
nel function call which halts the Host code execution in the CPU and starts a massively parallel
operation in the GPU. In the GPU, a set of threads are tied together to form awarp and is as-
signed to a set of processors. The warps assigned to a multiprocessor take turns in execution,
memory fetch etc. Figure3.2shows the execution model of NVIDIA Tesla GPU. The Host code is
executed in sequential fashion with pauses during the parallel Device operation. This shared pro-
gramming model is scalable for larger applications. There exists specialized registers and shared
memory for groups of processing units along with a global memory. Several atomic functions like
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atomicAdd(), atomicInc, atomicAnd are provided for safe threading operations.

The programming model used in GPUs is of Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) pattern.
Streaming data for video rendering was ideal for this model since the same computations were
done for multiple pixels. Other applications of this programming model range from speeding
up time consuming simulations for hardware design to movie animation [112]. Brook for GPU, a
streaming model for GPU general purpose computation similar to CUDA was proposed from Stan-
ford University [16]. The programming language is ANSI C with extensions to declare streams
and kernel functions to operate on them. Here, the extended Ccode is transformed to an executable
form for graphics processors and no new programming language is required. At a higher level of
abstraction is model driven code generation which has soundformal basis in its specification for-
mat. Streaming model, data flow model, etc. have been used as areference to design high level
languages which are transformed into C or RTL using different code generation tools. A recent
work has

3.2 Software synthesis from synchronous languages

Synchronous programming languages such as Esterel[43], SIGNAL[71], LUSTRE[74] and differ-
ent variants of them have proved to be successful in embeddedreactive software specification and
generation of sequential software code from them [40]. Even though broadly classified as syn-
chronous languages due to the underlying synchrony assumption, these languages often have very
different characteristics and styles. In this section, we discuss code synthesis from two globally
clocked synchronous languages, Esterl and LUSTRE.

3.2.1 Esterel software synthesis

Esterel is an imperative language which reacts to events andinputs in tight loops whose execution is
often governed by traps, aborts and other kinds of exceptionwatching. Usually Esterel programs
also have the notion of a timer tick, which paces the reading of inputs and the corresponding
reaction [60]. So a reaction in Esterel happens between two consecutive ticks, based on the input
events and values, and often a reaction may be aborted or preempted by exception conditions.

Esterel expressions are converted into a finite automaton and synthesis is performed to generate
sequential code [43]. An input automaton at stateP when in the presence of an input eventi,
generates an output evento and moves into a derivative stateP ′. In this manner, a Finite State
Machine (FSM) can be formed which produces a deterministic sequential output from a concurrent
specification. The datapath of the FSM at each state will include the code that has to be executed at
each instant. Esterel compiler can generate C code or RTL from this finite state automata. Esterel
Studio is a commercial complier for Esterel langauge developed initially by Esterel-Technologies
and now owned by Synfora Inc [131].
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An academic Esterel Compiler is also available from Columbia University [3]. The Columbia
Esterel Compiler [60] has implemented a few code generation techniques to form C code from
Esterel. One method divides the code into atomic tasks and performs aggressive scheduling oper-
ations. Another method is to form a linked list of the tasks byfinding their dependencies. Here
the focus is on fine grained parallelism as in Object Code method [52] which is explained later in
Section3.2.3. A distributed implementation on multiprocessors [139] uses a Graph Code format
proposed in [117] to represent parallelism in Esterel. Here each thread is a distinct automaton (or a
reactive sub-machine). Instead of scheduling tasks duringruntime as in other techniques, each sub-
machine is assigned to a processor core and they are composedtogether to form the main-machine
which represents the whole Esterel code.

Quartz software synthesis

The imperative synchronous language Quartz has its associated framework Averest for capturing
specifications and for synthesizing C or RTL code from them [125]. Quartz statements are con-
verted to synchronous guarded actions, where a guard acts asa firing condition to perform an
action. Averest Intermediate Format (AIF) is an XML format used to represent intricate details
of a user given program for translation into low level implementation code. From AIF format,
Averest can generate code, provide verification collaterals such as smv input files or deterministic
automata.

3.2.2 LUSTRE software synthesis

LUSTRE is a data flow language which describes a system as data flow equations with an as-
sumption that there is a global notion of a time trigger that allows these data flow equations to be
evaluated repeatedly, and thereby result in intermediate or output events and values. Each of these
repetitions of evaluations is a reaction in LUSTRE. LUSTRE hasbeen adopted as a specification
language for code synthesis targeting many safety-critical applications. A commercial LUSTRE
compiler is available from Esterel-Technologies Inc. as a part of their SCADE suite [62]. Also
available is a higher order functional variant of Lustre known as Lucid Synchrone [53].

The LUSTRE compiler can also generate output in Object Code form [52] which can be used
for distributed implementation as described in the Section3.2.3. Another work on multi-processor
implementation is based on Time Triggered Architectures (TTA). SCADE can be used to map
LUSTRE specifications on the synchronous bus by having some extensions on the LUSTRE code
in the form of annotations [51]. Code distribution annotations are used to assign parts of LUSTRE
program to a unique locations in the distributed platform. Execution time, period and deadlines
can also be specified along with the code. The methodology forimplementation of LUSTRE
program in a TTA is shown in Figure3.3. The LUSTRE specification is given to the Analyzer
which builds a partial order of tasks with the help of the deadline and execution time annotations.
The timing details are used by the scheduler to solve a multi-period, multi-processor scheduling
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Figure 3.3: LUSTRE to TTA implementation flow

problem. The bus and processor schedules for a solution to this problem are given to the Integrator
block. Integrator obtains the different LUSTRE modules fromAnalyzer and generates a glue code
to interface these modules.

3.2.3 Distributed code generation from Synchronous languages

The underlying concurrency in the specification makes synchronous languages a good candidate
for distributed implementation. A work on automatic distribution of synchronous programs pro-
posed a common algorithm for conversion of anObject Code (OC) into a distributed network of
processors [52]. Esterel, LUSTRE compilers can output code in this common format. The distri-
bution method from the OC form is as follows:
1. The centralized Object Code is duplicated for each location
2. Decision is made on mapping each instruction to a unique location and copies are removed from
the rest of the locations
3. Analysis is performed to find the communication required between locations to maintain the
data dependency between instructions
4. New instructions are inserted (put, get) to pass the variables that were computed in a different
location

Optimization can be performed to reduce the redundant code in the network. A sample Object Code
is shown in Listing3.1and its distributed implementation for two locations is shown in Figure3.4.
The code is first duplicated on both locations and then the body of the code is removed from one
of them. Later the communication instructions (put(a,0), get(1)) are placed in the locations as
required. In Figure3.4, on atrue result on the ‘If a’ condition, body1 is executed onLoc0 and
Loc1 remains idle. On afalseresult,Loc1 computesbody2 and sends the value ofa to Loc0 . In
Loc0 , aget operation is performed to update the latest value ofa and thenbody3 is executed.
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Listing 3.1: Object Code for an if-else condition
1 Lo ca t i o n S t a t e 0
2 0 p u t v o i d ( 1 ) ;
3 1 pu t ( 0 , a ) ;
4 0 ,1 i f ( a ) t hen
5 1 pu t ( 0 , a ) ;
6 0 body1
7 0 o u t p u t ( b ) ;
8 0 ,1 e l s e
9 1 body2

10 1 pu t ( 0 , a ) ;
11 0 body3
12 0 o u t p u t ( b ) ;
13 0 ,1 end i f
14 0 ,1 go t o S t a t e 1

Loc 0 Loc 1

put_ void(1)
put(0,a)

a = get(1)

If (a)

then

body1;

output(b)

thenelse

a = get(1);

body3;

output(b)

else

body2;

put(0,a);

end if

go to state 1;

end if

go to state 1;

get_ void(0);

If (a)

Figure 3.4: OC program in Listing3.1distributed into two locations

3.3 Software synthesis from Polychronous specifications

For a given polychronous (or multi-clock) specification there may not exist a unique behavior or
a fixed order of computation. This is obtained by establishing a total order on all the instants of
signals in the polychronous specification. With additionalsynchronization, it maybe possible to
force a unique behavior and thus be made deterministic. We now explain the issues in sequential
synthesis using a sample specification. Later we will reviewthe available synthesis tools and their
causality analysis techniques. Finally we review some of the multi-threading work performed in
this area.
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3.3.1 Issues in sequential software synthesis from polychronous specifica-
tion

One of the sequential implementability conditions orsynthesis conditionsfor the polychronous
language SIGNAL is calledendochrony. Endochronous specifications are those for which the
ordering of data value evaluations can be completely determined at the compile time, and therefore,
deterministic sequential code can be generated [71]. In endochrony, sequentiality has been a prime
precondition, leading to a restrictive class of synchronous models which satisfy this condition.
Now let us consider an example to understand how a non-endochronous specification may not
have a deterministic output. Fig.3.5 shows a polychronous computational unitSpec1 with two
inputsa,b and an outputc. Spec1 is a selection operation among events arriving at inputs, with a
having a higher priority overb. A possible time line with a global reference clockT is shown along
with a sequential implementation in pseudo C programming language. The code tests for presence
of events at input ports and decides on writing new events atc. The issue here is that the arrival
of events within the global clock instant is unknown. Duringexecution, the reading input porta
has to be timed out to move onto reading portb. If the event ata arrives late, it might be missed.
Also, if we are late to switch to readingb, computation on events atb may not meet the deadline
imposed by the global clock. This can be seen at the clock tickT2 in Fig. 3.5, where value atb is
sent toc instead of value ata. So the given specification cannot give a deterministic output without
knowing more about input signals. Or in other words, the global reference clockT has no relation
with input signals and hence cannot decide the boundaries ofa logical instant for a polychronous
system.

Now, consider the polychronous specificationSpec2 in Fig. 3.5, where an additional signalr is
introduced which can tell the presence of events ata or b based ontrue or false valued Boolean
events atr. Clearly these clock ofr contains all instants ofa and all instants ofb. A possible
sequential implementation is shown in Fig.3.5along with a time line withr as the reference clock.
Now a computational round starts only on new events atr and the value of signalr will tell us
whether to reada or b. The boundaries of each logical instant is defined by the arrival of a new
event onr and will trigger new reactions on events ata andb. The computation is now deterministic
since the arrival of events, computation on them are known asa reference to an internal signal’s
clock. This specification is endochronous and can determinethe order of data value evaluations at
compile time.

3.3.2 Synthesis tools for polychronous specification

The major synchronous programming languages like Esterel[43], LUSTRE[74] and SIGNAL[71]
and their distinct ways of reacting to events have been discussed in Chapter2. Among synchronous
languages, SIGNAL [66] is polychronous in nature. A commercial version of SIGNAL based code
generation tool is available as RT-Builder (Sildex) from Geensys [15]. Polychrony compiler [61]
built at IRISA/INRIA France is the point of origin for this commercial product. It provides a frame-
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Spec2

r

Loop on root clock r

read(r);

if (r is true)

{read(a); c = a;

write(c); }

else if (r is false)

{read(b); c = b;

write(c); }

forever

Loop on global clock T

read(a); read(b);

if (a is present)

{c = a; write(c); }

else if (b is present)

{c = b; write(c); }

forever

b

a
c

Spec1

b

a
c

Figure 3.5: Non-endochronous and endochronous polychronous specification

work for multi-rate data flow specifications and is the inspiration for our MRICDF framework.
Polychrony uses ROBDDs for creating canonical form for all clock variables, and then constructs
a clock hierarchy in the form of tree-like data structures. Apart from the absence of causal cycles,
endochrony property is necessary for compilation. This property at clock tree abstraction level is
interpreted as the ‘existence of a root clock’ in the clock tree. This would mean that there has to
be a signal or a combination of several signals defined withinthe specification or a combination of
signals which can act as the fastest signal. Non endochronous and weak endochronous programs
are rejected.

Polychrony environment takes textual commands through itsinterface along with SIGNAL code in
a ‘.SIG’ file and generates C code which can be simulated with inputs given in ‘.txt’ files. Lack of
a visual means of specification and absence of debugging facilities are among the problems with
Polychrony toolset. SIGNAL-META [50] is an effort to build a front end for polychrony using
the Generic Modeling Environment [108]. A meta-model close to SIGNAL was constructed with
the constructs divided into three parts: the interface, thedata flow and the clock relations. This
tool converts the visual specification into UML-like intermediate format and finally into ‘.SIG’ and
‘.txt’ format. From this point the Polychrony tool will be used to generate C code. So there was no
modification in terms of the compilation of SIGNAL nor in terms of testing for endochrony/weak
endochrony properties.

Separate or modular compilation of SIGNAL specification into separate C programs which would
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run on distributed architectures have been investigated [38, 114]. This body of work has mainly
focused on characterization of SIGNAL specifications whichcan be separately compiled and/or
can be run on a distributed architecture. Often this includes synthesis of special protocols be-
tween the different components so that the distributed system produces the same behavior as the
original synchronous specification. One such characterization is endo-isochrony[38, 39]. An
endo-isochronous specification is one whose computation isendochronous and communication is
isochronous. Benviniste et. al [38] proved that a synchronous system with the property of endo-
isochrony can be implemented as a semantically equivalent GALS architecture without the need
for any protocol.

More recently, a more generic characterizations have been proposed such as weak endochrony
[119], and NRSA (No Reaction to Signal Absence)[120]. While endo-isochrony provides a suf-
ficient condition for the separate compilation to work, in [114] it has been shown how to extend
the scope of this to weakly endochronous components. Since weak endochrony is compositional,
it provides a way of incrementally compiling and synthesizing controller for resulting C programs
to work correctly. In an alternate paper [33], synchronous distribution of SIGNAL programs was
investigated and the SIGNAL dependencies and scheduling relations were retained through refine-
ments until the final stage of distributed code generation.

3.3.3 Causality analysis techniques from polychronous specifications

A recent work [132] has summarized sequential synthesis condition of SIGNAL programs as fol-
lows: a compilable and hierarchic SIGNAL program isendochronous. In other words, a sequen-
tially implementable SIGNAL specification would not contain causal loops and its clock tree would
be hierarchic with a root clock. Over the years, there has been a significant amount of work in de-
tecting causal loops for hardware circuits and synchronoussystems. An early work on the analysis
of cycles in combinatorial circuits uses ternary symbolic simulation method [107]. This work was
extended later to sequential circuits and to Esterel language. ‘Constructivity’ [41] was proposed,
which considers a circuit to be acyclic if and only if for every external input a unique value can be
determined for each internal and output signal. A sequential circuit is constructive if the combi-
national part is constructive for given input values and thelatch outputs are restricted to reachable
states [127]. A heuristic was proposed where ternary symbolic simulation is performed to see if the
set of unstable states is empty. If so, the circuit is declared constructive. Otherwise, a reachability
analysis is done to see if any of the unstable states is reachable from a sequence of given inputs.

Checking constructivity as a Satisfiability problem was proposed in [111]. In their formal verifi-
cation system, a set of internal signals are identified, which would eliminate all syntactic cycles.
A constructivity-SAT formula for a cycle is defined to perform reachability analysis. In addition,
an error path from initial state to a state where the cycle is true is determined. Thus the cycle
analysis has been extended to finite non-Boolean types. In Esterel, instantaneous termination due
to incorrect programs or schizophrenic programs was analyzed in [134]. A program is declared
instantaneousiff the execution completes in a single reaction. The analysis of causal loops using
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using SAT techniques was suggested, but was not experimented with. Some provable correct Es-
terel programs were noted to be rejected due to incomplete causality analysis. Other prominent
works on causality analysis provide optimizations for causality elimination [123] and applying
standard logic synthesis techniques [126]. In SIGNAL, a recent work [65] has experimented dead
code detection based on computation of intervals for valuesof signals. Parts of a program can be
rejected if the expected values did not fall in the computed interval. A common thread in these
works is isolation of specific properties useful for causality analysis in the respective synchronous
languages or the use of verification techniques such as modelchecking [55, 122].

3.3.4 Multi-processor and multi-threaded programming models for SIG-
NAL

An early work on distributed implementation of SIGNAL programs [105] discusses combining
SIGNAL with SYNDEX (SYNchronous Distributive EXecutive) CAD tool [69]. SYNDEX tool
can provide rapid prototyping and optimization of real timeembedded applications on multi-
processors and it is based on apotential parallelism theory. In this method, parallelism will be
exploited only if the hardware resources for parallel execution is available. A SIGNAL-SYNDEX
translation strategy is defined by using an intermediate representation compatible with both lan-
guages. A Synchronous Flow Graph is later formed which is a 5-tuple with nodes, clocking
constraints, precedence constraints etc. as its elements.Once the equivalent graph for SIGNAL
program is constructed in SYNDEX, a clustering and scheduling strategy is applied to obtain the
optimized real-time mapping onto a distributed system. A clustering phase is used to increase gran-
ularity, thus reducing the complexity of the scheduling problem into multiple processors. Once the
clustering phase is done, mapping ofu clusters ontop processors (u ≥ p) is done using the
SYNDEX tool. Once the virtual processors are mapped to physical processors, clusters are formed
within each processing element and an efficient static schedule is found for each cluster. Mean-
while the resultant sequence in each cluster is dynamicallyscheduled according to the arrival of
input events.

The current Polychrony compiler for SIGNAL from IRISA has implemented a multi-threaded code
generation scheme. The strategy here is to use semaphores and event-notify scheme to synchro-
nize the communication between threads. Each concurrent statement in SIGNAL is translated into
a thread with await for every input at the beginning and anotify for every output in the end. This
micro-threading model for a SIGNAL code is shown in Figure3.6. Here there is acontroller
which ticks according to the endochronous SIGNAL global clock which is a superset of all the
input events. Thecontroller thread notifies the read operation for a particular input andthe re-
spective threads associated with the inputs are triggered.For example,p is computed using inputs
x, z and the computation will be triggered by eventse4 and e6. The semaphore wait and no-
tify statements provide the synchronization between the threads. The multi-threading model of
Polychrony is modeled to be reactive to the input and will aggressively schedule computations
whenever they are available. But at the same time, the fine grained nature of the tool results in
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more communication and less computation for a small task. When applied to larger SIGNAL pro-
grams, the number of threads increase exponentially since each concurrent statement in the code
is forked out as a thread.

Process main =

(? Integer x, y, z;

! Integer p, q;)

( | p := x when z

| q := y when z

|)

notify (e1,e2,e3)

notify (e7) notify (e8)

wait (e4,e6)

p q

controller

wait (e5,e6)

wait (e1)

notify(e4)

wait (e2)

notify(e5)

wait (e3)

notify(e6)

read x read y read z

e1 = clock x

e2 = clock y

e3 = clock z

e4 = read x

e5 = read y

e6 = read z

e7 = compute p

e8 = compute q

wait (e7,e8)

Figure 3.6: Fine grained thread structure of Polychrony

3.4 Code generation tools in industry and academia

Real-Time Workshop: Real-Time Workshop from Mathworks is a tool for development,test-
ing and generation of embedded C programs or HDL [7]. The models can be Simulink designs
or Embedded MATLAB code. They also provide simulation environment and analysis capabili-
ties for testing the generated code. Simulink Stateflow can also be interfaced with the Real-Time
Workshop for modeling finite state machine based designs. Stateflow formalism is similar to Stat-
echarts [77], where parallel states can be modeled, thereby protectingconcurrency at the higher
abstraction level. At the implementation level, a sequential order is chosen for generating sequen-
tial C code.

MATRIXx: MATRIXx is a set of design and development tools from NationalInstruments
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(NI) for graphical system modeling, simulation and code generation for embedded systems [11].
AutoCode is their real-time code generation tool for single-rate and multi-rate systems. But, here
multi-rate signals are globally synchronized and the ratesof individual signals are related to the
global clock signal. A high-level model designed and simulated using Xmath and SystemBuild
tools in the MATRIXx environment is later given as the input tothe AutoCode tool.The target
languages of AutoCode is C or ADA.

StreamIt: StreamIt is a programming language which is used to model designs which handle
streaming flow of data [136]. Each stream of data is acted on by blocks called ‘filters’. Filters
can be pipelines, feedback-loops or split-joins which can be used to fork out threads of execution.
The data flow structure makes StreamIt more suitable for multi-core execution. Parallel threads
which access a shared memory and communicate using sockets can be generated using StreamIt
compiler. Code generation into C language format from StreamIt models targets multi-media and
signal processing applications.

Ptolemy: In academia, Ptolemy is a significant contribution for actorbased networks for code
generation [20]. Developed at UC Berkeley, Ptolemy is a framework for modeling, simulation,
and design of concurrent, real-time, embedded systems. Thedesigns are intended to bedomain
polymorphicor in other words they can interact with each other in different domains. The model
of computation is chosen by a ‘director’ which specifies the rules for the design. Thus Ptolemy is
a software architecture design language.

SHIM: SHIM or Software/Hardware Integration Medium is an imperative approach to code syn-
thesis with an asynchronous communication model [59]. It is a concurrent, asynchronous and
deterministic model for simulation and synthesis targeting heterogeneous embedded systems. The
idea is inspired by KPN model, but the buffers in KPN model were replaced by a rendezvous mode
of communication.

Code synthesis frameworks are being developed to assist the engineer in programming complex
designs and thereby reduce man hours, promote reuse and makeverification easier. Formalisms
behind some of the industrial tools like SIMULINK are not correct-by-construction and thus ver-
ification time is not reduced. Synchronous programming tools are correct-by-construction which
give guarantees about generated code, if the higher level model is modeled correctly. Unfortu-
nately, synchronous tools lag behind others like LabVIEW and Mathworks in creating user friendly
GUI and tools to assist the engineer. We work on polychronousformalism where the availability
of visual frameworks is even lower. But the main focus of code synthesis tools is in the code
generation strategy rather than visual enhancements. The only available polychronous compiler
Polychrony [61] constructs a clock tree of signals in the design and uses ROBDDS to form a clock
hierarchy. We intend to replace this strategy with a prime implicate based strategy while remaining
in the Boolean domain for analysis. Our visual formalism aimsto be a more intuitive exposition
for not only modeling but also for characterizing implementability of the specification as software
programs.
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Synthesis tools for hardware design and verification
As opposed to the limited progress in synthesis of embedded software, hardware design and ver-
ification has seen significant amount of automated code generation (Register Transistor Logic -
RTL). Ahuja et al. [31, 23] present a methodology, which utilizes the power estimation knowledge
to guide power reduction. The premise to their work is to firstprovide an accurate and efficient
power estimation framework at higher abstraction level andthen utilize this information to guide
the power reduction algorithm while generating the hardware RTL. On the power estimation side,
they present mainly three different approaches a-) reusingthe RTL power estimation frameworks at
higher level, b-) providing characterization based power models to facilitate the power estimation
at high-level, c-) utilize various verification collaterals such as assertions and properties to speedup
the design flow for power estimation.

The idea to reuse RTL power estimation frameworks in HLS based design methodologies comes
from the fact that RTL is tool generated and the biggest bottleneck is the processing of simula-
tion dump (vcd/fsdb). In [28], Ahuja et al. provide a rational for their approach and showthat
based on modeling style at system-level the speedup in estimation time can be achieved. They
experimentally show on variety of benchmarks the range of speedup in power estimation process
reaches upto 15times as compare to RTL power estimation techniques. The error or loss of accu-
racy on their proposed methodology was less than 10% with respect to lower level power estimates.
Such techniques with more accuracy can be used for relative power estimations to detect trojans.
More specifically work in [24], [25] present characterization based power estimation methodology,
they utilize GEZEL based co-simulation environment. In this environment a hardware modeled as
FSMD in GEZEL can be co-simulated with existing processor models such as ARM. The power
model proposed in this case study is a regression based powermodel which is learnt through vari-
ous statistical test data. The purpose to use a regression model is to utilize various states of fsmd as
regression variables as opposed to input and output based characterization in previous approaches.
This gives a better visibility on power estimation because this approach helps in relating activity
of the states of FSMD to power consumption.

The estimates from the power estimation methodology/toolsare no good if they are not supplied
with good representative test vectors. Ahuja et al. in theirwork in [27], [26] present methodology
to utilize verification collaterals to enhance the accuracyof power estimation at higher level. Sim-
ilar case studies can help us in finding out trojans or relatively peak power test vectors. This work
also shows how to write negative properties to help in creating counter cases to provide reachability
of a state, transitions from a state and staying in particular state of the controller using invariants.

Ahuja et al. [30] present a power reduction based on clock-gating and sequential clock-gating
from high level model description. To extend the clock-gating based power reduction Ahuja et
al. [29] show how sequential clock-gating opportunities can be identified at higher abstraction
level. Generally the difficulty to implement the sequentialclock-gating comes from two facts 1-)
if designer is trying to find such opportunities they might change the behavior of the design, 2-)
If tools are used to facilitate such an optimization they generally work at netlist level try to find
out the observability don’t care or stability conditions atnetlist level. This hinders the exploration
of such an optimization at high-level. Clock gating and operand isolation are two techniques to
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reduce the power consumption in state-of-the art hardware designs. Both approaches basically
follow a two-step procedure: first, they statically analyzea hardware circuit to determine irrelevant
computations. Second, all parts which are responsible for these computations are replaced by
others that consume less power in the average case, either bygating clocks or by isolating operands.
Jens et al. [49] defines the theoretical basis for adoption of these approaches in their entirety. They
show how irrelevant computation can be eliminated using their approach. They present passiveness
conditions for each signal x, which indicate that the value currently carried by x does not contribute
to the final result of the system. After showing how their theory can be generally used in the
context of clock gating and operand isolation a classification of many state-of-the-art approaches is
performed and shown that most of the approaches in the literature are conservative approximations
of their general setting. The author has worked on hardware design of redundant binary adders and
multipliers which used many hardware generation tools fromindustry [89, 90, 91, 82].

3.5 Verification tools used in this work

Traditionally, software synthesis was followed by an orthogonal verification by testing, theorem
proving, etc. Recently, verification tools were shown to be effective for use in code synthesis
stage for generic computing algorithms [128]. Synthesis problems were encoded as verification
problems, program guards were evaluated and program execution statements were inferred. The
synthesis strategies we propose in the following chapters also utilize verification tools such as SMT
solvers and model checkers for causal loop analysis. Here weprovide information about the some
of the tools we have used.

SAT based formal verification has been extensively used in equivalence checking, test generation
and many other highly time consuming applications [68]. A SAT problem searches for a possible
solution to a logical formula which is encoded in ConjunctiveNormal Form (CNF). A CNF input
is a conjunction of clauses where each of them is a disjunction of literals. If there exists a vari-
able assignment which makes the formula true , then the problem is said to be satisfiable. Faster
algorithms, better coverage, memory cost are some of the goals in this area of research. Since
SAT solvers work with Boolean variables, a given specification has to be converted to Boolean
equations where some of the information might be lost. Constraints which are data dependent may
require the theory of Integers,theory of Reals, etc. This is amotivating reason to use Satisfiabil-
ity Modulo Theories (SMT) for problems where relative values of variables affect the verification
result. An SMT solver is a constraint solver which can decideif a formula encoded using non-
Boolean variables is satisfiable [46, 54]. Recent advances in SMT solvers have made the use of
these tools more popular in verification and synthesis domain [36, 46, 54]. We use the Yices SMT
solver where formula is given as a set of assertions [21]. The satisfiability decisions made by Yices
SMT solver is used to make our implementability decisions.

Model checking is another SAT-based formal verification tool that we have used in this research.
Here, the model of a given system is built, and the satisfiability of a given formula is verified on
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the model. Reachability analysis is one of the verification procedures made possible by model
checkers. Here, the reachability of a particular state in question is analyzed, given a set of initial
conditions. In our work, we use the Cadence SMV tool for reachability analysis [18]. Our work
does not involve development of these verification tools. Our contribution is towards the applica-
tion of these tools in research problems where we find their integration appropriate and fruitful.



Chapter 4

Analysis of Composition of Synchronous
Systems

SIGNAL programs are synthesized into ANSI C code using the Polychrony compiler [61]. Poly-
chrony compiler generates C code only forendochronousSIGNAL programs. Informally, a SIG-
NAL specification is said to be endochronous if a static sequential schedule exists for its operations.
Currently Polychrony tool generates sequential C code from the concurrent SIGNAL specifica-
tions. A less strict property isweak endochrony. This property is satisfied even if a sequential
schedule is not possible, but a locally concurrent schedule(with nondeterministic execution order
for some operators) keeps the outputs deterministic. Thus if multiple possible behaviors without
affecting the outputs are admissible for a specification, then such a SIGNAL specification is weakly
endochronous. A more detailed account of endochrony, weak endochrony., etc with adequate ex-
amples can be found in Chapter2. These properties are crucial in the design of GALS architectures
for the ordering and distribution of operations into different sites.

In a GALS deployment of the code generated from various modules, due to unequal delay in
communicating various signals from one module to another module and due to the absence of a
global clock, the communication between processes will surely lose synchronization. Endochrony
concerns with relations between rates of signals in a component and is not sufficient to guarantee
correct communication. As discussed before, if a property such asIsochronyis satisfied for the
common variables between the various synchronous modules one might be able to ensure correct
communication [39] without losing the correctness of the system.

Isochrony is a condition that is applicable to a collection of synchronous modules which com-
municate through common variables. When the communication is synchronous (zero time), the
time instant at which the updating module updates a shared variable, and the time instant when the
modules reading the update on those variables see the updateare the same. However, when the
modules are distributed and their communication is asynchronous (GALS deployment), this is no
longer true. The conditions on the updates and sampling of these shared variables must have some
relationship in order for the GALS deployment to work the same way as the fully synchronous

55
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model. [38, 39] definedendo-isochronous systemswhose components are endochronous and the
communication between them to be isochronous. There, isochrony has been studied based on
the composition of synchronous transition systems (STS). Apair of STS(Φ1, Φ2) is said to be
isochronous, if the asynchronous observations (traces) onthe synchronous composition of the set
of STSs and the asynchronous observations of asynchronous composition of desynchronized STS
can be equated [38]. From [38],

(Φ1 || Φ2)
a = Φa

1 ||a Φa
2

1 (4.1)

This definition of isochrony was shown to hold when two STSsΦ1 andΦ2 have a set of common
variables with the following property: IfV be the set of variables shared betweenΦ1 andΦ2, and
V1 ⊆ V is updated byΦ1, and sampled byΦ2, andV2 ⊆ V is updated byΦ2 and sampled byΦ1,
andV = V1 ∪ V2, V1 ∩ V2 = ∅, then all variables inV1 must have the same clock, and all variables
in V2 must have the same clock. In other words, if at any instant, one variable ofVi (i = 1, 2)
is absent (have no value), then all variables of thatVi must be absent. However, it turns out that
this is only a sufficient condition, and not necessary. The actual definition of isochrony can be
satisfied by more general conditions on the variable setsV1 andV2. There are several advantages
of this generalization. First, it simplifies the understanding of isochrony substantially compared
to [38, 39]. Second, it generalizes it to weakly endochronous modulesalso. Third, a directional
notion of isochrony comes up naturally.

4.1 Preliminary definitions for synchronous systems

We use SIGNAL language to explain the composition of synchronous systems. An introduction
for SIGNAL language was provided in Chapter2. Here we define signals and their clock relations
required to formalize properties like endochrony and isochrony.

Definition 4.1.1. Given a set of signalsV , each signalx ∈ V has its own clock̂x which is the
(possibly infinite) set of instants at whichx gets updated. If the signalx is input to the system,̂x is
the rate at whichx is sampled. The sampling rate must be sufficient to capture all its updates.

The clock of a signal specifies when the signal is valid. When two signals are used in a SIGNAL
statement on either sides of the assignment operator, theirclocks are said to be related. Now we
formally define a clock relation.

Definition 4.1.2. Given a set of signalsV , two signals(x, y) ∈ V is said to be related by clock
relation rxy, if their respective clocks(x̂, ŷ) satisfies the relational predicaterxy. For example, if
the clocks ofx andy are equal, thenrxy = (x̂ = ŷ).
If we consider the definition of a signal (sayx) in terms of two other signals (y, z), then they are
related by a relational predicaterxyz wherex, y, z ∈ V andx is defined in terms ofy andz. For
example, in the Merge statementx := y default z, rxyz = (x̂ = ŷ ∪ ẑ).

1HereΦa stands for desynchronized STS and||a means asynchronous composition
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In the Table6.1, the signals are equated in a direct fashion without the needfor solving any external
equation. This is termed as adirect relation. Now, two signals are said to beindirectly relatedif
they are not present in a direct relation and if a relation canbe found between them by solving a set
of clock relations. Now we introduce a special clock relation ‘#’ as thenull clock relationwhich
defines an absent clock relation between two signals.

Definition 4.1.3. The signalsx and y are independent if and only if the clock relationrxy =
(x̂ #ŷ).

This new relation can be used to assert that there exists no direct or indirect relation between
the clocks of the signals under consideration. With these clock relations in place, we can now
formalize the composition of different types of synchronous systems.

4.2 Composition of synchronous systems

In GALS systems, each component will need to interact in an asynchronous fashion over commu-
nication lines. The nature of the communication medium defines the type of composition required
between components. In an asynchronous communication medium there is a requirement of buffers
in between modules to balance the rates of individual modules. In practice, the size of the buffers
cannot be infinite, which limits the difference in the rates of the modules. Another inhibiting factor
for the proper functioning of the system is the information that is being sent between modules.
The issues related to this factor are two fold: i) The clock ofthe signals which are common to the
sender and receiver have to be shared and ii) The clock relationship between the common signals
will have to be maintained in both modules. Here we consider the composition of endochronous
and weakly endochronous processes. We assume that the programs or IPs provided for compo-
sition do not have combinational loops and are error free. Also when the programs or IPs are
composed, they have to be checked for the presence of any new combinational cycles created as a
result of the composition.

4.2.1 Composition of endochronous processes

A static schedule exists for an endochronous process. The different input signals have their own
clocks and they are interconnected with the rate relations.A root clock will be formed as a result
of these rate relations in the Polychrony compiler, which isthe equivalent of a global clock in
the SIGNAL domain. Thus, for an endochronous process, thereexists a direct or indirect relation
between every signal in the process. The advantage of such a process is that a flow of each signal
(an order of values without clock) along with the clock relations is enough to create the clocked
synchronous flow for the whole process, i.e. no external clock information is needed to recreate the
synchronous flow of signals in an endochronous process. In SIGNAL terminology this is termed as
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‘reconstruction’ of signals in a process [39]. Still endochrony is not sufficient to guarantee correct
communication. The example below will illustrate this problem.

process Endo1= (? integer a,b; ! integer out1,out2;)
(| out1 := a + b | out2 := a + 1 when out1 > 0 |) end;
process Endo2= (? integer out1,out2; ! integer c;)

(| c := out1 + out2|) end;

Here processEndo1 has two output signals which are received byEndo2 through an asyn-
chronous medium. According to the order of arrival of inputsto Endo2 , the value ofc will
change. Two cases of reconstruction ofc for different rates ofout2 is shown below.

a 1 0 2 out1 − 1 1 2
b − 2 1 0 out2 1 3

out1 − 1 1 2 c 0 4
out2 ⊥ 1 3

In Endo1 , the values ofout2 are updated only in the instants whenout1 > 0. After transmis-
sion through an asynchronous medium, the synchronization betweenout1 andout2 are lost and
therefore the absent values ofout2 can not be observed forEndo2 . Endo2 can only observe a
sequence of data ofout1 andout2 respectively as shown on the right. Byc := out1 + out2 ,
Endo2 assumes thatout1 andout2 are updated at the same time and which contradict with the
way they are being produced byEndo1 . So endochrony is not sufficient for deterministic output
while composing processes. Along with deterministic computation, deterministic communication
has to be maintained.Isochronyis the property about the communication between systems which
specifies whether they can be composed correctly. For endochronous processes we can guarantee
proper composition provided certain conditions are satisfied. Before moving into the definitions
which will check for isochrony in composing processes, we revisit some information that we know
from existing literature in the form of assertions. From [39], we understand a strict condition for
composing endochronous processes.

Assertion A1: For endochronous processesP1 andP2, isochrony can be guaranteed ifP1 produces
all its events at the same instant andP2 waits for all inputs to arrive before computation and vice
versa.

This assertion from [39] is a sufficient condition for endochronous processes. In a GALS domain,
this is often a strict condition and is hard to implement. Thekey factor in the composition process
is the clock information of the composing IP’s. So we put Assertion A1 in a more general form for
synchronous processes:

Assertion A2: For two communicating processesP1 andP2, the clock information of the common
signals must be shared.

Sharing of clock information between IPs in a distributed environment involves exchanging meta-
information about the clock relations for these endochronous processes. This information will
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include the signals and their rate relations which can be used to check for isochrony. It is not
possible to add any clock information into the IP, once it is implemented and shipped as an IP. So
the meta-information will help in checking for isochorny and to redesign the IPs to make them
isochronous. Now we formalize a sufficient condition for isochrony. For two endochronous pro-
cessesPi andPj, where the set of signals of isVi andVj respectively, we define a communication
structureCij.

Definition 4.2.1. The tupleCij = (Wij, Rij) defines a communication structure which represents
the projection of clock signals fromPi to Pj, where
i) Wij = Vi ∩ Vj and
ii) Rij = { rij

abc , the clock relation defininĝva in terms ofv̂b and v̂c in Pi , ∀ (va, vb, vc) ∈
Wij ×Wij ×Wij}

The communication structure consists of the shared signalsin both processes and the clock re-
lations between them. The relationr will depend on the relation between signals inPi. For an
endochronous process, there exists a direct or indirect relation between any two signals. NowA2
can be rewritten as follows.

Assertion A3: Given two processesPi andPj with communication structuresCij = {Wij , Rij}
andCji = {Wji, Rji} respectively, ifRij = Rji, thenPi andPj are isochronous.

The common signals and their rate relations can be checked for a match using the meta-information
that is extracted from these IPs. The IPs themselves do not have the knowledge of the similarity
in rate relations, albeit they are behaving in isochrony. Now, let’s analyzeEndo1 andEndo2
again based on assertion A3. SinceEndo1 andEndo2 communicate via signalsout1 andout2,
thereforeW12 = W21 = {out1, out2}. Next, let’s observe the clock relation betweenout1 and

out2. In Endo1 , R12 = {r12
out1out2 = (ôut2 = â ∩ ̂[out1 > 0])}, in Endo2 , R21 = {r21

out2out1 =

(ôut2 = ôut1)}, thereforeR12 6= R21 and doesn’t meet assertion A3.

This example fails to meet isochrony requirements in two ways. Firstly, it does not define re-
lation betweenout1 and out2 in the same manner in both IPs. Secondly, the output signals
are not defined in terms of shared signals in the first IP. From Definition 4.2.1, we can see that
the relations are between signals present in the set of shared signalsWij. So the communica-
tion structure has to be complete with the signals which define relations between shared sig-
nals. For understanding how AssertionA3 validates isochrony property for two endochronous
processes, we modify the example discussed above. The endochronous processEndo1 is com-
posed with a new endochronous processBEndo2. The rate relations forBEndo2 are as follows:

R21 = {r21
out2out1 = (ôut2 = ̂[out1 > 0])}. Here the rate relations for the communicating sig-

nals are maintained (R12 = R21) in both processes and thus isochrony is verified. Another way
of correcting the example would be to share the signala along without1 andout2 and maintain
the relation between them in the communicating IP. Since correcting IP blocks while composition
is not feasible, care has to be taken to ensure that the communication structure and relations are
complete, during the design process of an IP.
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process Endo1= (? integer a,b; ! integer out1,out2;)
(| out1 := a + b | out2 := 1 when out1 > 0 |) end;

process BEndo2= (? integer out1,out2; ! integer c,d;)
(| c := 1 when out1 > 0| d := c + out2 |) end;

4.2.2 Composition of weakly endochronous processes

A process is said to be weakly endochronous if it satisfies thediamond propertydefined in [119].
Weak endochrony is a less strict form of endochrony where there are unrelated signals which
can be scheduled in multiple orders, but still generate a deterministic output. This eases the clock
constraints and makes composition of processes simpler. Anexample of two weakly endochronous
process is given below:

process WEndo3= (? integer a1,c1; ! integer b1,b2;)
(| b1 := a1 + 1 | b2 := c1$ init 0 + 1 |) end;

process WEndo4= (? integer b1,b2; ! integer c1,c2;)
(| c2 := b1 + 1 | c1 := b2 + 1 |) end;

Here there is bidirectional communication between processes. The communication structureC34

andC43 will be equal for common signals.W34 andW43 will contain b1,b2,c1 . We know
already from [119] that the two processesWEndo3andWEndo4will have correct composition
and are isochronous. AssertionA3 can be verified by evaluating the clock relation setR34 =
{(b̂2 = ĉ1)} andR43 = {(b̂2 = ĉ1)}. Another important factor is the independence of clocks of
signals in weakly endochronous processes. InWEndo3, the clocks(b̂1, b̂2) and(b̂1, ĉ1) are totally
independent. Similar is the case inR43. To formally express this situation, we use thenull clock
relation to define extended clock relation setsR′

ij, R
′
ji and their extended communication structure

C ′
ij, C ′

ji for two weakly endochronousPi, Pj.

Definition 4.2.2. For weakly endochronous processesPi andPj, their extended clock relation sets
are R′

ij = Rij ∪ {#}, R′
ji = Rji ∪ {#} and their extended communication structures are

C ′
ij = {Wij, R

′
ij}, C ′

ji = {Wji, R
′
ji}.

This definition denotes that unlike endochronous processes, for two weakly endochronous pro-
cessesPl andPm with clock relationsr ∈ R′

l andr ∈ R′
m can be equal to ‘#’, or say null clock

relation. It has to be noted that null clock relation means that there should not be any relation
between signals rather than the relation is unspecified. We will use this extended clock relation set
to evaluate isochrony for two weakly endochronous processes.

Assertion A4: Given two weakly endochronous processesPi andPj with communication struc-
turesC ′

ij = {Wij, R′
ij} andC ′

ji = {Wji, R′
ji} respectively, ifR′

ij = R′
ji, thenPi andPj are

isochronous.
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We analyze AssertionA4 by analyzing the extended clock relation setR′
34 andR′

43 of WEndo3
andWEndo4. The shared variables betweenWEndo3andWEndo4areb1, b2, andc2. Therefore,
we haveR′

34 = {r34
b1b2 = (b̂1#b̂2), r34

b1c1 = (b̂1#ĉ1), r34
b2c1 = (b̂2 = ĉ1)} andR′

43 = {r43
b1b2 =

(b̂1#b̂2), r43
b1c1 = (b̂1#ĉ1), r43

b2c1 = (b̂2 = ĉ1)} thusR′
34 = R′

43. Based on AssertionA4, Pi and
Pj are isochronous which confirms with the known result. Since any endochronous processes is
also a weakly endochronous processes, AssertionA4 also works for two endochronous processes.
This demonstrates a uniform way to sufficiently evaluate correct communication (isochrony) for
two endochronous or two weakly endochronous processes.

4.3 Directional Isochrony

In the previous sections, we have discussed the compositionbetween two endochronous processes
or two weakly endochronous processes. The composition of anendochronous process to a weakly
endochronous process is of special interest to GALS domain.Adding new modules to existing
designs without bidirectional communication can be verified easily if the assertions for this case
hold true. Before going into the definitions related to the composition, let’s observe two examples
to understand the significance of the direction of communication.

process Endo5= (? integer a1,b1; ! integer c1,d1;)
(| a1 ˆ= when b1 > 0 | c1 := a1 + 1 | d1 := b1 |) end;

process WEndo6= (? integer c1,d1; ! integer e1,f1;)
(| e1 := c1 + 1 | f1 := d1 + 1 |) end;

process WEndo7= (? integer a2,b2; ! integer c2,d2;)
(| c2 := a2 + 1 | d2 := b2 + 1 |) end;

process Endo8= (? integer c2,d2; ! integer e2,f2;)
(| c2 ˆ= when d2 > 0 | e2 := c2 + 1 | f2 := d2 |) end;

One can easily find thatEndo5 is an endochronous process and is similar toEndo8 andWEndo6
weakly endochronous process which is similar toWEndo7. The two compositions differ only by
their communication direction. In the composition ofEndo5 andWEndo6, the extended commu-
nication structures ofEndo5 andWEndo6areC ′

56 = {W56, R
′
56} andC ′

65 = {W65, R
′
65}, where

W56 = W65 = {c1, d1}, R′
56 = {r56

c1d1 = (ĉ1 = ̂[d1 > 0])}, R′
65 = {r65

c1d1 = (ĉ1#d̂1)}. Therefore,
R′

56 is not equal toR′
65. We analyze the second composition betweenWEndo7andEndo8 in the

same manner and we haveR′
78 = {r78

c2d2 = (ĉ2#d̂2} which is not equal toR′
87 = {r87

c2d2 = (ĉ2 =
̂[d2 > 0])}.

The composition ofEndo5 with WEndo6is correct since the statements inWEndo6are concur-
rent. The clock dependencies inEndo5 are not relevant, since the statements inWEndo6are
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independent.WEndo6can be reconstructed with multiple behaviors which will have the same
output. On the other hand, the communication fromWEndo7to Endo8 results in loss of values
sinceEndo8 get values ofc2 only whend2 > 0 holds. From these examples we can conclude:
1) AssertionA4 is not a necessary condition for isochrony since it may reject the case like compo-
sition ofEndo5 andWEndo6;
2) Correct communication between an endochronous process and a weakly endochronous processe
is determined by its communication direction;
Therefore, an endochronous process can be composed to a weakly endochronous process, if the
direction of communication is unidirectional.

Definition 4.3.1. Two processesPi andPj are directionally isochronousPi

−→
|| Pj, if and only if the

correctness of communication fromPi to Pj is guaranteed while the opposite direction is not.

By correctness of communication, we mean the flow equivalenceof the communicating signals.
The order is preserved after asynchronous communication and the signals are not reconstructed
in a manner, which contradicts the rate relations in the sending process. To test for directional
isochrony, the null clock relation is used along with the normal set of relations.

Definition 4.3.2. A partial order ‘<’ between a determined clock relationr and null clock relation
‘#’ is defined as# < r.

This partial order will lead to a partial order� between any two extended clock relation setsR′
ij

andR′
ji.

Definition 4.3.3. For two composed processesPi andPj, R′
ij � R′

ji if and only if ∀rij
ab ∈ R′

ij

and its correspondingrji
ab ∈ R′

ji, there exists a partial order such thatrij
ab ≤ rji

ab.

Assertion A5: Given one endochronousPi and one weakly endochronous processesPj, Pi

−→
|| Pj if

and only ifR′
j � R′

i.

For our examples shown at the beginning of this section,R′
6 � R′

5 and thereforeEndo5
−→
||

WEndo6. The communication fromEndo5 to WEndo6 is correct while the opposite direction
cannot be guaranteed. We can observe similar behaviour forWEndo7andEndo8 . AssertionA5
is not limited for only (endochronous, weakly endochronous) processes, it can also be used to
analyze any two weakly endochronous processes by checking the clock relations between any pair
of shared variables.

Related work based on this property has attempted to model asynchronous implementations of syn-
chronous specifications [118]. There it is shown that the asynchronous implementation isa correct
refinement of its synchronous specification and hence the GALS implementation can be performed
from synchronous models. Distributed implementation of synchronous programs require extend-
ability of the design for improving or adding a new IP to the existing system. By extendability,
we mean the composition and distributed implementation of anew IP into the whole system. The
endochronous process currently generate sequential code which can be extended only if the whole
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system is recompiled and the assertionsA1, A2 andA3 are satisfied. Weakly endochronous pro-
grams are more suited for extension as well as for distributed implementation due to its concurrent
nature and null clock relations. This applies to the weakly endochronous processes in a direc-
tionally isochronous system. By providing the formalization for checking isochrony based on the
SIGNAL synchronous environment, we have provided a method to verify the composition of syn-
chronous IPs to be used in a GALS environment.



Chapter 5

Code generation from synchronous data
flow models

Synchronous programming languages and their compilers have been developed with the goal of
generating lower level code (C, HDL, etc.) while preserving the deterministic nature of outputs
of systems modeled using them. Properties have been defined which ensure deterministic opera-
tion and conformance to these properties is a necessary condition for code synthesis. While the
correct-by-construction code synthesis has made generation of correct sequential code possible,
multi-threaded code generation using synchronous programming tools is still at best an exper-
imental feature in the tool set. Due to our long association with the von Neumann sequential
programming models, it is often hard to write correct multi-threaded code [103]. There has been
several initiatives such as defining new programming languages, adding pragmas or directives to
existing languages and so on to help a programmer to express specification in parallel. In syn-
chronous programming languages, since concurrency of program statements is a given, the chal-
lenge is to characterize polychronous specifications whichare implementable as multi-threaded C
code. There is also a need to explore if the multiple behaviors possible while executing a multi-
threaded code, can be mapped back to easing of restrictions for code generation.

For research experimentations on multi-threaded code generation, we choose the synchronous pro-
gramming language SIGNAL [71] and its associated Polychrony compiler [61]. Our objective is to
find how to infer the threading structure by analyzing the SIGNAL specifications through its clock
relations and data flow analysis. We also bring out the fact that the SIGNAL program does not have
to be endochronous to be multi-threaded, and weak-endochronous SIGNAL programs can also be
multi-threaded. Also we investigate anoninvasivemethodology for utilizing polychronous data
flow specifications using an existing compiler for SIGNAL. Indoing our investigations, we hope
to provide a means for extending the SIGNAL compiler with better granularity in its thread-based
code generation.

64
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5.1 Endochrony, Weak Endochrony, and Multi-Threading

Let us consider an example from [114] of a pair of SIGNAL processes,Producer and Con-
sumer, which themselves are endochronous, but their compositionis not endochronous. How-
ever, since endochrony implies weak endochrony (Since endochrony allows static schedule, the
diamond property trivially holds), and weak endochrony being compositional [119], their compo-
sition is weakly endochronous. We illustrate through this example, that one can generate correct
multi-threaded code from weak-endochronous processes, and hence the thread generation process
is compositional. One can generate threads for each weak endochronous process, and then while
putting them together, can synthesize the basic synchronization between threads across the pro-
cesses, and obtain a correct multi-threaded program.

process Producer =
(? boolean a; ! integer u, x;)
(|u := (1 + (u$1 init 0)) when a

|x := (1 + (x$1 init 0)) when not(a)|)
end;

process Consumer =
(? boolean b; integer x;

! integer v;)
(|v := (v$1 + (x default 1))

|x ˆ= when b
|v ˆ= b |)
end;

The producer process has one input and two output signals, and the computations on the output
signals are under mutually exclusive conditions, and henceeasily seen to be endochronous. The
process Consumer, however, has two clock equations, statingthat its outputv is synchronous with
input b. But the value ofv uses a value from signalx only whenb has atrue input. Due
to these clock equations, this process is also endochronous. However, a composition of these
two, when they share signalx produced by the producer, and consumed by the consumerv is not
isochronous due to the fact thata, b input signals for the composed process does not have any
implied relationship. Only fact that can be derived is; whenevera occurs with afalse value,
a new value on signalx is produced. Now for that value onx to be read by the consumer, its
triggering condition (b is true ) must occur at the same time. However, whena is true , thenb
may or may not occur. If it does occur, it must have afalse value, otherwise the consumer will
expect a new value on signalx.

The inferred facts from the SIGNAL program is depicted in Figure 5.1, which shows that the
composed process is weakly endochronous. In Figure5.1 it is shown that the result will be same
as in the synchronous case ifa has atrue occurrence andb has a latefalse occurrence or
when the order of occurrence is reversed. The other possibility is a occurring asfalse , andb as
true as demanded by the specification. It is not possible thata occurs withfalse andb also
occurs withfalse or both occur astrue . The implications of the specification disallow that.
Figure5.2 shows the corresponding multi-threading structure. In thegenerated multi-threaded C
code, therefore,a is read by one reader thread R1, andb is read by another reader thread R2. Ifa
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Figure 5.1: The Weak-Endochrony or Diamond Property of Producer/Consumer Composition

occurs withtrue then R1 notifies the thread P1 that computesu and new value ofu is generated.
If b occurs withfalse , then R2 notifies the thread C2 that incrementsv by 1. However, ifa
occurs withfalse , then R1 notifies the thread P1 that generates new value ofx. At the same time
R1 notifies the thread C1 that computes the alternate value ofv usingx’s new value. Since it is
guaranteed by the constraint on the environment thata’s false occurrence will be accompanied
by atrue occurrence ofb, eventse2, e3 occur together and C1 will be notified to update.

P1

wait(e1)

P2 C2

start

wait(e2, e3) wait(e4)wait(e2)

u = u + 1 v = v + 1v = v + xx = x +1
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e4 = b is false

start

read (b)

notify(e3, e4)

read (a)

notify(e1, e2)

R1 R2

C1

Figure 5.2: The Multi-Threaded Structure of the Producer/Consumer Composition

Here weak-endochronous programs are implemented as multi-threaded programs while preserving
the semantics of the original SIGNAL specification. This also necessitates further research into
how to easily check the weak endochrony property of SIGNAL programs. In the next section, we
show how the internal formal data structure defined by [105] can be used for inferring the threading
structure while generating multi-threaded code from SIGNAL specifications.
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5.2 Synchronous Flow Dependence Graphs for Determining Thread-
ing Structures

A Synchronous-Flow Dependence Graph(SFDG) is a formal structure representing the data flow,
clock relations, dependencies and scheduling relations inherent in a SIGNAL specification [105].
The nodes of the SFDG would represent the signal names in the code, while the arcs will represent
the dependencies between the signals. A signalz is associated with its clock represented byẑ.
The clock of a signal defines the presence or absence of values. Any signal which has a data
dependency on another signal is automatically related in terms of their clock logic. A simple code
in SIGNAL is given below:

p := z + 1 | r := p when q

The signalp depends onz and since every new value computed onp requires a new value on
z, hencep̂ = ẑ. The signalr is dependent onp and q. Every timer is computed, a value
on p as well as onq are needed. A diagram depicting the clock dependencies of the three sig-
nals is shown in Figure5.3(a). The clock relationship of these signals can be expressed as fol-
lows:

p̂ = ẑ | r̂ = p̂ ∧ q̂ or r̂ = ẑ ∧ q̂

(b)(a)

y

c2c1

z

z

q
p

r

q
z

z

x

Figure 5.3: Clock relationship

One of the most repeated keywords in SIGNAL would bedefault. It is used to prioritize the
update operation on a signal. An example for explicitly specifying a deterministic order is as
follows:

x := (y when c1) default (z when c2)

Here the signalx is updated withy or z according to the boolean conditional signalsc1 andc2.
These signalsc1 andc2 must be present and should hold true for the respective condition to be
satisfied. The first conditionc1 is given a higher priority in the statement by thedefaultkeyword.
The signalz can updatex only when the conditionc1 fails and the conditionc2 succeeds. The
clock dependencies associated with thedefault keyword is shown in Figure5.3(b). The clock
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relationship of the signals associated with thedefaultkeyword is as follows:

x̂ = (ŷ ∧ ĉ1) ∨ (ẑ ∧ ĉ2)

A code generation tool like Polychrony converts the SIGNAL code into C code. The clock logic
associated with each signal is taken into consideration while the code is being translated. In a
sequential execution environment, thedefaultoperator in SIGNAL can be easily represented byif
.. elsestatements in C . In a multi-threading environment, if the conditional signals are present in
different threads, the resolution of this statement will become difficult. If y andz are present in
different threads, the order of updatingx will be dependent on which thread is given the handle
by the kernel. In order to ensure correctness of the code, a conditional wait andsignal arrange-
ment has to be performed in the competing threads. This arrangement will make sure that both
the threads are called in the right order and at least once before the next set of inputs are being
fed. Multiple threads have to arrive at a synchronization point, transfer values, receive new in-
puts and then proceed. In fact, unless sufficient constraints on ĉ1 and ĉ2 can be established, the
default example above is not even weakly endochronous, and hence threaded version will be non-
deterministic, which is not desirable. For example, if it can be established that̂c1 ∧ ĉ2 = ∅
as is the case withConsumer process in the previous section, then two separate threads can up-
datex without having a race condition. However, if̂c1 ∧ ĉ2 6= ∅, then we have to establish a
synchronization mechanism implied bŷc1 ∧ ĉ2 that allows a deterministic assignment tox at the
instantsĉ1∧ ĉ2. If not, such a specification should be rejected by a code synthesizer. Given that we
know how to construct the SFDG compositionally from the individual SIGNAL equations [105],
the SIGNAL compiler does construct just that. Also, note that if there is a cycle in the graph

x1
ĉ1−→ x2

ĉ2−→ x3....
ˆcn−1

−→ xn
ĉn−→ x1 then

∧n

i=1 ci = ∅ must hold[105]. This is not im-
plementable due to cyclic dependency which cannot be satisfied by any code, and hence will be
rejected.

5.2.1 Inferring Threading Structure

Now that we know how to construct the SFDGs, and analyze the clock relations through the depen-
dency structures, in this subsection we show how to use such analysis to infer threading structures
for generating C code for a weak-endochronous process. Herewe also show two examples for a
better understanding of our method.

Inferring Pipelining Structure

Consider the following SIGNAL processP which consists of 3 subprocessesfmain, gmain,
hmain. In Figure 5.4 we present the SFDG for this process with the clock constraints on the
edges.

process P= (? integer value;
! integer f_out, g_out, h_out;)
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value1 = value *10 value2 = value1 * value1 value3 = value2 - 1

Figure 5.4: SFDG for ProcessP

(| value1 := fmain(value)
| f_out := value1
| value2 := gmain(value1)
| g_out := value2
| value3 := hmain(value2)
| h_out := value3 |)

where integer value1, value2, value3;

process fmain = (? integer fin;
! integer fout; )
(| fout := fin * 10 |);

process gmain =
(? integer gin;

! integer gout; )
(| gout := gin * gin |);

process hmain =
(? integer hin;

! integer hout; )
(| hout := hin - 1 |);

end;

This SFDG is obtained by superimposing the SFDGs for each of the subprocesses and by renaming
the signals onto the main processP. As can be seen, the linear structure of the SFDG in Figure
5.4 with the clocks on each edge being equal becauseˆvalue = ˆvalue1 = ˆvalue2 = ˆvalue3, this
process can be synthesized into a pipeline threading structure. In the resulting sequential code, a
new input atvalue will need to be processed by three processes in a cascade fashion. If pipelined
using a multi-threaded structure with shared state betweenfmain andgmain, and also one between
gmain andhmain, the data rate can be increased by three times of the rate of sequential code. The
buffered pipeline structure is shown in Figure5.5. Pthread library’sconditioned wait and notify
constructs can be used to synchronize the write and read operations on buffers by each thread. All
these can be automatically inferred. If the throughput demand is higher, one could also compute
the buffer sizes for the buffers shared between the subsequent threads easily in this case. Note that,
if an SFDG is linear, as is the case here, and the clock constraints on each edge are not equal but
are related, adequate buffer sizes can be inferred by knowing the relationships between the clocks,
or by guarding the buffers based on the correctconditionstructures of Pthreads library.

Inferring Constraints on the Environmental Inputs while Synthesizing

Now we show another version of the Producer/Consumer problemwith a single place buffer be-
tween them. This discussion can be generalized to any finite size buffer. In this example, the
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Figure 5.5: Pipeline model for synchronization

threading structure along the subprocess boundaries of theSIGNAL specification can be synthe-
sized with the required synchronization mechanism based oncounting semaphores. However, we
do not show the inference of the synchronization primitive in this example. We rather explain how
a synthesizer can also automatically infer the constraintson the environmental inputs that must be
guaranteed to make the multi-threaded program work correctly. Such issues are often not clearly
understood from the C code, or the C code is often over designed unknowingly. For example, a pro-
grammer might make a reader thread read the Boolean inputsp andc in the same loop. That would
effectively imply that their clocks are of same rate (p̂ = ĉ) which may not necessarily be satisfied
by an embedded environment, resulting in loss of stimuli on one of the inputs. Assume/Guarantee
style of programming thus cannot be supported without formal analysis as proposed here. The
following SIGNAL specification has aproducer process that takes as input a stimulip, which is
to be interpreted as requests to produce new data. In this specification, the data produced is the
output of a counter modulo 7, but that is just a place holder for any computation, or it could be an
output from a sensor. Theconsumer process reads stimuli on another channelc and interpret it
as a request from the environment to get data from the producer/consumer system. The Consumer
can also read the value stored in the one place bufferb through channelbvalue, and then outputs
on channelpcvalid if the buffer contains new data or stale data. Whenpcvalid is true ,pcdata will
give out the output data.

process pcmain =
(? boolean p, c;

! integer pcdata; boolean pcvalid;)
(| pp ˆ= b ˆ= p ˆ+ c

| pcdata ˆ= pcvalid ˆ= c
| d := producer(p)
| b := d cell c
| pp:= (p$1 init false) default false
| (pcdata,pcvalid) := consumer(c,pp,b)
|)
where boolean pp;

integer d, b;

process producer =
(? boolean ptick; ! integer dvalue;)
(| counter := ((prev_count + 1)

modulo 7 ) when ptick
| prev_count := counter$1 init 0
| dvalue := counter
|)
where

integer counter, prev_count;
end;

process consumer =
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(? boolean ctick, u; integer bvalue;
! integer dread; boolean v;)

(| v ˆ= dread ˆ= ctick
| v := true when u default false
| dread := bvalue when v default -1
|);

end;

In Figure 5.6 the SFDG of this SIGNAL specification is shown. One can see that the node for
signalpp has conflicting assignment due to the rate constraint in the program (pp=̂b=̂p+̂c), when
p̂ ∧ ĉ 6= ∅, and p̂ 6= ĉ. There will be a race for changing the value ofpp wheneverp̂ ∧ ĉ 6= ∅.
Therefore, we have a non-weakly endochronous process, which cannot be safely multi-threaded.
Race condition can be avoided only if the constraintsp̂ ≤ ĉ, or p̂ ∧ ĉ = ∅ hold. If there is no
guarantee for this constraint, then the generated multi-threaded program will have race conditions
leading to non-deterministic behavior.

    p c

pp

d

b
  pc

data

  pc

value

[p]
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d c
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c

c

Figure 5.6: SFDG for Producer/Consumer Example

This example shows that not only our synthesis methodology can generate correct multi-threaded
code from weakly endochronous SIGNAL specifications, it also may be able to warn the user,
when weak endochrony is violated by the SIGNAL specification, with the set of constraints on the
inputs that must be maintained to get safe and deterministicbehavior from the resulting code.

5.3 Algorithm for constructing SDFG graphs to enable multi-
threaded code generation

A given SIGNAL programP is a concurrent compositionP1 | P2 | ... | Pk. If we flatten the
process structure, then the entire program is actually concurrent composition of concurrent signal
relations such asx := x$ init 0, orx := ((y$ init 1) + 1 when z etc. The first example is what we
call a normalized statement (NS) in SIGNAL, in the sense thatthe normalized expressions (NE) on
the right hand side of the assignment is built from variablesonly. The second signal statement is
what we call a complex statement (CS) because it contains on the right hand side of the assignment
a complex expression (CE). Here,((y$ init 1) + 1) when z contains a normalized expression
((y$ init 1) inside it. Given a SIGNAL programP , one can convert it into an equivalent normalized
programPN by converting the CS into multiple NS by adding additional SIGNAL variable names.
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For examplex := ((y$ init 1) + 1) when z is equivalent tox := x2 when z | x1 := (y$ init 1) |
x2 := x1 + 1. Here by adding two intermediate additional variablesx1 andx2, we have created an
equivalent concurrent composition of normalized statements for the initial complex statement. This
conversion is a crucial step in our algorithm. In this document we outline algorithmic steps needed
to convert a SIGNAL program with complex statements into an equivalent SIGNAL program with
only normalized statements. More details on the grammar andalgorithms is provided in [96]. For
multi-threaded code generation from SIGNAL programs, we follow these steps.

1. Given the signal programP , convert the program into an equivalent normalized program
PN . We number the statements as1, 2, .... in the normalized program.

2. Given a normalized programPN , construct a signal dependence graphGP which has one
node for each normalized statement. The node has multiple input ports corresponding to the
SIGNAL names on the righthand side of the normalized statement, and one output port for
the SIGNAL name on the left hand side of the assignment statement.

3. The links are annotated with a clock equation of the formx̂ = ŷ, if the link is between a
node whose output port corresponds to signalx and a node whose input port for this link
corresponds to a signaly.

4. Given graphGP , we analyze the graph for weak endochrony (which is decidable [119])
using the clock relations , and any clock equations implied by the statements inPN . For
example, ifPN has a statementx := y default z, then we have an implied clock relation
x̂ = ŷ ∪ ẑ.

5. We have proven [98], if the clock relations are proven consistent, and if the entire GP with
the clock relations are weakly endochronous, then if we havethread implementation of each
of the node, the entire system of threads will be working correctly and will be flow equivalent
to P . So this will be the last step of the code synthesis.

However, note that this code generation is non-optimal in the sense that it will create one or more
threads for each normalized statement, which will result inthreads with short execution times. This
micro-threading scheme is not an efficient implementation as thread to thread communication will
incur synchronization cost. Therefore coalescing of the threads based on their dependencies will
be required for faster execution and different multi-threading strategies will have to be studied to
lessen the synchronization overhead.

5.4 Multi-threaded code generation schemes for SIGNAL com-
piler

A recent enhancement of the SIGNAL compiler Polychrony generates multi-threaded code with
tight synchronization between atomically executing threads. This is a valuable step towards man-
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aging concurrency, but multi-threading if not judiciouslyemployed has severe performance draw-
backs due to the usage of too many threads resulting in high context switching overheads. In our
opinion, the number of threads generated by the micro-threading scheme of the current SIGNAL
compiler is larger than what is required. We illustrate thiswith the following pseudo SIGNAL
code example:

process P = (? integer x; !integer y,z;)
(| y := x + 1 | z := x-1|)

This simple SIGNAL code fragment provides an input argumentx and two output argumentsy
andz . The behavior ofP specifies parallel execution of computing and assigningx+1 andx−1 to
y andz respectively. Figure5.7shows the SIGNAL implementation and its thread-call structure.

P4

P2

P0

Controller  

wait(e1)

x_read

wait(e3)

wait(e2)

wait(e3)

notify(e2)

notify(e1)

y_Task z_TaskP3

start( )

P0  =>  pK_Task_create(0,_x_Task);  

P1  =>  pK_Task_create(1,_P_Cluster_1_Task);

P2  =>  pK_Task_create(2,_y_Task);

P3  =>  pK_Task_create(3,_z_Task);

P4  =>  pK_Task_create(4,_P_iterate_Task);

Threads generated for P ClusterP1

notify(e3)

notify(e01) notify(e02)

wait(e01) wait(e02)

Figure 5.7: Current Micro-threading Structure by SIGNAL compiler

For this simple code fragment, the current SIGNAL compiler generates 5 threads; one for reading
values ofx , two for outputtingy,z , one for the computation of the values ofy,z based on
new values ofx , and one controller thread that sequentializes the readingof x , followed by the
computation, and finally followed by writingy,z . The use of 5 semaphores to synchronize the
sequentialization is very inefficient. In case the main computation is multi-rate, this compiler will
generate several threads by clustering the computations driven by the same clock in single threads,
and then again controlling the sequence using semaphores. We feel that such micro-level threading
may be counter productive in terms of efficiency. Another problem is that the SIGNAL compiler is
not open-source yet. So, if one does not agree with such micro-threading strategy in their current
threading implementation, any invasive change in the compiler is not possible for external users.
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Moreover, parallel architectures for embedded computing have a limited number of resources for
multi-threading, which makes judicious selection of threads for parallelism extremely important.

Here we investigate anoninvasivemethodology for utilizing polychronous dataflow specifications
using the only available compiler for such specification. Wemake no internal changes in the
compiler, but still generate multi-threaded code with wrappers. We can generate multi-threaded
C code with deterministic even when the endo-isochrony is not satisfied between the partitioned
parts of the data flow computation specified. The intention here is to show how multi-threaded C
code can be generated using polychronous specifications andcorresponding compilers for sequen-
tial code generation with designer imposed threading granularity and designer specified threading
boundaries. This alleviates the problem of (i) having to write multi-threaded code by hand from a
sequential specification of the computation being implemented; and (ii) micro-level thread granu-
larity causing unnecessary performance overhead. We illustrate our methodology with a running
example from the STARMAC project [22].

5.4.1 The STARMAC Example
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Figure 5.8: STARMAC Design requirement

A group at Stanford [22] is currently working on a testbed for multi-agent control called STAR-
MAC. It contains four rotors that are controlled by a supervisory control unit managing the flight
control commands. We present the height supervisory control unit in Figure5.8 with its design
requirement and eventual implementation using Simulink. Looking first at the design require-
ments in Figure5.8(a), we see theSupervisor andMonitor entities. TheSupervisor is
responsible for reacting to the major functions of flight control such as computing possible next
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coordinates to move to. TheMonitor on the other hand only focuses on maintaining the ele-
vation of the STARMAC testbed by proposing adjustments to theelevation when below a certain
threshold. LabelsX, Y , andZ represent the x, y and z coordinates of the STARMAC and thein
andout suffixes the respective inputs and outputs from this supervisory control unit.Zm is the
allowable minimum elevation for a particular rotor.

Ideally, these entities need to execute concurrently, which is a natural call for representing each
of these entities as a separate thread. However, when looking at the actual implementation of
this supervisory control unit in Figure5.8(b), we see a sequentialization of the concurrency; in
particular, theSupervisor is executed before theMonitor . Simulink toolbox Stateflow was
used to implement the design requirement. The parallelAND statesin Stateflow need a specific
ordering to generate C code. This choice of sequentialization may have further ramifications on
the implementation in our opinion is not faithful to the specification. On the flip side, modeling
these two entities as threads means that the designer must explicitly handle the critical section for
Zout. Note in Figure5.8(a) that there is a shared box pointed to with the arrows labeledupdate
that eventually sends theZout. Writing the embedded program for this supervisory control unit
mandates care in order to get the possible interleaving correct.

5.4.2 A Micro-threading Approach to Concurrent Software Generation

As discussed already, a new version of Polychrony has just been released with multi-threading in
place [61]. The approach to multi-threading in the tool is based on signal flow. The number of
threads created would be dependent on the number of input andoutput signals and the dependen-
cies between them. Individual threads are created to read aninput, to do the tasks involving that
input signal and finally to write the output signal. Every action related to a combination of several
inputs would require additional threads. Now these threadsare ordered using semaphores which
indicate a condition being satisfied for the next thread to start.

A scaled down version of the STARMAC requirement concerning only the elevation monitor-
ing function was modeled in SIGNAL to highlight the concurrency issues. TheSupervisor
and Monitor entities are modeled as processes called from aControl main process. Both
Supervisor andMonitor processes return their output values back to theControl process.
There is a deterministic ordering in place to decide who should be updating the output value of
Zout. Even though the two processes are having different rates, SIGNAL would not allow us to
have a random order for update of the output. This would take us back to the original problem in
implementation shown in Fig5.8(b). So a complete parallel implementation in C is not possible
with the current multi-threaded model. The SIGNAL code usedto model the STARMAC design
requirement is as follows:

process control = ( ? integer Zin, Zref;
event tick1, tick2;

! integer Zout; )
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( | Zoutsupervisor ˆ= tick1
| Zoutmonitor ˆ= tick2
| Zoutsupervisor := supervisor (Zin,Zref)
| Zoutmonitor:= monitor {1} (Zin)
| Zout := Zoutsupervisor default Zoutmonitor
| )
where
integer Zoutsupervisor init 0, Zoutmonitor init 0;

process supervisor =
( ? integer Zins, Zrefs;
! integer Zouts;

)
(| Zouts := Zins when (Zins < Zrefs) default Zrefs

| );

process monitor =
{ integer Zm}
( ? integer Zinm;
! integer Zoutm;

)
( | Zoutm := Zinm when (Zinm > Zm)

|);
end;

A thread model based on the threads generated from SIGNAL tool is shown in the Figure5.9. Here
the 3 process example is converted into 7 threads ordered using semaphores. Concurrent functions
like read operation forZin, Zref andtick1 are executed in a parallel fashion and the operations on
them are performed using multiple threads. Finally theZout signal is updated using an additional
thread. This example clearly illustrates the micro-threading model in Polychrony tool.

In the current strategy, the programmer is kept away from decisions regarding the number of
threads and how they should be grouped. In order to utilize multi-core architectures, it is im-
portant for the programmer to be aware of the implementationlevel details, so that he can tailor
it according to the hardware resources available to him. Therefore, we suggest an alternative
multi-threading solution that may be inferred from the SIGNAL specification, which uses only
two threads for the STARMAC example.

5.4.3 Process based Multi-threading Model for SIGNAL Programs

Processes in SIGNAL language due to their modularity are independent entities which commu-
nicate under the conditions required for isochrony. Withinan endochronous process, SIGNAL
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Figure 5.9: Micro-threading Structure for STARMAC

statements are executed in the unique order determined by the flow of data within the process.
Taking advantage of the sequential code generation option in the Polychrony tool for modeling
the two processes individually and by operate on them with a minimal glue logic, we realize the
specification. In order to generate a noninvasive threaded model using SIGNAL, we implemented
concurrent processes as individual threads, with a main controller code. Figure5.10 shows the
proposed thread based model, generated as processes using Polychrony tool and joined manually
in C. The main controller process has to be executed sequentially and two threads are generated
with the two different functions (Supervisor and Monitor) inside. Now these threads can work in
parallel, switching between themselves.

During the process of implementing this new model, we first implemented the two functions Super-
visor and Monitor as independent SIGNAL programs and observed their generated C code without
using the threading option. With the sequential C code for each of the programs as reference, they
were converted into a combined code with a controller main calling each as threaded functions.
We can observe from the design requirement that theZout value will be updated by both pro-
cesses and it needs to be defined in the controller part. The shared variables were all defined in
the controller, with the variable needing an update (Zout) implemented with Mutex lock. Several
inputs well below the minimum value were given as input to verify the functionality of the code.
Later the Supervisor process was modified to add more delay into the process. This would mean
Monitor process will be updating theZout variable to ensure correct output. The manual thread-
ing inserted into the Polychrony model worked correctly forthis particular example. In order to
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#include - -

-  -  -  -  -  -  -

mutex  zout
void main ( )

{ - - - - - -

  - - - - -

 thread_create Supervisor

 thread_create Monitor  

  - - - -

  - - - -

 }

Supervisor ( )

  {

      -  -  -  -  -  -

      -  -  -  - - -

     mutex lock (&Zout)

      -  -  -  -  -  -

      -  -  -  -  -  -

   }

       

Monitor ( )

  {

      -  -  -  -  -  -

      -  -  -  - - -

     mutex lock (&Zout)

      -  -  -  -  -  -

      -  -  -  -  -  -

   }

       

Figure 5.10: Process based Multi-threaded design for STARMAC unit

generate threads directly from Polychrony tool, we need to identify those functions which can be
executed from separate threads. Any shared signal would require Mutex lock system associated
with it. The amount of rewrite required to generate multi-threaded C code from SIGNAL compiler
is minimal. Most of it would be transferring pieces of code from the different files generated from
the compiler into the main C file. Now they are addressed as functions andcreate-joinconstructs
are written to access each of them. Mutex lock arrangement isimplemented on shared variables
for consistency and for avoiding deadlocks.

A producer consumer model with buffer which discussed in Section 5.2.1was also implemented in
SIGNAL. The model contained three processes, namelyProducer , Consumer andpcmain .
The first two processes communicate with each other using a buffer mechanism designed in the
third process. The Polychrony tool generated multi-threaded code containing 17 threads and 17
semaphores for this SIGNAL program. The computation performed by each thread is minuscule
and the communication overhead is a greater problem than thedistribution of code. It is clear that
this multi-threading scheme is an infeasible strategy for bigger models with real-time operation.
For scalable solution to this problem, process based multi-threading needs to be applied. The
producer consumer example was implemented using three threads, one for each process using
our strategy. This model promotes faster sequential execution within each individual process and
minimize the synchronization to areas where it is absolutely necessary. The code generated from
the Polychrony compiler and the alternate coarse grain codefor the two examples discussed here
are given in INDEX-B.

The amount of parallelism in the generated code was determined by the compiler for existing multi-
threading structures. In the process based technique the control has been given back to designer
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to determine the number of processes and consequently the number of distributed nodes/threads
in a system. Without any modification to the Polychrony compiler and with minimal glue logic to
connect the processes, we have obtained an alternative coarse grain multi-threaded code generator
for SIGNAL.



Chapter 6

MRICDF: An alternative polychronous
formalism and synthesis methodology

Safety critical applications require embedded software that can guarantee deterministic output and
on time results during execution. Synchronous programminglanguages are by nature focused on
providing the programmer with deterministic output at fixedpoints in time [73]. Synchronous
programming languages such as Esterel [43], LUSTRE [74], SIGNAL [71] etc., have successfully
generated sequential software for embedded applications targeting avionics, rail transportation, etc.
The underlying formalism of these languages is robust and the associated software tools provide
correctness preserving refinement from the specification toimplementation. But even within the
class of synchronous programming languages, they have verydistinctive Models of Computation
(MoC) [40]. Esterel and LUSTRE use an external global tick (or global clock) as reference for
events that occur in the system. SIGNAL has an entirely different Model of Computation, where
no assumptions are made on the global tick while designing the system. Each event has its own
tick associated with it and the analysis of the specificationwould have to yield a totally ordered
tick for synthesis. This totally ordered tick could be a variable (also known as signal) which has a
synchronous event occurring with all events in the system. If there is no such signal in a network
the absence of an event, a signal is constructed which has an event happening in synchrony with
every event occurring in the system. This signal can be viewed as a root clock of the system with
a hierarchical tree structure relating it with every other signal. Since different signal events occur
at different rates, there could be signals without an event for a particular time instant. Due to this
multi-rate behavior on signals, this MoC is also known aspolychronousor multi-rate.

The need for polychronous formalism and its advantages oversingle rate based formalism have
been explained in Chapter1. SIGNAL [66] and its toolset Polychrony [61] provide a framework for
multi-rate data flow specification and is the inspiration forour Multi-Rate Instantaneous Channel
Connected Data Flow (MRICDF) formalism. However, MRICDF envisions a visual formalism to
represent the data flow, with control specification only through epoch relations(defined in later
sections). The execution semantics and implementability analysis also differ from Polychrony.

80
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Polychrony analyzes the system by solving a set of clock equations [32]. They use ROBDDs for
creating canonical form for all clock variables, and then construct clock hierarchy in the form
of tree-like data structures. This makes the analysis complex, unnecessarily. MRICDF synthesis
methodology seeks to remain in the Boolean theory domain for analysis, but use various techniques
such as prime implicate generation for obtaining a total order on events occurring in the network.

6.1 Synchronous structure preliminaries

The semantics of MRICDF is explained in terms of synchronous structures. The preliminaries of
synchronous structures are given in [113]. Here we review some of the definitions that are required
in explaining the semantics of MRICDF.

Definition 6.1.1 (Events, Signals). An event is an occurrence of a value. A signal is a totally
ordered set of events.

For a signalx, an event onx is denoted byex and the set of all events onx is denoted byE(x).
The set of all events in a specification is denoted byΞ.

Definition 6.1.2 (Synchronous structure). The pair (Ξ,≪) is a synchronous structure if and only
if Ξ is a non-empty set of events and≪ is a preorder onΞ such that∀x ∈ Ξ · {y ∈ Ξ | y ≤ x} is
finite, where the following relations are defined:

• (equivalence) x ∼ y ⇔def x≪ y ∧ y ≪ x

• (precedence) x < y ⇔def x≪ y ∧ x ≁ y

• (partial order) x ≤ y ⇔def x < y ∨ x ∼ y

With these operators on events in place, we can see that for two eventsea, eb ∈ Ξ, ea ≺ eb means
thatea � eb andea ≁ eb. From a code synthesis perspective, a data dependence is a binary relation
on events of precedence type. We denotedata dependence by the notation ‘⇁’. So for any
two eventsea, eb ∈ Ξ, ea ⇁ eb impliesea � eb. In the absence of global time reference, an instant
or a point in time does not make sense. That is why an instant isdefined as the maximal set of
events, such that all events in that set are related by ‘∼’ relation with each other. In other words,
all events that are synchronized with each other define an instant.

Definition 6.1.3(Instant). If the set of all eventsΞ is partitioned using the equivalence relation∼,
equivalence classes containing events that are synchronous with each other are formed. Each of
these equivalence classes is called an instant, i.e., The set of instantsΥ = Ξ/ ∼.

Any eventex on a signalx belongs to an instant of a synchronous structure, sayS ∈ Υ. We denote
it asex ⊲ S. Each setS ∈ Υ will contain events which have the property∀ ea, eb ⊲ S, a ∼ b.
Since instants are equivalence classes, we can define a precedence order between them. For two
setsS, T ∈ Υ, S ≺ T if and only if,∀ (s, t) ⊲ (S, T ), there exists the relations ≺ t.
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Definition 6.1.4 (Epoch). The epoch of a signal is a possibly infinite set of instants where that
signal has events.

For a signalx, I(x) or x̂ are used to denote its epoch. An epoch is also known asclockof a signal
in SIGNAL terminology. The synchronous relations defined onevents in signals are extended as
relations between epochs of signals.

Definition 6.1.5 (Synchronous signals). If two signals have the same epoch , they are said to
be synchronous. For two synchronous signalsx and y, I(x) = I(y). Both signals have events
belonging to the same instantS, whereS ∈ Υ. ∀S ∈ I(x)⇔ S ∈ I(y).

Definition 6.1.6 (Downsampling). A downsampling operation on a signalx with epochI(x) re-
moves events onx, thereby removing instants from its instant set. This creates a new signaly
having a lower epochI(y), i.e. lesser events.

The epoch ofy is said to be a downsampled form ofI(x) or I(y) is said to be of smaller epoch,
i.e. I(y) ⊂ I(x) ⊆ Υ. ∀S ∈ I(y),∃ex ∈ E(x) such thatex ⊲ S. Conversely,∃ex ⊲ T ∈ Υ, such
that∀ey ∈ E(y), ey ⋫ T .

Definition 6.1.7(Upsampling). An upsampling operation on a signal adds new events to createa
new signal with a larger instant set or in other words a higher epoch.

For a signalx and its upsampled outputy, I(x) ⊆ I(y). ∀S ∈ I(x),∃ey ∈ E(y) such thatey  S.
Also,∃ey ⊲ T ∈ Υ, such that∀ex ∈ E(x), ex ⋫ T .

6.2 MRICDF actor network model

Multi-Rate Instantaneous Channel-connected Data Flow (MRICDF) is a data flow network consist-
ing of several actors in a network communicating with each other via instantaneous channels [94].
Each actor in the network will contain input and output portsand a specified computation that will
be performed on the input signals. Events in different signals may occur at different instants and
there is no external global time reference. As a result, signals may or may not be synchronized
with each other. Synchronization information between events may either be implicit in the model
or explicitly added to the model, also known asexogenous constraints.

Actors could be of two types:Primitive actors and hierarchically composedcomposite actors.
All actors compute their reaction to a trigger condition in an instant. The communication between
actors using an instantaneous-channel is assumed to be completed within an instant. Figure.6.1
is a simple MRICDF network consisting of 4 actors which communicate through their input and
output signals. The MRICDF network here has signalsx, y as input andw as output. The in-
termediate signals areu, v andz. This entire network can be again used as an actor in another
MRICDF network. Thus hierarchical specification is enabled. What triggers an actor to react (or
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compute) is not a priori fixed, and is computed using epoch analysis. These trigger conditions are
derived from the model along with some epoch constraints imposed by the modeler. If they can be
derived for all actors in the network, then software synthesis is possible. If not, the user has to add
extra constraints to help determine the triggering conditions. A triggering event at any actor could
spark a series of computations with event generation at intermediate signals and output interfaces
throughout the network.

w

Actor 1 Actor 2

Actor 3

Actor 4

u

v

z
w

x

y

Figure 6.1: An MRICDF Network Model

6.2.1 Primitive and composite actors for MRICDF

MRICDF model is specified in terms of the basic building blocks known as theprimitive
actors. The four primitive actor types are shown in Figure6.2. Along with each actor a table
showing a few cases is shown.⊥ is used to denote absence of an event.
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Figure 6.2: MRICDF primitive actors
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1. Function (F): A Function actor performs any user specified computation which is con-
tained within an instant. For aFunction actorF (n,m), there existsn input ports andm
output ports, and it is fired only when alln input ports have events for a particular instant.
The computation will result in events at allm output ports of the actor. Using aFunction
actor to connect signals requires that these constraints are always maintained. So the input
and output signals will have events always for the same instant or in other words, they have
the same epoch. The data type ofFunction actor can be integer, Boolean, float etc. For
a Function actorF (n,m) with input portsij wherej = 1..n, and output portsok where
k = 1..m, I(i1) = I(i2) = .. = I(in) = I(o1) = I(o2) = .. = I(om). In Figure6.2, a
two input-single outputFunction actor performing an add operation on a possible set of
inputs is shown.

2. Buffer (B) : A Buffer actor stores the data present in the event arriving at its input port
and produces an output event which contains the previously stored data. So at the start of
computation an initial value has to be provided for theBuffer actor. This is a single-input
single-output actor, but it can be used to create a buffer of larger size. The data type at the
input and output will be the same and it can be of any type. The input and output events
occur within the same instant and hence the epoch constraintassociated withBuffer actor
is I(i) = I(o). In Figure6.2, aBuffer actor of integer type with an initial value 8 is shown.

3. Sampler (S): A Sampler actor samples the input signal arriving at the first input port when
a true valued event arrives at the second input port. The datatypes of the first input port
and the only output port are the same, and without restrictions. The second input port has
to be of Boolean type. The epoch of the output signal will be theintersection of epochs of
the two input ports, as input events on both of them are required for the actor to fire. The
true valued events of a signali can be represented separately as[i]. Hence for theSampler
actor,I(o) = I(i1) ∩ I([i2]).

4. Merge (M): A Merge actor merges the input events on both input ports and generates output
events at the only output port. The event occurring at the first input port is passed onto the
output port when both input ports have events on them within an instant. The data type of
all three ports have to be the same. The output epoch is the union of the two input epochs,
since the output port contains events from any of the input ports. Hence the epoch equation
is I(o) = I(i1) ∪ I(i2).

A Composite actor is an instance of an MRICDF network that was previously designed and
reused for the new design. TheComposite actor will appear as any other actor with its number of
input and output ports decided by the number of ports in the reused MRICDF network. Hierarchical
specifications can be designed by this approach, since within eachComposite actor remains
another network of primitive or composite actors.
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6.2.2 Hierarchical specifications using MRICDF actors

The Producer-Consumer problem or the bounded-buffer problem is a computer science example to
demonstrate synchronization problem between multiple processes. We select this example due to
its inherent multi-rate nature and for demonstrating hierarchical specification feature of MRICDF.
Producer and consumer have separate rates of operation and they must be synchronized for ob-
taining a read/write from a single-stage buffer. A pseudo code representing the model is shown in
Listing 6.1. The SIGNAL representation of this model was given in [97].

Listing 6.1: Pseudo code for Producer-Consumer Model
1 Actor P roduce r ( i n p u t boo lean p t i c k ;
2 o u t p u t i n t e g e r dva lue ) =
3 ( | c o u n t e r := samp le r ( ( p r e v c o u n t +1) mod 7 , p t i c k )
4 | p r e v c o u n t := B u f f e r ( coun te r , 0 )| )
5
6 Actor Consumer ( i n p u t boo lean c t i c k , u ;
7 i n t e g e r bva lue ;
8 o u t p u t i n t e g e r d read ; boo lean v ) =
9 ( | v := P r i o r i t y M e r g e ( Sample ( t r u e , u ) , f a l s e )

10 | dread := P r i o r i t y M e r g e ( Sample ( bva lue , v ) ,−1) | )
11
12 Actor PCmain ( i n p u t boo lean p , c ;
13 o u t p u t i n t e g e r pcda ta , boo lean p c v a l i d ) =
14 (| d := Produce r ( p )
15 | b := P r i o r i t y M e r g e ( c , B u f f e r ( d , 0 ) )
16 | pc := P r i o r i t y M e r g e ( B u f f e r ( p , f a l s e ) , f a l s e )
17 | ( pcda ta , p c v a l i d ) = Consumer ( c , pc , b )| )

TheProducer andConsumer models are represented as individual composite actors connected
to another actorPCmain which synchronizes them and also takes care of the storage ofdata being
sent. In the MRICDF representation of the example shown in Figure6.3, thePCmain is separated
into multiple composite actors,Cell andActivate . Figure6.4shows the MRICDF composite
actor representing theProducer . Producer actor performs a counter function and its value is
being sent to the output on every input trigger represented by ptick. So for every event in the signal
ptick, theProducer emits a value at the portdvalue.

Producer
Cell

d

Consumer
c

pc
 Activate

pcvalid

p

pcdata

b

Figure 6.3: Producer Consumer example

ThePCmain actor in the pseudocode combines both synchronization tasks along with the storage
of the generated value. These tasks are separated and shown in Figure6.5 and Figure6.6. The
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B F(1,1)
Sprev_count

p = ptick
dvalue = d

counter

Figure 6.4: Producer actor model

Consumer actor is triggered by events arriving at the signalctick. The alias for trigger signals
of Producer andConsumer actors arep andc respectively. TheActivate MRICDF actor
shown in Figure6.6 accepts these signals and produces a combined trigger for synchronizing all
actors. This trigger signalpc denotes instants where there is either a production or consumption of
data from the buffer. In theConsumer actor shown in Figure6.7, pc is used to indicate a valid
data is present/absent in the buffer. The consumed data is obtained through the portb connected
to the storage actorCell . Figure6.5 shows the structure of this single data storage block. For
everyConsumer tick c, the newly generated value from the consumerd or the value stored in
the Buffer is passed onto the output portb. There is a loop with aBuffer primitive actor which
refreshes the previously stored value. More information about producer-consumer model and other
examples implemented using MRICDF are available in [99].

BM

d
M

d

c

 S

b

d$

Figure 6.5: Cell actor model

M

B
p

S

false

pc

c

Figure 6.6: Activate actor model

For code synthesis using the clock calculus approach a root clock signal has to be identified. Later
a clock tree will be built which has to be hierarchic. Once a unique sequential schedule is decided,
code generation can be performed. We now propose an alternative to the clock calculus approach
where synthesis can be performed at the Boolean level.
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Figure 6.7: Consumer actor model

6.3 Boolean theory approach to embedded software synthesis

The implementation of MRICDF models as embedded softwares involves a detailed analysis of
the design and several transformation steps to reach the code generation phase. A correct-by-
construction software synthesis methodology has to be put in place to form a total order on all the
events occurring in an MRICDF model. Obtaining a unique order of execution is important for
sequential software synthesis. Apart from these transformation steps, issues such as causal loop
detection have to be handled as well. We propose a Boolean theory approach to software synthesis
called Epoch Analysis and propose a prime implicate based technique for implementing it. Finally
we will summarize the sequential synthesis conditions for an MRICDF network.

6.3.1 Boolean theory preliminaries

Our approach into finding a unique time line for a given polychronous specification involves repre-
sentation of the specification in Boolean format and identification of prime implicates of a Boolean
function. We represent the clock or epoch of a signalx as a Boolean variablebx. Here the Boolean
variable containstrue valued logical instants andfalse valued logical instants, represented by[bx]
and[−bx] respectively. Note that both[bx] and[−bx] denote logical instants where the signalx is
present. A signal cannot havetrue or false parts at the same time. So[bx] ∧ [−bx] = false and
alsobx = [bx] ∨ [−bx].

The epoch relations and Boolean equations representing eachMRICDF primitive actor is sum-
marized in Table6.1. The epoch relations are translated as Boolean equations forFunction,
Buffer and Merge actors. Sampler actor Boolean equations contain additional statements
which definetrue andfalse valued parts of its second input signal. For implementationpurposes,
any MRICDF Boolean representation will contain an additional Boolean equation which asserts
at least one of the Boolean literals istrue for every instant. This is because, the instant where
no signal has an event is not an instant to be considered. In the case of these primitive actors, a
Boolean equationba + bb + bc = true (in case ofBuffer : ba + bb = true) is included to force
at least one of the signals to have atrue value. This avoids the trivial case where all signals are
false.
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MRICDF Actor Epoch relation Boolean Equations
FunctionF (2, 1) â = b̂ = ĉ ba = bc, bb = ba

Buffer B â = b̂ ba = bb

SamplerS â = b̂ ∩ [̂c] ba = bb ∧ [bc], bc = [bc] ∨ [¬bc], [bc] ∧ [¬bc] = false

MergeM â = b̂ ∪ ĉ ba = bb ∨ bc

Table 6.1: MRICDF actor primitives and their epoch constraints

A Boolean theory is formed by a set of boolean equations that represent the relationships between
signals. Our synthesis technique requires computation of prime implicates of this theory. Hence
we provide their definitions as well. Max terms in Boolean algebra are ‘logical OR’ operations on
Boolean variables. Covering a max term can be understood as thesum term can be simplified into
the individual max terms.

Definition 6.3.1(Implicate). An implicate is defined as a sum term that can cover max terms ofa
function.

Definition 6.3.2(Prime Implicate). A prime implicate is defined as a sum term that is not covered
by another implicate of the function.

A survey of prime implicate finding algorithms can be found in[81]. [56] used a data structure
known astries to improve the performance of prime implicate generators. We use a prime implicate
generator developed by University at Albany based on their customprime implicate tries[109].

6.3.2 Epoch Analysis: Boolean theory approach to sequential implementabil-
ity

The issues in transformation of an MRICDF network involve causal loop detection and the identi-
fication of a deterministic order of events in an MRICDF network. In Polychrony, synthesis con-
dition (Defn. 6.3.3) is to identify an acyclic, hierarchic clock tree where the root node represents
the signal with highest clock or epoch [132]. In polychronous formalism, acyclic specification is
one which is devoid of causal loops.

Definition 6.3.3(Polychrony-Sequential synthesis). A SIGNAL program with a process P is com-
pilable if it is well-clocked and acyclic.

Akin to hierarchic clock tree of Polychrony, in an acyclic MRICDF network, the signal with high-
est epoch has to be identified and epoch relations between allsignals in the network must be found.
Here we discuss the three conditions for sequential software synthesis from MRICDF specifica-
tion: absence of causal loops, existence of a master triggersignal (or root clock) and a follower
set (a unique order of execution). Epoch analysis provides aBoolean theory approach to check for
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sequential implementability of an MRICDF network, i.e. identify the signal with highest epoch
and check for the existence of a unique order of computation for the MRICDF network. Together,
causality analysis and sequential implementability will be the MRICDF sequential synthesis con-
dition.

Causality of MRICDF networks

The absence of causal loops has to be verified for declaring anMRICDF network acyclic. First we
define topological loops and buffered loops in an MRICDF network.

Definition 6.3.4(Topological Loop). A polychronous specification is said to contain a topological
loop provided the specification consists of a set of actors (i) a1, a2, .., an, such that an output port
of an is connected to an input port ofa1; and (ii) for all actorsa1, a2, .., an−1, ∀i ∈ {1..(n − 1)},
an output port of theath

i actor is connected to an input port of theath
i+1 actor.

Definition 6.3.5 (Buffered Loop). A topological loop where at least one of the actors in the loop
is a storage element (Buffer actor) is called a buffered loop.

The presence of aBuffer actor in a topological loop would break the causal loop condition in an
MRICDF network for a particular instant. So we define a subclassof Buffer-free loops known as
apparent causal loops.

Definition 6.3.6 (Apparent Causal Loop). Consider a polychronous specification with a topolog-
ical loop containing signalsx1, x2, .., xn having event setsE(x1), E(x2), .., E(xn) respectively.
The topological loop is an apparent causal loop, if and only if, it is not a buffered loop and there
exists an instant where all signals in the topological loop have an event. For the instantS ∈ Υ
where apparent causal loop exists:∀n

i=1,∃e ∈ E(xi) ∧ e ⊲ S.

An algorithm for causality would look for buffer-free loopsinitially and then evaluate Boolean
equations to check if a causal loop can be constructed. Accordingly, an MRICDF network is
rejected or forwarded for sequential implementability checks. The existing causality analysis tech-
niques have been covered in Chapter3. We will explain more about our causality analysis contri-
butions in Chapter9.

Existence of Master Trigger signal

A sequentially implementable polychronous model isendochronousin nature. Endochronous
specifications have a unique time line with a totally orderedset of instants. As explained in Sec-
tion 3.3.1, we need to identify a signal with the same instant set to act as a reference signal known
as the Master trigger signal.
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Definition 6.3.7(Master Trigger [93]). LetM be an MRICDF model. Let ‘t’ be a signal withE(t)
as its set of events andΥ the set of all instants of the MRICDF network. For eachS ∈ Υ, if there
exists an eventet  S, then ‘t’ will be termed the master trigger forM .

To identify master trigger signal, each actor is represented by its Boolean equations as given in
Table6.1. The system of Boolean EquationsF defines a theoryΣ which is the set of all satisfying
assignments for the system. A disjunctive clauseC belonging to the theoryΣ is called the implicate
of the theory. If a disjunctive clauseC ′ is such that it cannot be contained in any other disjunctive
clause, it is a prime implicate of the theory. By definition, when a prime implicate is assigned a
false value, the system of Boolean equations do not hold.

We claim that the master trigger Boolean variable will have the same property in a Boolean system
formed out of the MRICDF network, since the master trigger signal has events in all possible
instants of the network. We add an equation requiring at least one of the Boolean variables istrue
to remove the trivial solution (‘all Boolean variables arefalse’). Now, if master trigger Boolean
variable is set tofalse, no other Boolean variable can have atrue value, since there exists no such
instant where master trigger is absent. It is also a prime implicate Boolean variable, since there
is no satisfying assignment possible with the trivial solution ruled out. So, if there exits a single
positive literal among prime implicates of a Boolean system from MRICDF network, then it is
the master trigger of the MRICDF network. Based on this concept,we proposed a test for master
trigger.

Theorem 6.3.1(Test for Master Trigger signal [93]). A signalx in an MRICDF modelM is a
master trigger, if and only if the corresponding Boolean variable bx in the system of Boolean
equationsBM has the property that ifbx is false, every other variable is false.

The essence of the master trigger test is to use the property that the master trigger signal has to
have atrue value for any instant in the network. So if the master triggeris set tofalse, there
should not be any other valid instant.

Proof sketch: Recall that a master trigger is one which has one event in everyinstant of the set
of abstract instantsΥ. The instants are constructed by partitioning the union of events from all
signals. Thus ifx has to have an event in every instant, its instant set must be asuperset of all
instants in the model. In other words, every signal’s instant set must be a subset of its instant set.
By definition bx should then be implied by every variableby for all signalsy in the system.bx

encodes the presence of an event ofx in an arbitrary instantT , and if by → bx, then if y has an
event inT , so doesbx. So if the solution set of this equation system implies that for any signaly in
M , by → bx, then when we setbx to false, all left hand sides of those implications have to beset to
false.�

Corollary 6.3.2 (Test for Master Trigger Clause). Given a set of signals (sayx, y, .., z) in an
MRICDF modelM , a Boolean systemBM is constructed from Table6.1 containing the corre-
sponding Boolean variables (saybx, by, .., bz). A given disjunctive clausebC made of positive
Boolean variables of the systemBM is a Master Trigger Clause, if it is a Prime Implicate of the
system and has the property that ifbC is false, every other Boolean variable is false.
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Cor. 6.3.2is an extension ofThm. 6.3.1where a combination of positive literals beingfalse can
set every other variable asfalse. For sequential code synthesis, the existence of a Master Trigger
signal in a given MRICDF network is not a sufficient condition. The relative order of execution
for rest of the signals in the MRICDF network also have to be identified. This constitutes follower
set generation process whereCor. 6.3.2is used.

The conversion of MRICDF actor to its Boolean form for master trigger identification test is shown
in Fig. 6.8. Each primitive actor is first expressed in terms of its Boolean equations from Table6.1
and a Boolean Function is formed as a conjunction of their Boolean equations. Other than the
epoch relations of each actor, an additional equation whichadds the clause ‘the disjunction of all
Boolean variables is true’ is part of the Boolean Function. This is represented by equation 2 for
Buffer, Sampler and equation3 for Function . This equation requires one of the variables
to be true and hence the trivial solution when all Boolean variables arefalse is not applicable
anymore. Each conjunctive clause in the Boolean functionFB is formed by the propertyba = bb

implies ((ba ∗ bb) + (b′a ∗ b′b)). The PI generator accepts variables in Conjunctive Normal Form
(CNF) with numbers representing variables. For endochronous actorsBuffer andFunction
shown in Fig.6.8, a system of 2 and 3 variables is constructed respectively, which is fed to a PI
generator. The PI candidates are obtained, of which the variablea is avoided since it is an output
variable. For non-endochronous actorSampler , Boolean functions are more complex. The PI
candidate(bb+bc) contains multiple literals, whereas(bb+b[c]+b[−c]) also contains negative literal.
Hence there is no master trigger in the system, which validates the non-endochronous nature of the
actor. To force endochronous behavior exogenous information needs to be provided as in the case
of Fig. 3.5 andMerge actor. The endochronization ofMerge actor is discussed along with the
follower set generation process in the following section.

Follower set generation

The follower set is a totally ordered set of epochs in an MRICDF network. Each element of
follower set is a set of signals with a particular epoch. The first element of the follower set con-
tains individual signals with the highest epoch, which are identified using the test inThm. 6.3.1.
The next element contains the individual signals or severaldisjunctions of signals having the next
highest epoch with a defined relation with the previous element. A direct relation with signals
of previous element is required, since knowing a signal epoch is lower than another signal is not
sufficient to compute a signal. This lets us reject specifications with no unique order of execution
or in SIGNAL terminology those with unconnected clock trees.

Definition 6.3.8(Follower set). Given an MRICDF modelM and its Boolean system of equations
BM , let the follower set ofM be FSM . The first element ofFSM (denoted asFSe0

M ) contains
signals satisfyingThm. 6.3.1 for BM and are data dependent only on signals that are part ofFSe0

M .
The Boolean systemBMi to find each follower set elementFSei

M is generated by setting Boolean
signals inFS

e(i−1)
M to true in the systemBM(i−1). The successive elements of follower setFSei

M ,
contain signals satisfyingCor. 6.3.2 and have an explicit Boolean equation inBMi containing only
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BUFFER FUNCTION

a = Function b c

Boolean equations
1) ba = bb, 2) ba = bc
3) ba+bb+bc = true

Boolean Function
FF = ( (ba * bb) + (b * b ) )

* ( (ba * bc) + (b * b ) )
* (ba+bb+bc)

CNF
1:ba, 2:bb, 3:bc

p sat 3
(*(
+( *(1 2) *(-1 -2))
+( *(1 3) *(-1 -3))
+(1 2 3) ))

PI: {ba},{bb},{bc}
Master Trigger: {b},{c}

a = b Sampler c

Boolean equations
1) ba = bb [c],
2) ba+bb+bc = true,
3) bc = b[c] U b[-c],
4) b[c] [-c] = false

Boolean Function
FS = ((ba * (bb*b[c]))

+ (b * (b +b[c] )))
*((bc*(b[c]*b[-c] ))

+ (b *(b[c]+b[-c] )))
*(b[c] + b[-c] ) *(ba+bb+bc)

CNF
1:ba, 2:bb, 3:bc, 4:b[c],..

p sat 5 (*( ))

PI: {(bb+bc)},{bb,b[c],b[-c]}
Master Trigger: {}

SAMPLER

a = Buffer b

Boolean equations
1) ba = bb,
2) ba+bb = true

Boolean Function
FB = ( (ba*bb) +(b * b ))

* (ba+bb)

CNF
1:ba, 2:bb

p sat 2
(*(
+( *(1 2) *(-1 -2))
+(1 2) ))

Prime Implicates:{ba},{bb}
Master Trigger: {b}

Figure 6.8: Master trigger identification for MRICDF primitive actors

signals that are part ofFS
e(i−1)
M .

Endochronous actorsBuffer andFunction have signals of equal epoch and hence their fol-
lower sets have only a single element:{{a, b}} and{{a, b, c}} respectively. The non-endochronous
Merge when put to the master trigger identification test returns only one PI candidate which is
not an output signal ((bb + bc), see Fig.6.9). But this candidate is not a single positive literal
and hence is not a master trigger signal. The non-endochronous actor needs additional exogenous
information to force endochrony.

The endochronization process common to any MRICDF design is demonstrated forMerge actor
in Fig. 6.9. A root clock or a master trigger epoch is provided from external environment and a
fixed number of input signals are constructed with this epoch. The number of new input signals
is equal to the number of input signals to the MRICDF design. TheMerge actor having two
inputsb andc, are provided signalsx andy respectively which define the instants where they are
present or absent.[x] and[−x] denote instants wherex is true andfalse respectively.[x] and[−x]
also denote instants where the signalb is present or absent respectively. Similarlyy will denote
instants wherec is present or absent based on its value. Thus a Boolean function is formed by the
8 Boolean equations representing endochronizedMerge actor in Round One shown in Fig.6.9.
The signal epoch ofx andy is selected as master trigger and form the first element of follower set.
Now the Boolean variablesx, y are set totrue to form a reduced system of Boolean equations.
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A Boolean function consisting of 7 variables is sent to the PI generator and several PI results are
obtained. There is no requirement of a single positive literal (Cor. 6.3.2) and hence a PI result
(bb + bc) is valid with (b∨ c) added to the follower set. Now we have all signals barring theoutput
signal as part of the follower set and the output signal can becomputed from the signals in the
follower set. So a unique order of computing signals in the MRICDF network is formed using the
exogenous information provided during endochronization.The final follower set ofMerge actor
is FM = {{x, y}, {(b ∨ c), ([x] ∨ [y]), a}}. This is equivalent to the clock tree shown in Fig.6.9at
the bottom withx, y as root clock andb, c as child nodes.

Boolean Equations
bx = by
bb = b[x]
bc = b[y]
bx = b[x] union b[-x]
by = b[y] union b[-y]
b[x] inter b[-x] = false
b[y] inter b[-y] = false
ba+bb+bc+bx+by = true

CNF
1:ba,2:bb,3:bc,4:bx,5:by,
6:b[x],7:b[-x],8:b[y],9:b[-y]

p sat 9
(*( ...

))

PI:{bx},{b[x],b[-x]},{by},{(bb+bc)}..
Master Trigger:{x},{y}

x = y

[x] [y]

b c

MERGE

a = b merge c

Boolean equations
1) ba = bb U bc,
2) ba+bb+bc = true,

Boolean Function

CNF
1:ba, 2:bb, 3:bc

p sat 3
(*(
+( *(1 +(2 3))
*(-1 *(-2 -3)))

+(1 2 3) ))

Prime implicates:{bb+bc}
Master Trigger: {}

Boolean Equations
bb = b[x]
bc = b[y]
bx = b[x] union b[-x]
by = b[y] union b[-y]
b[x] inter b[-x] = false
b[y] inter b[-y] = false
ba+bb+bc = true

CNF
1:ba, 2:bb, 3:bc, 4:b[x],
5:b[-x], 6:b[y],7:b[-y]

p sat 7 (*( ... ))

PI:{(b[x]+b[y])},{(b[x]+bc)},
{(b[y]+bc)}, {(bb+bc)}

FS element :{(b c)}

ENDOCHRONIZED MERGE

Round One Round Two

Follower set FSMERGE = { {x,y}, {(b c), ([x] [y]), a} }

Round 1: x ^= y FSMERGE
e0
= {x,y}

Round 2: (b c) ^= ([x] [y]) FSMERGE
e1
= {(b c),([x] [y])}

Clock tree

FM = ((ba * (bb+bc))
+(b * (b * bc')))
* (ba+bb+bc)

Figure 6.9: Endochronized Merge actor with its follower set

Tests for sequential implementability check of an MRICDF network has been discussed so far.
Causality analysis conditions have been explained, but the tests for causality analysis will be ex-
plained in Chapter9. Now we summarize the sequential synthesis conditions for MRICDF net-
works.

Definition 6.3.9(MRICDF - sequential synthesis). Sequential synthesis of MRICDF specification
requires that, i) there exists no apparent causal loop in theMRICDF network (Defn. 6.3.6);
ii) a master trigger signal can be found by applying the master trigger identification procedure
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(Thm. 6.3.7) on signals in the network; and iii) a follower set can be generated according to
Defn. 6.3.8 which contains all signals in the network.

We have now discussed the Boolean approach to synthesis as an alternative to the clock calculus
approach of Polychrony. Epoch Analysis, the Boolean approach to sequential software synthesis
was implemented in EmCodeSyn synthesis tool. EmCodeSyn will implement using prime impli-
cate based synthesis technique, the specifications that satisfy the sequential synthesis conditions
put forth byDefn. 6.3.9.



Chapter 7

EmCodeSyn: Visual framework for
software synthesis from MRICDF
specification

Programming using single-clocked languages, having an external reference of time, is more nat-
ural for users and it follows conventional software synthesis methodology. Hence synchronous
languages such as Esterel and LUSTRE are relatively more popular than polychronous formal-
ism based language SIGNAL. Consequently, code synthesis tools like Esterel Studio [131] and
SCADE [62] are being used in the industry more often than Polychrony [61]. Multi-Rate In-
stantaneous Channel Connected Data Flow (MRICDF ) is a graphical data flow formalism which
intends to give a visual perspective to synchronous languages [94]. MRICDF aims to replace the
clock equations withepoch equationsimplied by data flow, which are more familiar to engineers.
They also inherit the properties of data flow concept which makes MRICDF more modular and
suited for composition. We aim to implement Boolean theory approach to software synthesis from
MRICDF specifications using a prime implicate based methodology and provide a GUI with easy
design and debug facilities for synthesizing MRICDF models. Chapter6 described the transfor-
mation of MRICDF models to Boolean equations and the prime implicate technique for finding
master trigger and follower set. In this chapter, we explainthe EmCodeSyn framework and the
transformation from an MRICDF network to C code using a case study.

7.1 Design Methodology of EmCodeSyn

One of the goals of MRICDF is to popularize the use of polychronous formalism among engineers
in the embedded software field. Embedded Code Synthesis orEmCodeSynis a software synthesis
tool which provides an environment to specify MRICDF models and utilities to perform the de-
bugging and code generation from specification [88]. The design methodology of EmCodeSyn is

95
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shown in Figure7.1. The MRICDF model specified using the GUI is stored in a Network Infor-
mation File (NIF). This will contain information about the types of actors, their inter-connections,
computation to be performed, and other GUI information about placement of actors, lines drawn,
etc. Now Epoch Analysis is performed on the model which will breakdown the composite actors
in terms of primitive actors and translate the model into epoch equations and its corresponding
Boolean equations as explained in Section6.3.1. Now master trigger identification tests based on
Theorem?? is performed to identify a reference trigger for each round of computation. If a master
trigger cannot be found within the system, exogenous rate constraints will have to be provided to
force a master trigger on the MRICDF model. Later follower set computation is performed which
is a sequential schedule for updating values of signals in the MRICDF network. Once a follower
set is established for the MRICDF model, code generation can begin. There are three C files gener-
ated by EmCodeSyn that can be executed using any generic C compiler. The executed code reads
from text files for each input signal and provides a consolidated output file containing all signal
outputs with respect to the master trigger events. Thus the behavior of the MRICDF network is
simulated using the generated C code.

MRICDF Specification

Master
Trigger

Identification

Epoch
Analysis

Boolean
equations

Epoch
Equations

Code
Generation

Main File

Function definition File

Header File

NIF

Follower Set
Generation

Exogenous rate
constraints

Figure 7.1: EmCodeSyn Design methodology

7.2 Transformation of an MRICDF network into sequentially
implementable code

We use a polychronous specificationAbsolute to illustrate the stages in the transformation of an
MRICDF network to C code. The intention of the program is to find the absolute value of the given
integer input. The polychronous specificationAbsolute in the programming language SIGNAL is
shown in Listing7.1. Without going into details of SIGNAL, we can understand theprogram as a
composition of four parallel statements with one input signal inval and one output signalabsol. It
performs this operation by checking if the input is less thanzero, denoted by the signalneg. On
true values atneg, the input value multiplied by -1 (mult) is copied to the output signalabsol.
Otherwise, the input valueinval is sent to the output signal.
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Listing 7.1: Endochronous SIGNAL programAbsolute
1 p r o c e s s a b s o l u t e =
2 ( ? i n t e g e r i n v a l ;
3 ! i n t e g e r a b s o l ; )
4 ( | neg := t r u e when ( i n v a l< 0 )
5 d e f a u l t f a l s e when ( i n v a l>= 0)
6 | mul t := ( i n v a l ∗ −1)
7 | a b s o l := ( mul t when neg ) d e f a u l t
8 ( i n v a l when ( no t neg ) )| )
9 where boo lean neg ; i n t e g e r mul t ; end ;

The SIGNAL program is visualized as an MRICDF network with 8 actors in Figure8.3. The two
Sampler actorsS1 andS3 have constant valuestrue andfalse respectively at their first input
port. TheFunction-Sampler actor combinationF1-S1 andF3-S3 computes its SIGNAL
equivalentwhen(inval < 0) andwhen(inval ≥ 0) respectively.mult is computed byF2, while
the presence of a negative value is decided byneg, the output port of actorM1. The final output
absol is the output of theMerge actorM2.

F1
S1

F3
S3

M1

F2
S2

M2

inval

mult

absol

neg

true

false

i1
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i13

i12

i2

i3
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o4
i7

i8

o5
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i10 o6

o1
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o8

o7
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i4

Figure 7.2: The MRICDF networkAbsolute

7.2.1 Environment description of EmCodeSyn

EmCodeSyn is a visual software environment for the design, debug and verification of MRICDF
models. The EmCodeSyn environment with the MRICDF exampleAbsolute is shown in Fig.7.3.
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of EmCodeSyn is constructed using Qt. Qt is an applica-
tion framework with an intuitive API and a rich C++ library forGUI development [13]. In the
EmCodeSyn environment, buttons are provided to select actors, port connections and intercon-
necting lines to form the MRICDF networks. Apart from various primitive actor types, an ex-
isting MRICDF network can be saved as a composite actor to be reused in another MRICDF
design. Additional model inputs such as epoch constraints can be given using the window the
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bottom. Console and error windows are provided to obtain output information. Apart from de-
sign utilities, the environment provides facilities to perform code generation.Follower Set
and Generate code are some of the buttons which perform the respective functions for an
MRICDF network. There are other facilities included in EmCodeSyn, such asCausal loop
check , Actor Elimination , MRICDF-SMTor MRICDF-Quartz generation which will
be discussed in the following chapters.

Figure 7.3: EmCodeSyn GUI with an MRICDF network

While specifying MRICDF actors, the data type of its input-output ports need to be mentioned.
The data type matching of interconnected actors are checkedduring the design process to avoid
later errors. While instantiating a Function actor, the function it represents has to be specified
along with it. This code has to be provided in a dll file for use in the code generation stage. Once
the design has been completed or when it is saved, an XML scheme is followed to generate a
Network Information File (NIF) to store information. The NIF will contain the information about
actor types, the connection details of input and output ports and the type of each port. The contents
of the NIF for the networkAbsolute is given in Listing7.2. Under the root element ‘network
absoulte’, the actors are stored as child elements. In Listing 7.2, only the details relating to actors
F2, M2, andS2 are shown due to space constraints. The subchild fields of each actor stores
the information about input-output ports and functionality under the fields ‘input’, ‘output’ and
‘actorDescription’. There is a means to schedule actors according to their execution times and
deadlines, but they are not available for polychronous specifications. Hence we do not describe its
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details in this chapter. Primitive actors such asM2andS2 have a standard description in the XML
file based on their data type. Description of a Function actorcontains the associated C code to be
plugged in during code generation stage. Other than the actor details, connections between actors,
explicit epoch constraints, position information of actors and lines are also part of the NIF of an
MRICDF network.

Listing 7.2: Network Information File for MRICDF networkAbsolute
1 <network a b s o l u t e>
2 <a c t o r e x e c u t i o n =”1” d e a d l i n e =”10” a c t o r I D =”F2”>

3 < i n p u t in ID =”6” inType =”0” inName=” a”>
4 <eq u a lC o n n ec t i o n CON=”F 1 . i .1” />
5 </ i npu t>
6 <o u t p u t out ID =”4” outType =”0” outName=” mul t”>
7 <ou tConnec t i on CON=”S 2 . i .7” />
8 </ ou tpu t>
9 <a c t o r D e s c r i p t i o n>

10 <P r i m i t i v e S igna lCode =”” FuncName=” i n t ( i n t a ) ;
11 ” WhatKind=” Func t i on ”
12 FuncDef =” i n t Synth : : ( i n t a )&#xa ;{ r e t u r n a∗−1”/>
13 </ a c t o r D e s c r i p t i o n>
14 </ a c t o r>
15 <a c t o r e x e c u t i o n =”0” d e a d l i n e =”100” a c t o r I D =”S2”>

16 < i n p u t in ID =”7” i n C o n n ec t i o n =”F 2 . o . 4 ” inType =”0”/>
17 <o u t p u t out ID =”5” outType=”0”>
18 <ou tConnec t i on CON=”M2 . i .9” />
19 </ ou tpu t>
20 < i n p u t in ID =”8” i n C o n n ec t i o n =”M1 . o . 3 ” inType =”−1”/>
21 <a c t o r D e s c r i p t i o n>
22 <P r i m i t i v e WhatKind=” Sampler ”/>
23 </ a c t o r D e s c r i p t i o n>
24 </ a c t o r>
25 <a c t o r e x e c u t i o n =”0” d e a d l i n e =”100” a c t o r I D =”M2”>
26 < i n p u t in ID =”9” i n C o n n ec t i o n =”S 2 . o . 5 ” inType =”0”/>
27 < i n p u t in ID =”10” inType =”0”>
28 <eq u a lC o n n ec t i o n CON=”F 1 . i .1” />
29 </ i npu t>
30 <o u t p u t out ID =”6” outType =”0” outName=” a b s o l ”/>
31 <a c t o r D e s c r i p t i o n>
32 <P r i m i t i v e WhatKind=”Merge”/>
33 </ a c t o r D e s c r i p t i o n>
34 </ a c t o r>
35
36 . . .
37 < ! − − / / / / / / / / / / / OTHER ACTOR DETAILS / / / / / / /−− >

38 . . .
39
40 < ! − − / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / − − >

41 < ! − − / / / / / / / / I tem P o s i t i o n I n f o r m a t i o n // / / / /−−>

42 < ! − − / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / − − >

43 <a c t o r I t e m e x e c u t i o n =”1” f u n c t i o n D e f i n i t i o n =” i n t Synth :: ( i n t a )&#xa ;
44 { r e t u r n a∗−1” S igna lCode =”” ac to rType =”0” d e a d l i n e =”10”
45 i d =”F2” f u n c t i o n =” i n t ( i n t a ) ; ” yPos =”355” xPos =”742”/>
46 <a c t o r I t e m e x e c u t i o n =”0” ac to rType =”3” d e a d l i n e =”100” i d=”S2” yPos =”433” xPos =”941”/>
47 <a c t o r I t e m e x e c u t i o n =”0” ac to rType =”1” d e a d l i n e =”100” i d=”M2” yPos =”486” xPos =”1119”/>
48 . . .
49 < ! − − / / / / / / / / / / /OTHER ACTORS POSITIONS / / / / / / /−− >

50 . . .
51 <c o n n e c t i o n I t e m c o n s t a n t =”” ro tDeg =”0” t ype =”0” i d =” i 1” pa r e n t =”F1”
52 name=” i n v a l ” subConnec t i ons =”” yPos=”−0” xPos=”−65”/>
53 <c o n n e c t i o n I t e m c o n s t a n t =”” ro tDeg =”0” t ype =”1” i d =”o1” pa r e n t =”F1”
54 subConnec t i ons =”” yPos=”−0” xPos =”65”/>
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55 . . .
56 < ! − − / / / / / / / / / / /OTHER ACTORS CONNECTIONS /// / / /−−>

57 . . .
58
59 <c o n n e c t i o n I t e m c o n s t a n t =”” ro tDeg =”0” t ype =”1” i d =”o8” pa r e n t =”S3”
60 subConnec t i ons =”” yPos=”−0” xPos =”65”/>
61 < l i n e I t e m x S t a r t P o s =”438” i d =” c 8” xEndPos =”470.2148132324219”
62 yEndPos =”480.8232421875” y S t a r t P o s =”525”/>

63 < l i n e I t e m x S t a r t P o s =”677” i d =” c 11” xEndPos =”274”
64 yEndPos =”365” y S t a r t P o s =”355”/>

65 . . .
66 < ! − − / / / / / / / / / / /OTHER LINE POSITIONS /// / / /−−>

67 . . .
68 < l i n e I t e m x S t a r t P o s =”817” i d =” c 5” xEndPos =”878”
69 yEndPos =”447” y S t a r t P o s =”527”/>

70 </ network>

7.2.2 Epoch Analysis of an MRICDF network

The epoch analysis ofAbsolute consists of checking for the presence of any causal loops and
the identification of master trigger signal and follower set. Causal loop analysis is performed by a
search algorithm while master trigger and follower set computation is performed using the prime
implicate technique. The Epoch equations of MRICDF networkabsolute is shown in List-
ing 7.3 as per6.1. Each epoch equation is representative of the actor type andtheir connections.
The Sampler actors (sayS1) are accompanied by two more epoch equations which define the
second port which is of Boolean type (hereS1.i.3 ). Sincetrue value atS1.i.3 denoted as
[S1.i.3] is required for firingS1, the Boolean relations connecting[S1.i.3] , [-S1.i.3]
andS1.i.3 have to be considered. They are given after eachSampler epoch equation in List-
ing 7.3. The reasoning for each Boolean equation has been discussed in Section6.3.1. The type
of each epoch equation is given at the left hand side using a number which is useful for parsing.
After all the actor epoch equations, the actor connections are provided which equates their signal
epochs.

Listing 7.3: Boolean equations for MRICDF networkAbsolute
1 0 F 1 . o . 1 = F 1 . i . 1 / / F1
2 2 S 1 . o . 2 = S 1 . i . 2 & [ S 1 . i . 3 ] / / S1
3 1 S 1 . i . 3 = [ S 1 . i . 3 ] + [−S 1 . i . 3 ] / / S 1 . i . 3
4 5 −[S 1 . i . 3 ] + −[−S 1 . i . 3 ] / / S 1 . i . 3
5 0 F 2 . o . 4 = F 2 . i . 6 / / F2
6 2 S 2 . o . 5 = S 2 . i . 7 & [ S 2 . i . 8 ] / / S2
7 1 S 2 . i . 8 = [ S 2 . i . 8 ] + [−S 2 . i . 8 ] / / S 2 . i . 8
8 5 −[S 2 . i . 8 ] + −[−S 2 . i . 8 ] / / S 2 . i . 8
9 1 M2 . o . 6 = M2 . i . 9 + M2 . i . 10 / /M2

10 0 F 3 . o . 7 = F 3 . i . 11 / / F3
11 1 M1 . o . 3 = M1 . i . 4 + M1 . i . 5 / /M1
12 2 S 3 . o . 8 = S 3 . i . 12 & [ S 3 . i . 1 3 ] / / S3
13 1 S 3 . i . 13 = [ S 3 . i . 1 3 ] + [−S 3 . i . 1 3 ] / / S 3 . i . 13
14 5 −[S 3 . i . 1 3 ] + −[−S 3 . i . 1 3 ] / / S 3 . 1 . 1 3
15 0 F 1 . o . 1 = S 1 . i . 3
16 0 S 1 . o . 2 = M1 . i . 4
17 0 F 2 . o . 4 = S 2 . i . 7
18 0 S 2 . o . 5 = M2 . i . 9
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19 0 F 3 . o . 7 = S 3 . i . 13
20 0 M1 . o . 3 = S 2 . i . 8
21 0 S 3 . o . 8 = M1 . i . 5
22 0 F 2 . i . 6 = F 1 . i . 1
23 0 F 2 . i . 6 = M2 . i . 10
24 0 F 2 . i . 6 = F 3 . i . 11

After epoch equations are generated, the prime implicate generator is used to find the master trig-
ger signal. The MRICDF network is converted from Boolean form toConjunctive Normal Form
(CNF). The CNF array of Boolean variables and the CNF form of theAbsolute MRICDF net-
work is shown in Listing7.4. The transformation of Boolean equations into CNF form for each
actor type has been discussed in Section6.3.2. The 27 variable Boolean function representing the
MRICDF design is shown in the listing. Multiple single positive literals are reported as prime im-
plicates, as shown at the bottom Follower Set (1) in Listing7.4. The input signalinval (F1.i.1 )
is one of them and is fit to be a master trigger. It can be computed from input signals or initial
values in aBuffer actor. Other prime implicates reported are also part of the follower set first
element such asS1.i.3,F2.i.6 , etc. It can be observed that all of these signals are of the
same epoch. The second element of the follower setFSabsol, will consist of signals of lesser epoch
such as(M1i4∨M1i5), where eachMerge input represents the positive and negative cases of the
signalneg. The only signal with lesser epoch than this set would be the third element represent-
ing mult when neg. Thus a follower set containing signals with their execution order is formed
FSabsol = {{inval}, {(M1i4∨M1i5)}, {M2i9}}. The other signals having the same epoch as of
the representative element inFSabsol is shown in Listing7.4.

Listing 7.4: CNF equations for MRICDF networkAbsolute
1 c SAT F i l e − Equa t i on c o n v e r s i o n from . / Genera tedF i l e s / a b s o l u t e−endo / a b s o l u t e−eq . t x t
2 c V a r i a b l e s {n , ( n +1) , ( n +2)} where ( n mod 3) == 1 c o r r e s p o n d t o
3 c {vk , [ vk ] , [ ˜ vk ] } where k =(n−1) / 3
4 p s a t 27
5 (∗ (
6 +( ∗ (2 1) ∗(−2 −1) )
7 +( ∗ (7 ∗ (3 5) ) ∗(−7 +(−3 −5) ) )
8 +( ∗ (4 +(5 6) ) ∗(−4 ∗(−5 −6) ) )
9 +(−5 −6)

10 +( ∗ (9 8) ∗(−9 −8) )
11 +( ∗ (14 ∗ (10 12) ) ∗(−14 +(−10 −12) ) )
12 +( ∗ (11 +(12 13) ) ∗(−11 ∗(−12 −13) ) )
13 +(−12 −13)
14 +( ∗ (17 +(15 16) ) ∗(−17 ∗(−15 −16) ) )
15 +( ∗ (19 18) ∗(−19 −18) )
16 +( ∗ (22 +(20 21) ) ∗(−22 ∗(−20 −21) ) )
17 +( ∗ (27 ∗ (23 25) ) ∗(−27 +(−23 −25) ) )
18 +( ∗ (24 +(25 26) ) ∗(−24 ∗(−25 −26) ) )
19 +(−25 −26)
20 +( ∗ (2 4) ∗(−2 −4) )
21 +( ∗ (7 20) ∗(−7 −20) )
22 +( ∗ (9 10) ∗(−9 −10) )
23 +( ∗ (14 15) ∗(−14 −15) )
24 +( ∗ (19 24) ∗(−19 −24) )
25 +( ∗ (22 11) ∗(−22 −11) )
26 +( ∗ (27 21) ∗(−27 −21) )
27 +( ∗ (8 1) ∗(−8 −1) )
28 +( ∗ (8 16) ∗(−8 −16) )
29 +( ∗ (8 18) ∗(−8 −18) )
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30 +(1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 27)
31 ) )
32
33 CNF Array :
34 [ 0 ] = b lank [ 1 ] = F 1 . i . 1 [ 2 ] = F 1 . o . 1 [ 3 ] = S 1 . i . 2 [ 4 ] = S 1 . i . 3[ 5 ] = [ S 1 . i . 3 ]
35 [ 6 ] = [−S 1 . i . 3 ] [ 7 ] = S 1 . o . 2 [ 8 ] = F 2 . i . 6 [ 9 ] = F 2 . o . 4 [ 1 0 ] = S 2 . i . 7 [ 1 1] = S 2 . i . 8
36 [ 1 2 ] = [ S 2 . i . 8 ] [ 1 3 ] = [−S 2 . i . 8 ] [ 1 4 ] = S 2 . o . 5 [ 1 5 ] = M2 . i . 9 [ 1 6 ] = M2 . i . 10
37 [ 1 7 ] = M2 . o . 6 [ 1 8 ] = F 3 . i . 11 [ 1 9 ] = F 3 . o . 7 [ 2 0 ] = M1 . i . 4 [ 2 1 ]= M1 . i . 5
38 [ 2 2 ] = M1 . o . 3 [ 2 3 ] = S 3 . i . 12 [ 2 4 ] = S 3 . i . 13 [ 2 5 ] = [ S 3 . i . 1 3 ][ 2 6 ] = [−S 3 . i . 1 3 ]
39 [ 2 7 ] = S 3 . o . 8
40
41
42 Fo l l ower Se t :
43 ( 1 ) {F 1 . i . 1 } , ∗{S 1 . i .3}∗ , ∗{F 2 . i .6}∗ , ∗{S 2 . i .7}∗ , ∗{M2 . i . 10 }∗ ,
44 ∗{F 3 . i . 11 }∗ , ∗{S 3 . i .13}∗
45 ( 2 ) { [S 1 . i . 3 ] + [ S 3 . i . 1 3 ]} , ∗{ [S 1 . i . 3 ] + M1 . i .5}∗ , ∗{S 2 . i .8}∗ ,
46 ∗{M1 . i . 4 + M1 . i .5}∗ , ∗{M1 . i . 4 + [ S 3 . i . 13 ]}∗
47 ( 3 ) { [S 2 . i . 8 ]} , ∗{M2 . i .9}∗

7.2.3 Code generation for an MRICDF network

Code generation process starts when the follower set generation is complete. Each iteration in the
generated code is triggered by a new event on the master trigger signal and the order of execution is
determined by the follower set and the data flow obtained fromthe Network Information File. The
generated code is placed in three C files: Header file, Function Definition file and the Main file.
The Header file contains a structure with all the functions and primitives that are to be used. The
Function Definition file contains the code for each function declared in the header file, including
those for the primitive ones. The Main file is the backbone of the synthesized output, containing
the order of execution.

Each of the primitive actor types with varied input-output data types is stored in the Function
definition file and Header file. Figure7.4shows the plugged-in code for standard MRICDF actors.
The Merge andSampler code has a standard format, but theFunction actor is customized
according to the user’s need. TheBuffer actor alone is not placed in the Function Definition
file. It is present in the Main file, since it acts as a source forinput events at times. We can see in
Figure7.4, theBuffer code sets the Boolean output trigger variable ‘a.B1OS1’ totrue or false
based on input events at the input trigger variable ‘a.B1IS1’. Each of these functions are called
from the Main file when their firing conditions need to be evaluated due to input events.

The Main file for an MRICDF network consisting of a singleMerge actor of Boolean type is
given in Figure7.6. First the input files are read and the presence of new events at master trigger
signal is checked inside a continuous ‘while(true) loop’. In the case of aMerge actor, an external
reference clock is required. Ontrue events at master trigger, the clock files of both input ports
are read. This is indicated by the line ‘a.M1i1clock’ and ‘a.M1i2clock’. If there are events at
input port, a boolean variable is set to indicate the trigger. Finally theMerge actor function is
called with the input-output signals and the trigger variables as arguments. This iterative loop is
continuously executed until, the master trigger has no moreinput events.
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F1

bool Synth::myfunc(int a)

{return a>0;

}

void Synth::Sampler(int a,bool b,

int& c,bool d, bool e,bool& f)

{ if(d&&e&&b)

{c = a;f = true;}

else{f = false;}

}

bool b = Function (int a>0)

M1

a b

B1

bool b = Buffer (bool a)

a b

S1

int c = Sampler (Int a, bool b)

bool x = Merge(bool a, bool b)

a

c

b

a

b

c

void Synth::Merge(bool a,bool b,
bool& c,bool d,bool e,bool& f)
{ if(d)

{c = a; f = true;}
else if(e)
{c = b; f = true;}
else
{f = false;}

}

if(a.B1IS1)
{a.B1o1=a.B1d0;
a.B1OS1=true;
a.B1d0=a.B1i1;
}

else
{a.B1OS1=false;
}

Figure 7.4: Primitive actor code in Function definition file

Once the C files are obtained from EmCodeSyn, any C compiler canbe used to execute the code.
A sample input trace for theMerge MRICDF network is shown in Figure7.5(a). The clock
files for input portsM1i1 andM1i2 are read fromc M1i1.txt andc M1i2.txt respectively.
Whenever there is an input event at a port (denoted by 1 in clockfile), the next input value is read
from a value file provided for each input (vM1i1.txt and vM1i2.txt). Once the code is executed,
an output file is produced which is shown in Figure7.5(b). The presence and absence of events are
shown by the input values or⊥ symbol respectively. TheMerge functionality can be observed at
the output port columnM1o1.

c_M1i1 v_M1i1 c_M1i2 v_M1i2
1 t 0 f
0 t 1 f
0 t 0 t
1 f 1 t
1 f 0 f
1 f 1 f
0 t 0 t

(a) Input values forMerge actor

tick# M1i1 M1i2 M1o1
0 t t
1 f f
2
3 t f t
4 t t
5 f t f
6

(b) Output file forMerge actor

Figure 7.5: Output from execution of generated code

Now let us analyze code generation for the MRICDF networkAbsolute . The significant parts of
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#include "Merge_pib_syn_header.h"

int main()
{
Synth a;
string line;
if(a.Read_Input_Files()==false){return 1;}
int iteration(0);
a.Send_Output_Header();
while(true)
{
a.Update_InOutSent(); //Resets all OutSent variables to false
if(a.clkfile_M1i1.eof()) // READ M1i1 clock
{return 0;}

getline(a.clkfile_M1i1,line);
a.M1i1_clock = atoi(line.c_str());

if(a.M1i1_clock)
{if(a.vfile_M1i1.eof()) // Reach M1i1 values
{return 0;}
getline(a.vfile_M1i1,line);
if(line=="true")
{a.M1i1 = true;} // M1i1 has value true
else if(line=="false")
{a.M1i1 = false;} // M1i1 has value false
a.M1IS1 = true; // New event at M1i1 port
}
else
{
a.M1IS1 = false; // No event at M1i1 port
}

if(a.clkfile_M1i2.eof()) // READ M1i2 clock
...
... // Similar code for M1i2 port

a.Merge(a.M1i1,a.M1i2,a.M1o1,a.M1IS1,a.M1IS2,a.M1OS1);
a.Send_Output_To_File(iteration);
iteration++;
}
return 0;
}

Figure 7.6: Main file forMerge actor
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the the main and function definition files forAbsolute are shown in Fig.7.7. The main.cpp con-
tains an ‘while(true)’ loop limited to the number of input events provided from the environment.
Within this loop (SECTION 1), the events on the master triggerinval or F1i1 is read. For a
specification that requires endochronization such asMerge , the master trigger will contain multi-
ple input signals to be read. Each actor input port has a Boolean variable associated with it which
denotes the presence or absence of the associated signal event (F1IS1 for F1 input, F3IS11
for F3 input, and so on).inval events alone are read and its associated port Boolean variables
F1i1, F2i6, F3i11 andM2i10 are updated. InSECTION 2 of the generated code, based on the
Boolean port variables, firing conditions of each type of actor is evaluated. ActorF1 will fire on
every input event atF1i1 . Other actors are scheduled according to the data dependencies. Finally
in the function definition file, each actor computation is specified. Standard actor definitions for
each data type (Merge Boolean,Merge Integer,Sampler Boolean, etc. ) is included along with
customFunction actors such asfc1less .
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absolute_pib_syn_main.cpp
#include "absolute_pib_syn_header.h"
int main()
{ Synth a; string line;
if(a.Read_Input_Files()==false){return 1;}
int iteration(0);
a.Send_Output_Header();
while(true)
{
a.Update_InOutSent(); //Resets all OutSent variables to false
//******SECTION 1******READ master trigger events & inputs
if(a.clkfile_F1i1.eof()) {return 0;} // READ M1i1 clock
getline(a.clkfile_F1i1,line);
a.F1i1_clock = atoi(line.c_str());

//******EVALUATE SIGNALS IN FOLLOWER SET ELEMENT 1***
// firing conditions for actors F1, F2, F3 are set

a.F1IS1 = true; // input event arrives
a.F2i6 = a.F1i1; a.F2IS6 = true; a.M2i10 = a.F1i1;
a.M2IS10 = true; a.F3i11 = a.F1i1; a.F3IS11 = true;
}

else// *** No event occurred in master trigger signal ***
{a.F1IS1 = false; a.F2IS6 = false;
a.M2IS10 = false;a.F3IS11 = false;
}

//*******SECTION 2*******// Schedule and fire actors based on inputs
if (a.F1IS1 == true)
{ a.F1o1 = a.fc1less (a.F1i1);
a.F1OS1 = true; }
else { a.F1OS1 = false; }

if(a.F1OS1==true)
{ a.S1i3=a.F1o1;a.S1IS3=true; }
else {a.S1IS3=false;}
a.Sampler(a.S1i2,a.S1i3,a.S1o2,a.S1IS2,a.S1IS3,a.S1OS2);

.. // Firing conditions and computations of other actors

..
a.Send_Output_To_File(iteration);
iteration++;

}// end while loop
}

absolute_pib_syn_func.cpp
//*************Contains all functions and standard actor definitions****
//Custom Actor F1
bool Synth::fc1less (int a)
{if (a <0)

return true;
else
return false;

}
.. OTHER ACTORS

//standard boolean Merge actor
void Synth::Merge(bool a,bool b,bool& c,bool d,bool e,bool& f)
{ if(d)
{c = a;

...
else
{f = false;}

}

Figure 7.7: Generated code forAbsolute



Chapter 8

Faster synthesis from MRICDF
specifications using Actor elimination
Technique

EmCodeSyn was built to enable the design and debug of MRICDF networks and to perform se-
quential software synthesis from them. The Boolean theory approach to synthesis was imple-
mented using a prime implicate technique of identifying themaster trigger signal and follower set.
Prime implicate computation is central to the synthesis methodology and is the most time con-
suming part. Working with large designs, it is observed thatPI computation time increased with
number of Boolean variables. Bringing PI computation times tolower values to make EmCodeSyn
software synthesis practical is important. Hence we embarked on optimization techniques to re-
duce PI generation time which is the major contributing factor in synthesis time.

8.1 Restrictions for preservation of signal epoch

Any optimization technique for faster follower set computation should not yield different follower
set results. One optimization could be simplification of an given MRICDF network to another
with a smaller set of Boolean equations. The restriction hereis that all properties pertaining to
follower set computation should remain intact. Since follower set is a set of signals according to
their epochs, data values are not taken into account. To set ground rules on techniques that do not
affect the follower set of MRICDF networks, we define the MasterTrigger Equivalence of two
MRICDF networks.

Definition 8.1.1 (Master Trigger Equivalence). Consider an MRICDF networkMi with master
trigger signalxi is reduced to another MRICDF networkMj with master trigger signalxj using
an optimization technique. These two MRICDF networks are said to be Master Trigger Equivalent
(MTE), if and only if, the epoch of their master trigger signals are the same (̂xi = x̂j).

107
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According toThm. 6.3.1, in each instant of an MRICDF network, a master trigger signal will
have an event occurrence. So there is a close relation between a master trigger and instant set
of a network. We now claim that to prove Master Trigger Equivalence, it is both necessary and
sufficient to check if the instant sets of the two MRICDF networks are the same.

Theorem 8.1.1(Preservation of Master Trigger Equivalence). The elimination of any signal from
an MRICDF networkM1 with a master triggerx1 results in a new MRICDF networkM2 with
master triggerx2. They are said to be Master Trigger Equivalent if and only if,their instant sets
are the same.

FromDefn. 8.1.1, we know that two MRICDF networksM1 andM2 are said to be Master Trigger
equivalent (MTE), if their master trigger signals are of thesame epoch. In other words, ifx1 is a
master trigger for the MRICDF modelM1 with an instant setΥ1 and if any optimization results in
a new MRICDF modelM2 with master triggerx2 and an instant setΥ2, we need to prove that it is
necessary and sufficient to check forΥ1 = Υ2 to prove master trigger equivalence.

Proof sketch: From definition of Master Trigger (Defn. 6.3.7), a master trigger signalx has an
event in each instant setS ∈ Υ. In the modelM1, x1 has one event in each of then instants ofΥ1.
Thus instant set of all other signals are subsets of the instant set of master triggerx1.

To prove the ‘if’ case, consider an instantI ∈ Υ1 with two eventsex1
of the signalx1 andey1

of
the signaly1. If we remove the signaly1 from the network, a new MRICDF modelM2 is created.
Since the instants ofy1 are subsets of master triggerx1, Υ1 remains unchanged. So the master
triggerx2 of M2 has the same set of instants asM1 and the master trigger̂x2 = x̂1. Hence, proved
that two MRICDF models are Master Trigger equivalent, if they have the same instant set.

To prove ‘only if’ case, consider an instantT ∈ Υ1 with only one eventex1
of the signalx1. If

signal eventex1
is removed,̂x1 has changed to a new epoch, sayx̂2 which fulfills the master trigger

condition for the new modelM2. The new set of abstract instantsΥ2 does not contain the element
T anymore. SinceΥ2 6= Υ1, the new master trigger (sayx2) is not equal tox1. Hence, proved that
two MRICDF models are not Master Trigger equivalent, if they have different instant sets.�

Corollary 8.1.2 (Preservation of Prime implicate epoch). The elimination of any signal from an
MRICDF networkM1 having prime implicate epocĥp1 results in a new MRICDF networkM2 with
a prime implicate epocĥp2. If the MRICDF networksM1 andM2 have the same instant set, then
their prime implicate epochs are the same.

This is an extension ofThm. 8.1.1which states that the instant set is unaffected by actor elimi-
nation if master trigger is preserved. A master trigger is a prime implicate which is also a single
positive literal. The epochs of all prime implicate signalsare the same, including the master trigger
signal. So, if the master trigger signal epochs are the same for two MTE MRICDF networks, then
their prime implicate epochs are also the same.
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8.2 Actor elimination technique rules for a MRICDF networks

Our proposed Actor Elimination Technique (AET) aims to remove actors and thereby its related
signals with this broad criterion in mind: actor elimination should not alter the master trigger epoch
of the MRICDF network. For analysis, an MRICDF network is represented as(V, Σ), whereV
is the set of variables andΣ is the set of all epoch equations. Two connected actors will have
their own input and output variables being equated and thus forming a signal. After the removal
of epoch equationsΣelim through AET a reduced MRICDF network(V ′, Σ′) is obtained. Here are
some pointers to be considered while performing AET.

1. Input variables cannot be eliminated since input signal can be a master trigger candidate.
Given thatV = VI ∪ Voth, whereVI is the set of input variables andVoth represents the rest
which can be considered for elimination.

2. AET can eliminate a signal variablevi if there exists another variable representative of the
epoch ofvi. An eliminated epoch equationvi = vj becomes a part of the eliminated Boolean
equation setΣelim, whereΣ = Σ′ ∪ Σelim.

3. Data type of a signal does not matter while performing AET,since we are concerned with
only the epoch of the signals.

Now we present actor elimination rules for each primitive actor, Belim, Felim, Selim andMelim.
Each elimination rule shows the transformation of an MRICDF network with eliminated epoch
equations(V, Σ, Σelim) after each elimination rule is applied. It shows the variables eliminated
from the MRICDF network, the signals replaced during AET, and the epoch equations that are
eliminated from the MRICDF network.

V, Σ ∪ {y = x}, Σelim

V − {x, y}, Σ{ i1
x
, i1

y
}, Σelim ∪ {x = y}

Belim

V, Σ ∪ {z = f(~x)}, Σelim

V − {Πi(~x), z}, Σ{ i1
Πi(~x)

, i1
z
}, Σelim ∪ {Πi(~x) = z}

Felim

V, Σ ∪ {z = x ∩ [y]}, Σelim

V − {x, y, z}, Σ{ i1
x
, i1

y
, i1

z
}, Σelim ∪ {z = x ∩ [y]}

Selim

V, Σ ∪ {z = x ∪ x}, Σelim

V − {x, z}, Σ{ i1
x
, i1

z
}, Σelim ∪ {z = x ∪ x}

Melim
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Buffer Actor

TheBuffer actor performs no epoch modifications and the input-output port signals can be re-
placed by a single variable in the Boolean equations. For aBuffer actor, V = {x, y} and
Σ = {x = y}.

Fig.8.1(a) shows the application of AET onBuffer actor. An MRICDF network(V, Σ) is shown,
consisting of twoFunction actors with aBuffer actor in between. It can be represented as
V = VR ∪ VB andΣ = ΣR ∪ ΣP ∪ ΣB, whereVB represents the variables ofBuffer actor and
VR is the set of all other variables in the network. LetΣB represent epoch equations with only
Buffer actor variables andΣP represent equations with input and output port connectionsof
Buffer . ThenΣR represents the equations represented by rest of the MRICDF network.
Σ = ΣR ∪ ΣP ∪ ΣB

Σ = ΣR ∪ {i1 = x} ∪ {y = o1} ∪ {x = y}

Going by the elimination ruleBelim, the epoch equation{x = y} is eliminated and thusΣB

becomes a part ofΣelim. The port connectionsx, y are replaced withi1, making equations{i1 = x}
irrelevant and changing{y = o1} to {i1 = o1}. TheBuffer actor ports will have the same epoch
as the eliminated variablesx or y and hence the master trigger is not altered. Hence the reduced
MRICDF network(V ′, Σ′) is MTE to the original network(V, Σ), whereV = V ′ ∪ {x, y} and
Σ = Σ′ ∪ Σelim.

Function Actor

TheFunction actor equates all input epochs with all output epochs. Hencea single equivalent
variable to represent that epoch information is sufficient for this actor type. AFunction actor for
elimination interfaced with threeBuffer actors is shown in Fig.8.1(b). The input-output signals
x, y, andz will be eliminated under AET rules.

The MRICDF network in Fig.8.1(b) is represented by(V, Σ), whereΣ = Σ1∪ΣP ∪ΣF . HereΣF

represents the Boolean equations of the actorF1 that will be eliminated.Σ = ΣR ∪ ΣP ∪ ΣF

Σ = ΣR ∪ {i1 = x} ∪ {i2 = y} ∪ {z = o1} ∪ {x = z} ∪ {y = z}
After elimination, ΣF is a part ofΣelim and the epoch equations interfacingFunction actor
internal variables with port variables are replaced with a new epoch equation{i1 = i2 = o1}. A
new reduced MRICDF network is formed(V ′, Σ′), V = V ′ ∪ {x, y, z} andΣ = Σ′ ∪Σelim, where
Σ′ = ΣR ∪ {i1 = i2 = o1}. The same elimination rules apply for input and output signals of
Function actors with different number of input-output ports.

Sampler Actor

Sampler actor performs an intersection operation the input signal epochs and generates an output
signal which has a lower epoch than any of the input signals. We show that replacing the output
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Figure 8.1: Actor elimination on MRICDF primitive actors

signal ofSampler actor with an input signal does not remove any instant of the MRICDF network
and is MTE to the original network.

In Fig. 8.1(c) aSampler actor is shown to be connected to threeBuffer actors. The MRICDF
network is represented by Boolean equationsΣ and theSampler actor Boolean equations are
represented byΣS, and henceΣ = ΣR ∪ ΣP ∪ ΣS. Σ = Σ1 ∪ ΣP ∪ ΣS

Σ = Σ1 ∪ {i1 = x} ∪ {i2 = y} ∪ {z = o1} ∪ {z = x ∩ [y]}

We consider cases where the master trigger is fixed as an input-output signal ofSampler actor
(VS, ΣS) or as a signal in the MRICDF network not directly connected toSampler actor.

a. Master Trigger signal∈ VS: If the master trigger of the MRCIDF network is an input toS1

actor (sayx), the epoch ofS1 actor variables will be of the form̂[y] ⊆ ŷ ⊆ x̂ andẑ ⊆ x̂. So the

Sampler epoch equation reduces from̂z = x̂ ∩ [̂y] to ẑ = [̂y]. Now z can be safely eliminated
by AET since it’s epoch is lesser than the master trigger. Anyof the interfacing signals with the
Sampler actor can be connected to the output port and the resulting MRICDF network is MTE
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in nature. If the master trigger is the output signalz, theSampler epoch equation is reduced to
ẑ = x̂ = [̂y]. This is similar to eliminated epoch equations ofBuffer andFunction and hence
AET will generate a MRICDF network that is MTE in nature.

b. Master Trigger signal /∈ VS: If the master trigger of the MRICDF network is a signal uncon-
nected toSampler actor input-output signals (saym), we knowx̂, ŷ, ẑ ⊆ m̂. Replacing any
of the Sampler internal signalsx, y, or z with the input interfacing variables in Boolean equa-
tions does not affect the epoch of the master trigger. Hence we retain all instants of the MRICDF
network and generate reduced MRICDF networks that are MTE in nature.

Since instants of an MRICDF network remains unaffected irrespective of master trigger being a
signal connected or not connected toSampler actor, AET can be safely applied on this type of
actor with the input interface signals replacing the internal signals.

Merge Actor

Merge actor performs a union operation on the epoch of input signals and generates an output
signal with a greater epoch. So anyMerge actor feeding on inputs from the environment could
result in the creation of a signal with master trigger epoch.So master trigger equivalence cannot
be guaranteed when aMerge actor is eliminated. So as a general rule, aMerge actor is not part
of our actor elimination procedure.

8.3 Implications of actor elimination on follower set generation

Now let us discuss where AET is applied with respect to the follower set computation. Consider the
example given in Fig.8.2(a). Here the MRICDF network consists of three actors ofSampler type
and one actor each of typesMerge , Function andBuffer . On applying AET, theFunction
andBuffer actors with theSampler actor not connected any input port is eliminated. Prime
implicates of the network shown in Fig.8.2(b) is evaluated and no master trigger is found. Exter-
nal master trigger signalsx0 S1.i.1, x1 S1.i.2, x2 S2.i.3, x3 S2.i.4 are applied to provide clock
information for each input. On true occurrences of these clock signals values are read from input
portsS1.i.1, S1.i.2, S2.i.3, S2.i.4. bS1.i.1+bS1.i.2+bS2.i.3+bS2.i.4 is among the prime implicates of
the newly created Boolean equations. TheSampler actorsS1,S2 can only be fired on true val-
ues at portsS1.i.2 andS2.i.4. Hence the signals[S1.i.2], [S2.i.4] are part of the third FS element
along with signals that can be computed as the actorsS1,S2 fires. Fig.8.2(c) shows the actors
in shaded portion, which can be evaluated for scheduling with the current epoch information. On
true values at input portS3.i.9, the actorsS3,M1 will be available for scheduling.

We have already discussed that irrespective of AET rules, input signals connected to any MRICDF
actor cannot be eliminated. So any primitive actor with an input to the environment is not con-
sidered during elimination. Also, in certain oversamplingsituations where an internal signal is
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Figure 8.2: Elimination steps and scheduling for an MRICDF network

the master trigger, actors in a loop creating the master trigger signal cannot be eliminated. For
instance, if elimination of actors result in a clock equation â = b̂ ∪ â, the clock ofb becomes
irrelevant. Ifb is an external input, this equation assumes the instants ofb is a subset of instants
of a, which need not be true in the original MRICDF network. So whileeliminatingSampler
actors connected toMerge actors, we look for possible causal loops containing them which can
create wrong clock equations.

There are concerns on whether the order of actor eliminationcan affect the prime implicate re-
sult. Also actor elimination rules are applied before computing each follower set element and this
requires the preserve prime implicate epoch (Cor.6.3.2) to be preserved. Here we provide theo-
rems and proofs to show why the order of elimination is irrelevant and why the actor elimination
technique can also be applied for each follower set element computation.

Theorem 8.3.1(Actor elimination order). For a given MRICDF networkM1 with a master trigger
x1, the elimination of actors or signals in different orders ofelimination will eventually result in
an MRICDF networkM2 with the same instant set.
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The proof of this theorem is obvious, consideringThm. 8.1.1ensures instant set is unchanged for
two MRICDF networks that are MTE. For each elimination step, the instant set is the same and
hence master trigger equivalence is preserved irrespective of actor elimination order.

Theorem 8.3.2(Follower set preservation). For any MRICDF network (sayM1) with follower set
FSM1 and its optimized versionM2 with follower setFSM2 obtained on applying AET , the epoch
of follower set elementsFSM1 andFSM2 are the same.

. Proof: Preservation of master trigger (Thm. 8.1.1) proved that for two MTE MRICDF net-
works, the instant set remains the same and it preserves the master trigger signal epoch.Cor. 8.1.2
has shown that preserving prime implicate epoch is same as preserving instant set of the original
MRICDF network. ByDefn. 6.3.8, follower set elements have same instants as the instant setof
the MRICDF network. Thus, instant set preserving actor elimination technique will ensure that
follower set element epochs remain unchanged.�

8.3.1 Case studies on application of Actor Elimination Technique

The optimizations for EmCodeSyn were targeted towards primeimplicate computation. Interfaced
with an earlier version of prime implicate generator, the software synthesis time was around 420
seconds. The new PI generator customized for EmCodeSyn brought down code generation time
for Absolute to 3 seconds. Even with the huge improvement in PI generationfor EmCodeSyn,
larger models continue to have high synthesis time as opposed to other compilers which can syn-
thesize software in a few seconds. To make the use of visual modeling of MRICDF practical,
lower synthesis time was necessary and hence AET was developed. Fig.8.3 shows the appli-
cation of AET on the MRICDF networkAbsolute which was discussed in Chapter7. Here
threeSampler actors will be eliminated and bothMerge actors will be retained as per elim-
ination rules. TheFunction actors will be retained as they are connected to inputs from the
environment. The number of epoch equations is reduced from 24 to 11 on application of AET
for computing master trigger element and the entire code generation process is seen to be taking
around 2 seconds.

To demonstrate how AET is applied on larger MRICDF models, we consider the case study of
a watchdog timer. The SIGNAL code of this watchdog timer is shown in Listing 8.1 [64]. The
watchdog timer consists of a clock signaltick and two other inputsreqandfinish. req indicates the
arrival of a new timing request andfinish indicates an interruption to the count down process. For
every request a constant valuedelayis loaded and a decrement operation is performed.cnt shows
the decremented value and when it reaches zero, an output signal is triggered at the portalarm.

Listing 8.1: SIGNAL code for watchdog timer [64]
1 p r o c e s s Watchdog = { i n t e g e r d e lay ; }
2 ( ? i n t e g e r req ; ev en t f i n i s h , t i c k ;
3 ! i n t e g e r a la rm ; )
4 ( | hour ˆ= t i c k
5 | hour := ( hour $ i n i t 0 ) + 1
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Figure 8.3: Actor elimination technique applied on the exampleAbsolute

6 | c n t ˆ= t i c k ˆ+ req ˆ+ f i n i s h
7 | prev c n t := c n t $ i n i t (−1)
8 | c n t := ( d e lay when ˆ req )
9 d e f a u l t (−1 when f i n i s h )

10 d e f a u l t ( ( p rev c n t − 1) when ( prev c n t >= 0) )
11 d e f a u l t −1
12 | a larm := hour when ( c n t = 0) | )
13 where i n t e g e r hour , cnt , p revc n t ;
14 end ;

The MRICDF visual representation of the watchdog timer is shown in Figure8.4 (a). There are
14 primitive MRICDF actors in the network, with clock constraints given at the bottom. The 60
epoch equations that represent the watchdog timer actors and constraints are shown in the right
hand side. On application of AET rules, the number of actors is reduced to 8 and the epoch
equations are reduced to 48 as shown in Figure8.4(b). TheMerge actors are completely retained
as per AET rules. ActorsS1,S2,S4 are retained since they are connected to input-output ports,
while S3,S5 were not eliminated due to the presence of a loop. The master trigger signals were
observed to be of the same epoch, with and without actor elimination. All master trigger signals
of MRICDF network in Figure8.4 (b) were found among the master trigger signals of its original
MRICDF network in Figure8.4 (a). Repeated PI generation process builds the complete follower
set for the network, and was observed to have the same epoch [87].

8.4 Impact of Actor Elimination Technique on code synthesis

Let us discuss how actor elimination technique is integrated into the PI based design methodology
using the flow diagram in Fig.8.5. The MRICDF network is converted into epoch equations and
AET is applied on each internal actor. The epoch equations are converted to Boolean equations
along with a constraint to avoid trivial solutions. This is sent to PI generator to find a master trigger.
In the absence of a master trigger, exogenous information isrequested to enforce deterministic
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(a) Watchdog Timer example before actor elimination

(b) Watchdog Timer example after actor elimination

1 M1.o.1 = S1.i.4 + S2.i.8 +
S5.i.22
0 S4.i.18 = S5.i.22
0 S1.i.3 = [S1.i.4]
1 S1.i.4 = [S1.i.4] + [-S1.i.4]
5 -[S1.i.4] + -[-S1.i.4]
1 M1.o.1 = M1.i.1 + M1.i.2
2 S1.o.2 = S1.i.3 & [S1.i.4]
1 S1.i.4 = [S1.i.4] + [-S1.i.4]
5 -[S1.i.4] + -[-S1.i.4]
1 M2.o.3 = M2.i.5 + M2.i.6
2 S2.o.4 = S2.i.7 & [S2.i.8]
1 S2.i.8 = [S2.i.8] + [-S2.i.8]
5 -[S2.i.8] + -[-S2.i.8]
2 S3.o.5 = S3.i.9 & [S3.i.10]
1 S3.i.10 = [S3.i.10] + [-S3.i.10]
5 -[S3.i.10] + -[-S3.i.10]
1 M3.o.8 = M3.i.13 + M3.i.14
2 S4.o.12 = S4.i.18 & [S4.i.19]
1 S4.i.19 = [S4.i.19] + [-S4.i.19]
5 -[S4.i.19] + -[-S4.i.19]
2 S5.o.14 = S5.i.21 & [S5.i.22]
1 S5.i.22 = [S5.i.22] + [-S5.i.22]
5 -[S5.i.22] + -[-S5.i.22]
0 S1.o.2 = M1.i.1
0 M2.o.3 = M1.i.2
0 S2.o.4 = M2.i.5
0 S3.o.5 = M3.i.13
0 M3.o.8 = M2.i.6
1 x0_S1.i.3 = [x0_S1.i.3] + [-
x0_S1.i.3]
0 S1.i.3 = [x0_S1.i.3]
5 -[x0_S1.i.3] + -[-x0_S1.i.3]
0 x0_S1.i.3 = x1_S1.i.4
1 x1_S1.i.4 = [x1_S1.i.4] + [-
x1_S1.i.4]
0 S1.i.4 = [x1_S1.i.4]
5 -[x1_S1.i.4] + -[-x1_S1.i.4]
0 x0_S1.i.3 = x2_S2.i.8
1 x2_S2.i.8 = [x2_S2.i.8] + [-
x2_S2.i.8]
0 S2.i.8 = [x2_S2.i.8]
5 -[x2_S2.i.8] + -[-x2_S2.i.8]
0 x0_S1.i.3 = x3_S5.i.22
1 x3_S5.i.22 = [x3_S5.i.22] + [-
x3_S5.i.22]
0 S5.i.22 = [x3_S5.i.22]
5 -[x3_S5.i.22] + -[-x3_S5.i.22]
0 M1.o.1 = S3.i.9
0 M1.o.1 = S3.i.10
0 M1.o.1 = S4.i.19
0 S5.o.14 = S4.i.18
0 S5.o.14 = S5.i.21

1 M1.o.1 = S1.i.4 + S2.i.8 + S5.i.22
0 F3.o.10 = S5.i.22
0 S1.i.3 = [S1.i.4]
1 S1.i.4 = [S1.i.4] + [-S1.i.4]
5 -[S1.i.4] + -[-S1.i.4]
1 M1.o.1 = M1.i.1 + M1.i.2
2 S1.o.2 = S1.i.3 & [S1.i.4]
1 S1.i.4 = [S1.i.4] + [-S1.i.4]
5 -[S1.i.4] + -[-S1.i.4]
1 M2.o.3 = M2.i.5 + M2.i.6
2 S2.o.4 = S2.i.7 & [S2.i.8]
1 S2.i.8 = [S2.i.8] + [-S2.i.8]
5 -[S2.i.8] + -[-S2.i.8]
2 S3.o.5 = S3.i.9 & [S3.i.10]
1 S3.i.10 = [S3.i.10] + [-S3.i.10]
5 -[S3.i.10] + -[-S3.i.10]
0 F1.o.6 = F1.i.11
0 F2.o.7 = F2.i.12
1 M3.o.8 = M3.i.13 + M3.i.14
0 B1.o.9 = B1.i.15
0 F3.o.10 = F3.i.16
0 B2.o.11 = B2.i.17
2 S4.o.12 = S4.i.18 & [S4.i.19]
1 S4.i.19 = [S4.i.19] + [-S4.i.19]
5 -[S4.i.19] + -[-S4.i.19]
0 F4.o.13 = F4.i.20
2 S5.o.14 = S5.i.21 & [S5.i.22]
1 S5.i.22 = [S5.i.22] + [-S5.i.22]
5 -[S5.i.22] + -[-S5.i.22]
0 M1.o.1 = B1.i.15
0 M1.o.1 = F4.i.20
0 S1.o.2 = M1.i.1
0 M2.o.3 = M1.i.2
0 S2.o.4 = M2.i.5
0 S3.o.5 = M3.i.13
0 F1.o.6 = S3.i.9
0 F2.o.7 = S3.i.10
0 M3.o.8 = M2.i.6
0 B1.o.9 = F1.i.11
0 B1.o.9 = F2.i.12
0 F3.o.10 = S4.i.18
0 F3.o.10 = B2.i.17
0 B2.o.11 = S5.i.21
0 F4.o.13 = S4.i.19
0 S5.o.14 = F3.i.16
1 x0_S1.i.3 = [x0_S1.i.3] + [-x0_S1.i.3]
0 S1.i.3 = [x0_S1.i.3]
5 -[x0_S1.i.3] + -[-x0_S1.i.3]
0 x0_S1.i.3 = x1_S1.i.4
1 x1_S1.i.4 = [x1_S1.i.4] + [-x1_S1.i.4]
0 S1.i.4 = [x1_S1.i.4]
5 -[x1_S1.i.4] + -[-x1_S1.i.4]
0 x0_S1.i.3 = x2_S2.i.8
1 x2_S2.i.8 = [x2_S2.i.8] + [-x2_S2.i.8]
0 S2.i.8 = [x2_S2.i.8]
5 -[x2_S2.i.8] + -[-x2_S2.i.8]
0 x0_S1.i.3 = x3_S5.i.22
1 x3_S5.i.22 = [x3_S5.i.22] + [-
x3_S5.i.22]
0 S5.i.22 = [x3_S5.i.22]
5 -[x3_S5.i.22] + -[-x3_S5.i.22]

Figure 8.4: Actor Elimination Technique applied on Watchdog timer example
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Figure 8.5: Generation of follower set using Prime Implicate method

sequential implementability or endochrony on the model. Once master trigger is identified, we
check if the follower set is complete. This can happen if the model is a single primitive actor. If
incomplete, we set the Boolean variable corresponding to themaster trigger to true and generate a
new set of Boolean constraints. Now actors which are adjacentto signals in the current follower
set and were removed during the AET step are re-introduced. The updated system of equations
are sent to the PI generator to get the next set of elements of the follower set. Once this iterative
process is complete, the follower set will contain every signal in the MRICDF network. Once
the follower set is established, code generation phase can commence. The importance of AET is
highlighted by the fact that the time consuming prime implicate computation is a repetitive step for
follower set generation. In each prime implicate computation step, AET will bring down waiting
time with negligible overhead.

We analyze the impact of AET on code synthesis time for a few MRICDF examples using the
customized version of prime implicate generator. The MRICDF models used range from simple
counters to more complex Flight Warning System (FWS) andpEHBH, a latency insensitive hand-
shaking protocol module. More information about these examples are summarized in a technical
report with references [87]. The impact of AET on synthesis time can be understood by analyzing
the numbers in Table8.1. Along with the number of actors in each example, the reduction achieved
in terms of number of Boolean equations with and without AET isshown in columns 3 and 4. The
master trigger detection time in seconds is given in columns5 and 6. These numbers are directly
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MRICDF network ♯ of ♯ of Boolean eq. MT computation (sec) Synthesis (sec)
actors Original AET Original AET Original AET

Height-supervisor 5 14 14 0.359 0.36 1.2 1.2
Absolute 8 24 11 0.906 0.906 3 2
Factorial 8 25 15 0.328 0.329 1.4 1.3
Resettable counter 8 24 18 0.922 0.563 2.5 1.8
pEHBH 14 52 49 0.75 0.719 3.5 3.3
Watchdog timer 14 60 48 16.313 5.375 125.4 53.7
Producer-consumer 15 50 44 21.343 16.328 46.7 34.8
Flight Warning Syst. 17 48 26 8.109 1.032 329.5 4.7

Table 8.1: Impact of AET on software synthesis time in EmCodeSyn

related to the number and type of Boolean equations being operated on by the prime implicate gen-
erator. The total synthesis time for generating C files in seconds is given in columns 7 and 8. It can
be observed that application of AET results in varied improvements for different examples. The
type of the eliminated MRICDF actors, if any, contribute to theamount of savings obtained. Lesser
the actors connected to external inputs, more the actors that are candidates for elimination. This
can be observed in the reduction of Boolean equations for endochronous examplesAbsolute and
FWS. For examples with several prime implicates, code generation cannot begin until PI generator
finishes finding all possible prime implicates. Our requirement for master trigger is to find a single
positive literal prime implicate. So customizing PI generator to break when a master trigger PI is
identified can reduce synthesis time further. Actor elimination technique, being non-invasive will
continue to provide improvement in synthesis time by simplifying the Boolean equations sent to
the PI generator. The synthesis time for Polychrony compiler [61] is also in the order of seconds
for these examples. To reiterate, the goal of actor elimination technique is to bring prime implicate
based software synthesis time to acceptable levels, thus enable MRICDF and EmCodeSyn as an
alternative means to visually model and synthesize polychronous specifications.



Chapter 9

Improved Casual loop detection and faster
synthesis using SMT solvers

Instantaneous or causal loops, i.e., cyclic data dependency within an instant, have been a problem
in all languages in the synchronous programming paradigm. Various solutions to the problem of
detecting causal loops and non-realizable apparent causalloops, referred to asfalse causal loop,
have appeared in the literature of Esterel [133], Lustre [75], SIGNAL [71], and hardware descrip-
tion languages. In general, the problem is undecidable because determining if a loop is realizable
may be dependent on arbitrary data types, and arbitrary functions on such data. As a result, ap-
proximations have been proposed. To err on the side of the caution, due to false positives, a lot
of correct programs are rejected by compilers. In the early days of synchronous programming,
syntactic checks were used, leading to too many false causalloops. Since then, semantic analysis
have been incorporated in many of the compilers. Unfortunately, in the polychronous program-
ming literature, not a lot of attention has been paid to this problem beyond 1) syntactic detection
rejecting all buffer-free loops as implemented in the Polychrony compiler [106] and 2) causal loop
detection using nullity check of clock intersection in SIGNAL programs [34]. With the advent of
SAT Modulo theory checkers, these approximations dealing with Boolean data types can be vastly
improved. Also, the causal loop detection techniques can beextended to analyze nuances of poly-
chronous calculus and thus detect falsity of apparent causal loops. We have covered the existing
works relating to causality analysis of polychronous and synchronous specification in Chapter3. In
this chapter, we revisit the problem of false causal loops inpolychronous specifications, and show
how we solve this problem in our MRICDF framework using SMT solvers and model checking
tools. We also investigate if our causality analysis improvements can be utilized to provide faster
synthesis.

119
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9.1 Motivational examples for better causality analysis

We first illustrate the vulnerabilities of existing causality detection tools and motivate why verifi-
cation tools such as SMT solvers and model checkers are required for better causality analysis. We
introduce specifications with possible causal loops and discuss the capability of Polychrony and
EmCodeSyn in detecting them.

Example 9.1.1(Causal loop detection). A polychronous MRICDF networkSpec1 with its equiv-
alent SIGNAL program are shown in Figure9.1. There are twoMerge MRICDF actorsM1 and
M2 which merge input streams with a higher priority given to first input port on occurrences of
simultaneous events.

a

M1 F1
b

process Spec1 =

( ? boolean a, e, clk;

! boolean b; )

( | b := a default d %M1%

| c := b+1 % F1%

| d := e default c % M2%

| a ^= when clk

| e ^= when (not(clk))

|)

where boolean c, d;

end;

M2

c

d

e

2

1

1

2

a ^= [clk]

e ^= [-clk]

Figure 9.1: Spec1: causal loop specification in MRICDF (left) and SIGNAL (right)

Merge actors (hereM1 andM2) give priority to port 1 over port 2. An external signalclk decides
the flow of data in the specification. Whenclk is present and true (shown as[clk]), there are
events ona connected toM1 and not one. Consequently,M1 ignores inputs on port 2, which means
the data does not flow through the entire loop as shown by the reddashed lines. Whenclk is
present andfalse (shown as[- clk]), input signals are present on signale connected toM2

and not ona. Now, the flow of data is shown by dotted green lines. In both cases, the edges of the
data flow network loop, i.e., signalsb, c andd are active. But, there is no causal loopb→ c→
d→ b. Also, there is no possible input for the specification which can lead to a causal loop.

Polychrony compiler and EmCodeSyn cannot synthesize sequential code for the programSpec1
in Figure9.1. A dependency cycle is reported between variablesb, c andd. But, we learned how
the polychronous nature of the specification ensured a data dependent loop does not arise. The
clock tree representation of Polychrony and the Boolean theory representation of EmCodeSyn are
insufficient to determine implementability of such specifications.

Example 9.1.2(Causal loop formed by clock and data constraints). A polychronous MRICDF net-
workSpec2 with its equivalent SIGNAL program are shown in Figure9.2. There is aMerge ac-
tor M1, aSampler actorS1 and aFunction actorF1 in the MRICDF network. TheSampler
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actor S1 passes the value of any event atain ontoa when the Boolean inputtrigger has a
true valued event.Function actor F1 computes the sum ofb andd. Two possible constraints
(C1,C2) are shown with C1 included as a part of SIGNAL code.

Constraint C1: ain ^= d ^= trigger
Constraint C2: ain ^= d ^= [trigger]

a b

F1c

d

S1
ain

trigger

M1

process Spec2 =
( ? boolean trigger;
integer ain, d;
! integer b; )

(| a := ain when trigger % S1%
| b := a default c %M1%
| c := b + d %F1%
| ain ^= d ^= trigger |)%C1%
where integer a, c;
end;

1

2
Specification
deciding epoch
of trigger

Figure 9.2: Spec2: Evaluating causal loop conditions with clock and data constraints

In the SIGNAL programSpec2, due to the clock constraint C1, a continuous stream of eventsis
guaranteed at signalsain, d andtrigger. Whentrigger signal is present with afalse
value, there is no event ata. Here, a causal loop (b→ c→ b) may be formed. In order to avoid
this situation, clock constraint C2 can be applied guaranteeing alwaystrue values attrigger
(represented as[trigger]). SinceMerge actor has a higher priority for port 1, events at port
2 are ignored and thus a causal loop is avoided.

Polychrony and EmCodeSyn will rejectSpec2 with constraintC1, acceptSpec2 with constraint
C2 and rightly so. Iftrigger is not an external input, rather a data computationD1 requiring In-
teger arithmetic ( saytrigger := false when (ain >5 and ain <2) default true),
both tools will reject the specification. Here,trigger can befalse only whenain is greater
than 5 and less than 2, which is impossible. But the intermediate structures of Polychrony and
EmCodeSyn are not powerful enough to capture and evaluate these conditions. In fact, if code
generation is forced on Polychrony, a causal loop (b → c → b) is warned. In summary, there is a
need to move onto more expressive and powerful structures which expand the set of implementable
polychronous programs using a software tool.

The prime implicate technique of implementing Boolean theory approach to sequential synthesis
was found to be time consuming in Chapter8. The prime implicate generation time for master
trigger identification is long, making EmCodeSyn impractical for larger designs. Enhancements
such as Actor Elimination Technique simplify the Boolean equations which PI generator operates
on. Any further improvement would require better prime implicate generation algorithms or al-
ternatives to PI technique of implementing Boolean theory based sequential synthesis. In a recent
work, verification tools were shown to be efficient in software synthesis for generic computing
algorithms [128]. Program guards are evaluated as verification problems to determine program
execution. One popular verification tool, the SMT solver [57], is capable of evaluating theories
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of various data structures as motivated by Example9.1.2. Recent developments in SAT and SMT
solvers [36] have made their use in synthesis practical. In this chapter, we show how the synthesis
conditions of MRICDF networks can be posed as satisfiability problems that can be solved using
Satisfiability modulo theories. Thus, we show how the time consuming prime implicate based
implementation cane be replaced with an SMT implementationof the Boolean theory approach to
synthesis.

9.2 Causal loop detection on polychronous specifications

Among the tools adopting a polychronous MoC, Polychrony and EmCodeSyn analyze clock (or
epoch) relations in specifications to determine if a causal loop exists. We differentiate the kinds of
causal loops in polychronous specifications and explain howwe improve the existing loop detec-
tion techniques. First we review the definition of apparent causal loop from Chapter6.

Definition 9.2.1(Apparent Causal Loop). Consider a polychronous specification with a topologi-
cal loop containing signalsx1, x2, .., xn having event setsE(x1), E(x2), .., E(xn) respectively. The
topological loop is an apparent causal loop, if and only if, it is not a buffered loop and there exists
an instant where all signals in the topological loop have an event.S ∈ Υ, ∀n

i=1,∃e ∈ E(xi) ∧ e ⊲

S.

Spec1 is a program rejected after causality analysis in Polychrony since the signalsb, c and
d form an apparent causal loop. Current versions of EmCodeSyn will do the same by detecting
a possible logical instant (bb ∧ bc ∧ bd = true) resulting in an apparent causal loop. Due to the
nature of primitives such asMerge anddefault where a lower priority input might get ignored,
a signal with an event does not mean there exists a causal loopwith cyclic data dependency. We
have demonstrated this using our exampleSpec1 .

Definition 9.2.1(False Causal Loop). Consider an apparent causal loop with signalsx1, x2, .., xn

having event setsE(x1), E(x2), .., E(xn) . An apparent causal loop is considered to be a false
causal loop, if and only if, for no instant inΥ, there exists a data dependency between eventsen ∈
E(xn) with the eventse1 ∈ E(x1) and for signalsx1, x2, .., xn−1 there exists a data dependency
between eventsei ∈ E(xi) with the eventsei+1 ∈ E(xi+1).

Definition 9.2.2(True Causal Loop). A true causal loop is an apparent causal loop which is not a
false causal loop.

If the edges of a loop have events that never happen on the samelogical instants, it is a false causal
loop. A reason for incorrect rejection of programs due to false causal loops is the weakness of in-
termediate structures used for analysis. Clock analysis alone cannot entirely guarantee presence of
an event, due to dependency on values of functional computation units as demonstrated by our ex-
ampleSpec2 . Neither clock calculus of Polychrony nor Boolean epoch analysis of EmCodeSyn
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M

SIGNAL : x := a+b
(assert (= cx ca) )
(assert (= cx cb) )
(assert (or (and cx (= x (+ a b) )) (not cx) )

SIGNAL : x := a when b

(assert (ite (and ca cb (= b true) ) cx (not cx)))
(assert (or (and cx (= x a)) (not cx) ) )

SIGNAL : x := a$ init y

(assert (= cx ca) )
(assert (or (and cx (= x y) (not cx) ))

SIGNAL : x := a default b
(assert (ite (or ca cb) cx (not cx) ) )
(assert (or (and cx ca (= x a))

(and cx cb (not ca) (= x b)) (not cx)) )
(assert (ite ca M1dep1 (not M1dep1) ))

(assert (ite (and cx cb (not ca)) M1dep2 (not M1dep2)))

a

b

x

B
init y

a
x

F(a,b)
a

b

x

S
a

b

x

Figure 9.3: SMT equations for MRICDF/SIGNAL primitives

can fully capture the actual data dependencies in their intermediate structures. We believe satisfia-
bility modulo theories are capable of accommodating these requirements. Hence, they are chosen
to distinguish between true and false causal loops.

9.2.1 Detection of true causal loops using SMT solvers

Satisfiability (SAT) of a Boolean formula implies there exists a solution to the encoded problem.
Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) extends SAT by checking satisfiability of formula over mul-
tiple theories such as Boolean, Integer and so on [57]. Our chosen SMT solver Yices version
1.0.29 has a representation format which uses assertions with other common operators. The SMT
representation of MRICDF/SIGNAL primitives is summarized inFigure9.3.

A signal x is encoded by an epoch variablecx of Boolean type and a data variablex of same
type as the signal. The epoch equations ofFunction andBuffer actors are shown as direct
equations of input and output epoch variables in Figure9.3. For Sampler andMerge , epoch
equations are represented in a conditionalif-then-elsestatement. Let us discussMerge actor in
detail, where the epoch equation is of the form ‘if any of the input epoch variables are true, then
output epoch variable is true, elseoutput epoch is false’. For data equations, the appropriate data
dependency is chosen according to input firing conditions. In Merge data equation, the respective
data dependencies are chosen according to the output variable value ofcx along with the presence
or absence of input epoch variablesca andcb. To make the analysis of cyclic dependencies easier,
we put additional data dependency variablesM1dep1 andM1dep2 to show the data dependency
between input ports of theMerge actor with the output port. Note that only one among the data
dependency variables can be true in a logical instant. This will help in determining flow of data in
Merge actor along with favorable clock conditions in a loop.

Theorem 9.2.1(True causal loop detection procedure). Given an MRICDF networkM represented
by the SMT formula setSM and a set of causal loop candidates C represented by the SMT formula
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SC , ∀Si
C ∈ SC , if SM , Si

C � true, then the MRICDF network has a true causal loopSi
C .

Proof sketch: For an SMT formula to be satisfiable, there exists at least onevalid assignment to
all the variables in the formula. The SMT formula setSM is representative of any arbitrary instant
P ∈ Υ of the MRICDF networkM . The new SMT formulaSM , Si

C is representative of all instants
of MRICDF network where causal loop condition exists, denotedby Υi.
To prove that a given causal loop conditionSi

C is a true causal loop, we need to prove that any
instantL whereSi

C holds, is inΥ. If SM , Si
C � true, the SMT solver result issatisfiable. There

exists at least one valid assignment to all the variables in the formula, or one instant of the MRICDF
network with the causal loop. Hence it is a true causal loop (Υi 6= φ). If SM , Si

C � false, the
SMT solver result isunsatisfiable. This means there is no valid assignment to the variables in the
formula. In other words, there does not exist any instant where the causal loop condition holds.
Hence,Si

C represents afalse causal loop(Υi = φ).�

The SMT representation forSpec1 in Figure9.1 is given in Figure9.4 (a). All signal definitions
are of Boolean type and some are omitted in the figure. Anon-triviality conditionis added after
the translation to remove the stuttering instant where no events can occur. Assertion 10 restricts the
SMT equations to those instants where at least one signal hasan event. Assertion 11 represents the
causal loop condition under test. An UNSAT result is obtained from the SMT solver confirming
the candidate to be a false causal loop.

The SMT representation forSpec2 with the clock constraintC1 and data computation fortrigger
signal is shown in Figure9.4 (b). Due to the clock constraint, a continuous stream of events is
guaranteed atain , d andtrigger . The data computation constraintD1 trigger := false
when (ain >5 and ain <2) default true is implemented using three MRICDF actors
F2, S 2, andM2. The apparent causal loop (b → c → b) is realizable only when afalse value
is obtained attrigger . An UNSAT result is obtained verifying it to be false causal loop. When
the data computation constraint is altered totrigger := false when (ain >0 and ain
<2) default true, we did obtain a SAT result, reaffirming the possibility of a true causal loop.

Presence of a true causal loop does not mean the generated code will encounter the causal loop
condition during execution. The realizability of causal loop condition using SMT technique does
not check if the MRICDF network can arrive at the state where thecausal loop conditions hold,
from a given initial state.Spec3 , a modified version of the MRICDF networkSpec2 , where
clock constraintC1 is applied and thetrigger signal is determined by another computation is
shown in Figure9.5(a). Two incremental buffered countersx andy are shown with different initial
values. Their increment operation is dependent on two signals having the same epoch, thereby
equating the number of increments on them. Thetrigger signal is set tofalse, forming the
true causal loop (b→ c → b) only whenx andy have the same value. With the initial conditions
being different and the number of increments being the same,the true causal loop condition is not
reachable. The SMT technique can identify the true causal loop, but cannot predict if the loop
will ever occur in the course of execution of the generated code. Additional reachability analysis
using model checkers is required for this purpose. The causal loop types and the set of tools that
are capable of detecting each of them is shown in Figure9.5 (b). Current versions of Polychrony
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(set-evidence! true)
(define ca::bool)
(define a::bool)
(define cb::bool)
(define b::bool)
..
(define cclk::bool)
(define M1dep2::bool)
(define M2dep2::bool)

;;M1 b := a default d
1 (assert (ite (or ca cd) cb (not cb)))
2 (assert (or (and cb ca (= b a))(and cb cd(not ca)(= b d))

(and (not cb)(not ca)(not cd))))

;;M2 d := e default c
3 (assert (ite (or ce cc) cd (not cd)))
4 (assert (or (and cd ce (= d e))(and cd cc(not ce)(= d c))

(and (not cd)(not ce)(not cc))))

;;F1 c = b
5 (assert (= cc cb))
6 (assert (or (and cc (= c (not b))) (not cc)))

;;External Clock Constraints
7 (assert (= cclk (or ca ce)))
8 (assert (ite (and cclk (= true clk)) (= ca true)(= ca false)))
9 (assert (ite (and cclk (= false clk)) (= ce true)(= ce false)))

;;Non-Triviality Condition
10 (assert (= (or ca ce cclk cd cc) true))

;;Causal loop condition
11 (assert (and cb cc cd M1dep2 M2dep2))
(check)

::S1 a := ain when trigger
1 (assert (ite (and cain ctrigger (= trigger true)) ca (not ca) ))
2 (assert (or (and ca (= a ain)) (not ca) ))

::M1 b := a default c
3 (assert (ite (or ca cc) cb (not cb)))
4 (assert (or (and cb ca (= b a)) (and cb cc (not ca) (= b c))(not cb)))
5 (assert (ite ca M1dep1 (not M1dep1) ))
6 (assert (ite (and cb cc (not ca)) M1dep2 (not M1dep2)) )

;;F1 c := b+d
7 (assert (= cc cb))
8 (assert (= cc cd))
9 (assert (or (and cc (= c (+ b d) )) (not cc) ))

;;F2 f2out := ain >5 and ain <2 :D1
10 (assert (= cf2out cain))
11 (assert (or (and cf2out (ite (and (> ain 5) (< ain 2))

(= f2out true) (= f2out false))) (not cf2out)))

;; S2 s2out := false when f2out : D1
12 (assert (ite (and true cf2out (= f2out true)) cs2out (not cs2out)))
13 (assert (or (and cs2out (= s2out false)) (not cs2out) ))

;; M2 trigger := s2out default true :D1
14 (assert (ite (or cs2out true) ctrigger (not ctrigger) ))
15 (assert (or (and ctrigger cs2out (= trigger s2out))

(and ctrigger true (not cs2out) (= trigger true) ) (not ctrigger)))

;;External Clock Constraints C1
16 (assert (= cain cd))
17 (assert (= cain ctrigger))
;;Non-Triviality Condition
18 (assert (= (or ca cb cc cd cain ctrigger cs2out cf2out) true))
;;Causal loop condition
19 (assert (and cb cc M1dep2))

(a) Spec1 : A false causal loop (a) Spec2 with constraints C1 & D1 : A true causal loop

Figure 9.4: Distinguishing between causal loops using SMT solvers
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process Spec3 =

( ? integer ain, d;

! integer b; )

(| a := ain when trigger %S1%

| b := a default c %M1%

| c := b + d %F1%

| ain ^= d ^= trigger %C1%

| x := (x$ init 1 + 1) when ^ain default 0

| y := (y$ init 0 + 1) when ^d default 0

| trigger := false when ( x == y) default true

|)

where integer a, c, x, y;

boolean trigger;

end;

(b) Causal loop types and tools used for their detection

EmCodeSyn +
Model checker

EmCodeSyn+
SMT solver

EmCodeSyn or
Polychrony

Loop detection
algorithm

Topological loop

True causal loop

Reachable

True causal loop

Apparent causal loop

(a) Spec3: Polychronous specification for reachability test

Figure 9.5: Reachability test for polychronous specification and causal loop types

and EmCodeSyn are capable of identifying only up to apparent causal loops. EmCodeSyn is now
automated with SMT solvers and model checkers to verify the presence of true causal loop and
reachable true causal loop respectively.

9.2.2 Reachability of true causal loops

A recent work has shown how to embed polychronous specifications into synchronous ones in
the form of MRICDF/SIGNAL to Quartz conversion [47]. The Averest tool was used to generate
smv files from Quartz programs to determine if causal loops are constructive. A few of the Quartz
representations for MRICDF actors are shown in Figure9.6. MRICDF clock inputs are always rep-
resented as read only inputs (denoted by ?) from the environment, while MRICDF output signals
are treated as read-write type, since they are written and read from modules. The imperative style
code has the functionality of an actor (sayMergeInt ) expressed as epoch and data constraints.
Primitive actors are instantiated, while clock or non-triviality conditions are expressed as ‘assume’
statements. More information on embedding polychronous processes into synchronous modules is
available in [47].

The exampleSpec2 with constraintC1 can be represented as a Quartz program as shown in
Figure9.7 (a). The standard actorsM1 andS1 are instantiated from a library and the customF1

actor is part of the ‘loop’ in Quartz code. The clock constraints and non-triviality conditions are
represented as ‘assume’ statements, while the apparent causal loop is represented as ‘assertion
A1’. This property ‘E F causal loop condition’ would ask if the causal loop is a true causal loop
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module BufferBool(
event bool ?clk_i, ?i, ?clk_o, o,
bool ?init)

{ bool q = init
loop {
if (clk_i) {
next(q) = i;
o = q;

}
assume(clk_o == clk_i);
pause;

}
}

module MergeInt(
event bool ?clk_i1, event int{128} ?i1,
event bool ?clk_i2, event int{128} ?i2,
event bool ?clk_o, event int{128} o,
event bool dep1, dep2 )

{ loop {
if (clk_i1) {
o = i1;
dep1 = true; dep2 = false; }

else if (clk_i2) {
o = i2;
dep1 = false; dep2 = true; }

}
assume ((dep1 & dep2) == false);
assume( clk_o == (clk_i1 | clk_i2));
pause;

}
}

module SamplerInt (
event bool ?clk_i1, event int{128} ?i1,
event bool ?clk_i2, ?i2,
event bool?clk_o, event int{128} o)

{ loop {
if(clk_i2 & i2 & clk_i1){
o = i1;
}

assume((clk_i2&i2&clk_i1) == clk_o);
pause;
}

}

(a) Buffer Boolean (b) Merge Integer (c) Sampler Integer

Figure 9.6: Quartz modules for MRICDF/SIGNAL primitives

and if it can be reached. Its equivalent representationA2 has been found to be more time efficient
with the Cadence SMV model checker [18]. Reachability is not an issue forSpec2 since there
are no buffers in the specification. There are no initial conditions and no transitions between states
for Spec2 . In Spec3 , wheretrigger is a computation based on a buffer output, both initial
conditions and possible transitions matter. Figure9.7(b) shows a shortened Quartz representation
of Spec3 . The same assertion is posed as the model checking problem and it is verified that the
true causal loop is not reachable with the given initial conditions. It was also verified that with
identical initial values onx andy , or with favorable increment counts, the true causal loop was
reachable.

The relative advantage of model checking approach as opposed to SMT approach is in reachability
analysis of the causal loop state. Given a set of initial conditions, our MRICDF/Quartz transforma-
tion tool provides an infrastructure to see if the apparent causal loop is a true causal loop and also
if it is reachable. The model checking time forSpec2 amounts to a few seconds, whereas SMT
technique can perform true casual loop evaluation forSpec2 in a matter of milliseconds. Table
9.1summarizes the time required to detect causal loops in MRICDF networks. [87] contains more
information on the functionality of each MRICDF network. There are no restrictions on Integer
variable size, but certain operations such as multiplications are not possible in SMT format. The
number of actors in each network, the Boolean and Integer buffer counts are shown in columns 2,3,
and 4 respectively. We add a simple 2 actor false causal loop (FCL) to each of these networks for
computing the FCL detection time. Similarly a true causal loop (TCL) is added to the network and
their detection times are reported in columns 5 and 6. Now we perform model checking on each
MRICDF network with Integer variables capable of representing [-128,127] (Range1 - column 7)
and [-512,511] (Range 2 - column 8). We can observe that for a given range, SMT technique has
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(a) Generated Quartz program for Spec2 (b) Generated Quartz program for Spec3

import Signal.*;
module Spec2 (
event bool ?clk_a, event int{128} a,
...
event bool ?clk_trigger, event bool ?trigger,
event bool M1dep1, M1dep2 )

{ M1: MergeInt (clk_a, a, clk_c, c, clk_b, b, M1dep1, M1dep2);
||
S1: SamplerInt(clk_ain, ain, clk_trigger, trigger, clk_a, a);
||
loop{
//F1 functionality
if(clk_b)
c = b+d;

assume(clk_b == clk_c); //F1 constraint
assume(clk_c == clk_d); //F1 constraint
assume(clk_ain == clk_d);// clock constraints 1
assume(clk_d == clk_trigger);// clock constraints 1
//assume(clk_trigger -> trigger); // uncomment for constraint2

//Non-Triviality condition
assume( (clk_a |clk_b |clk_c |clk_d |

clk_ain |clk_trigger) == true);
pause;
}
}
satisfies {
A1: assert E F (clk_b & clk_c & M1dep2);
A2: assert A G ((!clk_b) | (!clk_c) | (!M1dep2));
}

import Signal.*;
module Spec3 (

event bool ?clk_a, event int{128} a,
..
event bool M4dep1, M4dep2, .., M1dep1, M1dep2 )

S1: SamplerInt(cain, ain, ctrigger, trigger, ca, a);
||
M1: MergeInt(clk_a, a, clk_c, c, clk_b, b, M1dep1,M1dep2);
||
B1: BufferInt(clk_$x, $x, clk_PlusX, PlusX, 1);
||
B2: BufferInt(clk_$y, $y, clk_PlusY, PlusY, 0);
..
loop{ if( clk_c ) //F1

c = b+d;
assume ( clk_c == clk_b );
assume ( clk_c == clk_d );

if( clk_x ) //F2
{if (x ==y) xyeq = true;}
assume ( clk_x == clk_y );
assume ( clk_x == clk_xyeq );

..
assume(clk_ain == clk_d);// clock constraints 1
assume(clk_d == clk_trigger);// clock constraints 1
//Non-Triviality condition
assume( (clk_a | clk_b | . clk_trigger) == true);
pause;
}

}
satisfies {

A1: assert A G ( (!clk_b) | (!clk_c) | (!M1dep2) );
}

Figure 9.7: Quartz representation ofSpec2 andSpec3
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MRICDF ♯ of Buffer Count SMT - Time in sec MC - Time in sec
Network actors Boolean Integer FCL TCL Range 1 Range 2
Height Supervisor 7 0 0 0.109 0.094 0.188 0.844
Absolute 10 0 0 0.094 0.093 0.219 5.219
Factorial 10 2 0 0.094 0.094 5.156 98.078
Resettable Counter 10 1 0 0.93 0.109 0.109 0.266
Watchdog Timer 16 2 0 0.125 0.109 2.656 16.391
pEHBH 16 1 2 0.125 0.125 0.25 0.234
pSELF 34 6 3 0.203 0.188 1.89 7.859

Table 9.1: Time required to detect causal loops in MRICDF networks

significantly better TCL detection time. As the range is increased further, there is a longer wait
time which is not desirable for an interactive programming tool. In conclusion, it is our opinion
that performing SMT based causality analysis is more efficient in distinguishing between true and
false causal loops. Also, only on confirmation of a true causal loop, reachability analysis before
synthesis is justified.

The heuristic implemented in EmCodeSyn to fully automate ourcausality analysis improvements
is shown in Algorithm 1. The goal of this approach is to obtainthe best causality detection result
with minimal analysis time. Once apparent causal loops are detected by EmCodeSyn, the MRICDF
networkM is converted to SMT formulaSM . The causal loop candidates are also converted as
SMT assertionsSC . Now True causal loop detection procedureis applied using an SMT solver
to see if a given candidate is a true causal loop. If a Satisfiable result is obtained, it is added
into CR for further reachability analysis. If there are true causalloops inCR, model checking
has to be performed. Each MRICDF networkM with its initial conditionsinit is converted into
smv formula. The true causal loop under test is posed as a reachability problem. If the relevant
property is verified to be true, then the true causal loop is declared as a reachable true causal loop.
This heuristic ensures that the false causal loop identification feature of SMT technique is applied
so as to minimize analysis time. Reachability analysis is performed only when a true causal loop
is identified.

9.3 Software Synthesis from MRICDF specification using SMT
solvers

Beyond causal loop detection, the sequential synthesis conditions for MRICDF include master
trigger detection and follower set identification. A follower set is found by a repeated application
of Test For Master Trigger Signalwith a simplification process with the master trigger variables
set totrue. The master trigger detection test using a prime implicate generator is the most time
consuming step in EmCodeSyn design flow. In this section, we discuss how SMT solvers are used
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Algorithm 1: To find reachable true causal loops

/ * Find C, the set of apparent causal loops in M * /
C = Find ApparentCL(M)
if C 6= φ then

/ * Convert MRICDF M to SMT formula SM * /
SM = Convert MRICDFtoSMT (M)
SC = Convert MRICDFtoSMT (C)
/ * Test satisfiability of the SMT formula with causal loop
assertion * /
for Si

C ∈ SC do
if SM , Si

C � true then
/ * Add true causal loop Ci to the set CR for reachability
analysis * /
CR ← CR • Ci

end
end

end
if CR 6= φ then

/ * Convert MRICDF M to SMV VM * /
VM , tinit = Convert MRICDFtoSMV (M, init)
/ * Generate causal loop property SPEC (A G (not (C R ))) * /
PR = Generate CausalLoopProperties(CR)
/ * Model checking for causal loop Ci

M on MRICDF model M with
initial state * /
for P i

R ∈ PR do
if VM , tinit |= P i

R then
/ * Add Ci

M as a reachable true causal loop in M * /
CL ← CL • Ci

M

end
end

end
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to perform the master trigger test to speed up software synthesis.

9.3.1 Master trigger test

The test for identifying master trigger signal is based on Theorem.6.3.1, which uses the property
of a master trigger signal, i.e., if a master trigger signal is absent, no other signal can be present.
The SMT method for performing this test is to encode the test as a satisfiability problem. There
is a constraint added (at least one clock variable has to be true) to avoid the trivial solution (all
Boolean variables arefalse). Since a root clock signal has to be present for every instant, setting
root clock Boolean variable tofalse will turn every Boolean variable tofalse, indicating the
absence of an instant without root clock event. This trivialsolution has already been avoided, thus
a contradiction (UNSAT result) is obtained from an SMT solver.

For an MRICDF network consisting of signalsx1, x2, ..., xn, theMRICDF-SMT translationis per-
formed to convert epoch equations to SMT assertions as givenin Figure 9.3. A non-triviality
condition (hereassert (= true (or cx1 cx2 ... cxn)) ) is added to remove the
solution where all variables arefalse(i.e. cx1 ∪ cx2 ∪ .. ∪ cxn = false). Finally, amaster trigger
conditionis added, where the master trigger candidate signal is set tofalse. The solutions to the
SMT formula are the various combinations of values to the clock variables, representing all pos-
sible outcomes in various instants of the MRICDF network. To summarize, the SMT method of
master trigger testing has two possible results:

1. If the constructed SMT formula issatisfiable, there is no conflict between non-triviality
condition and master trigger condition. This implies thereis a valid instant with a clock
signal other than the master trigger candidate. So the candidate isnot the master trigger.

2. If the constructed SMT formula isunsatisfiable, there is a conflict between non-triviality
condition and master trigger condition. Master trigger signal being false, forced every other
signal to be false, and hence the candidateis the master trigger.

Implementability of endochronous specification

An endochronous polychronous specification is one which hasa hierarchic clock-tree with a root
clock. Listing 7.1 in Chapter7 discussed one such polychronous sample program in SIGNAL
(Absolute ), where the absolute value of an input signalinval was computed. Figure9.8 is the
screen shot of the MRICDF networkAbsolute , in the EmCodeSyn environment.

Shown in Listing9.1 is the SMT formula for testing master trigger candidates. Other than signal
value and clock definitions, the SMT representation is splitinto the three parts: MRICDF-SMT
actor translation, non-triviality condition and master trigger condition. An unsatisfiable result is
obtained forcinval (F1i1 ) and many other clock signals. They constitute the first element of the
follower set{inval, absol, neg,mult}. Once the clock signals in the first element are set to true
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Figure 9.8: MRICDF networkAbsolute designed in EmCodeSyn environment

and master trigger test is repeated, subsequent elements are obtained, proving the specification to
be endochronous.

Listing 9.1: SMT representation for master trigger identification.
1 ( r e s e t )
2 ( se t−ev id en ce ! t r u e )
3 ( se t−v e r b o s i t y ! 3 )
4 ( de f i ne−t ype l i n t ( sub t ype ( n : : i n t ) ( and (> n −101) (< n 101) ) ) )
5
6 ; ; Open I n p u t s
7 ( d e f i n e F1 i 1 : : l i n t )
8 ( d e f i n e cF1 i 1 : : boo l )
9 . .

10 ( d e f i n e cF3 i 11 : : boo l )
11
12 ; ; Open Outpu ts
13 ( d e f i n e M2o6 : : l i n t )
14 ( d e f i n e cM2o6 : : boo l )
15
16 ; ; Data Dependency V a r i a b l e s
17 ( d e f i n e M2dep 1 : : boo l )
18 ( d e f i n e M2dep 2 : : boo l )
19 ( d e f i n e M1dep 1 : : boo l )
20 ( d e f i n e M1dep 2 : : boo l )
21
22 ; ; I n t e r n a l V a r i a b l e s
23 ( d e f i n e S2 i 7 : : l i n t )
24 . . . .
25 ( d e f i n e cS3o8 : : boo l )
26
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27 ; ; Func t i on : F1 −> i n v a l < 0
28 ( a s s e r t (= cF1o1 cF1 i 1 ) )
29 ( a s s e r t ( o r ( and cF1o1 ) ( no t cF1o 1) ) )
30 ( a s s e r t (= cF1 i 1 cF2 i 6 ) )
31 ( a s s e r t (= cF1 i 1 cM2 i 10) )
32 ( a s s e r t (= cF1 i 1 cF3 i 11) )
33
34 ; ; S1o2 := S1 i 2 when S1 i 3 −> f a l s e when ( i n v a l >0)
35 ( a s s e r t ( i t e ( and cS1 i 2 cS1 i 3 (= S1 i 3 t r u e ) ) cS1o2 ( no t cS1o 2) ) )
36 ( a s s e r t ( o r ( and cS1o 2(= S1o2 S1 i 2 ) ) ( no t cS1o 2) ) )
37 ( a s s e r t (= cS1 i 3 cF1o 1) )
38
39 ; ; Func t i on : F2 −> i n v a l ∗ −1 / / m u l t i p l i c a t i o n no t per fo rmed
40 ( a s s e r t (= cF2o4 cF2 i 6 ) )
41 ( a s s e r t ( o r ( and cF2o4 ) ( no t cF2o 4) ) )
42
43 ; ; S2o5 := S2 i 7 when S2 i 8−> ( mul t when neg )
44 ( a s s e r t ( i t e ( and cS2 i 7 cS2 i 8 (= S2 i 8 t r u e ) ) cS2o5 ( no t cS2o 5) ) )
45 ( a s s e r t ( o r ( and cS2o 5(= S2o5 S2 i 7 ) ) ( no t cS2o 5) ) )
46 ( a s s e r t (= cS2 i 7 cF2o 4) )
47 ( a s s e r t (= cS2 i 8 cM1o 3) )
48
49 ; ; M2o6 := M2 i 9 d e f a u l t M2 i 10−> a b s o l : = ( mul t when neg ) d e f a u l t ( i n v a l when ( no t neg ) )
50 ( a s s e r t ( i t e ( o r cM2 i 9 cM2 i 10) cM2o6 ( no t cM2o 6) ) )
51 ( a s s e r t ( o r ( and cM2o6 cM2 i 9 (= M2o6 M2 i 9) ) ( and cM2o6 cM2 i10( no t cM2 i 9) (= M2o6 M2 i 10) )
52 ( and ( no t cM2o 6) ( no t cM2 i 9) ( no t cM2 i 10) ) ) )
53 ( a s s e r t ( i t e cM2 i 9 M2 dep 1 ( no t M2 dep 1) ) )
54 ( a s s e r t ( i t e ( and cM2o6 cM2 i 10 ( no t cM2 i 9) ) M2 dep2 ( no t M2dep 2) ) )
55 ( a s s e r t (= cM2 i 9 cS2o 5) )
56
57 ; ; Func t i on : F3−> i n v a l >= 0
58 ( a s s e r t (= cF3o7 cF3 i 11) )
59 ( a s s e r t ( o r ( and cF3o7 ) ( no t cF3o 7) ) )
60
61 ; ; M1o3 := M1 i 4 d e f a u l t M1 i 5−> neg := t r u e when ( i n v a l<0) d e f a u l t f a l s e when ( i n v a l>0)
62 ( a s s e r t ( i t e ( o r cM1 i 4 cM1 i 5) cM1o3 ( no t cM1o 3) ) )
63 ( a s s e r t ( o r ( and cM1o3 cM1 i 4 (= M1o3 M1 i 4) ) ( and cM1o3 cM1 i5( no t cM1 i 4) (= M1o3 M1 i 5) )
64 ( and ( no t cM1o 3) ( no t cM1 i 4) ( no t cM1 i 5) ) ) )
65 ( a s s e r t ( i t e cM1 i 4 M1 dep 1 ( no t M1 dep 1) ) )
66 ( a s s e r t ( i t e ( and cM1o3 cM1 i 5 ( no t cM1 i 4) ) M1 dep2 ( no t M1 dep 2) ) )
67 ( a s s e r t (= cM1 i 4 cS1o 2) )
68 ( a s s e r t (= cM1 i 5 cS3o 8) )
69
70 ; ; S3o8 := S3 i 12 when S3 i 13−> t r u e when ( i n v a l < 0)
71 ( a s s e r t ( i t e ( and cS3 i 12 cS3 i 13 (= S3 i 13 t r u e ) ) cS3o8 ( no tcS3o 8) ) )
72 ( a s s e r t ( o r ( and cS3o 8(= S3o8 S3 i 12) ) ( no t cS3o 8) ) )
73 ( a s s e r t (= cS3 i 13 cF3o 7) )
74
75 ; ; T r i v i a l i t y c o n d i t i o n
76 ( a s s e r t ( o r cF1 i 1 cF2 i 6 cM2 i 10 cF3 i 11) )
77
78 ; ; Causa l Loop c o n d i t i o n
79
80 ; ; Master t r i g g e r c o n d i t i o n
81 ( a s s e r t (= f a l s e cF1 i 1 ) )
82 ( check )
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Implementability of non-endochronous specification

A non-endochronous SIGNAL specification is one which does not have a hierarchic clock tree
with root clock. A simple example for a non-endochronous specification is theMerge actor (say
z = x default y). It is non-endochronous, since there is insufficient information on the input clock
signals and hence their order of reading is non-deterministic. Using the SMT synthesis technique, it
can be seen that the formula for non-endochronous actorsMerge andSampler is satisfiable with
any clock signal put as a master trigger condition. Whereas the SMT formula for endochronous
actorsBuffer andFunction become unsatisfiable when any of their input signals is tested as
the master trigger candidate.

Now we show how the exogenous information (external reference clock is master trigger) is put
into non-endochronousMerge actor and how the SMT formula is transformed to give an UNSAT
result for the external clock signal. Both Polychrony and EmCodeSyn are capable of identifying
non-endochronous specification and ask for external information or epoch constraints. In Poly-
chrony compiler, the specification is made endochronous by adding exogenous information. In the
case ofMerge actor, two additional signalsc1, c2 are added having the same clockcc. Each of
these signals have a true part (c1t, c2t) and a false part (c1f, c2f ) respectively. In Boolean logic,
c1 = c1t ∨ c1f , andc2 = c2t ∨ c2f . Also these parts are mutually exclusive, ie a signal cannot
be true andfalseat the same time. Hence,c1t ∧ c1f = false andc2t ∧ c2f = false. Now the
signalsc1t andc2t are assigned as clock signals forx andy respectively as shown in Figure9.9.
The signal clocks remain different (c1t 6= c2t), but their parent clock is the samecc. The false part
of clock signals such asc1f, c2f is avoided, as no data or clock operations can happen. The SMT
representation of Merge actor with exogenous information is shown on the left hand side. Only
the candidatesc1 = false (in listing), c2 = false give an unsatisfiable result. Thus, the master
trigger signal set is{c1, c2}. The follower set is found by setting these signals totrue, simpli-
fying the set of formula and repeating master trigger identification step.cx = c1t andcy = c2t
is the signals with the highest epoch, second time around. The follower set is as follows: FS=
{{c1, c2}, {(c1t + c2t), (cx + cy), cz}}.

9.4 Comparison of two implementations for Boolean theory ap-
proach to synthesis

We compare the master trigger detection time for different MRICDF networks in Table9.2. Ear-
lier PI based implementation of our Boolean theory approach had high synthesis time as shown in
column 3 (Original) of Table9.2. For non-endochronous polychronous specification, the time to
report the absence of master trigger is shown in the table. Our actor elimination technique (AET)
[86] reduced the synthesis time by giving optimized Boolean equations to the time consuming PI
generator. The alternative SMT methodology at the Boolean level outperforms both these enhance-
ments by several orders of magnitude as shown in the column 5 (SMT). Polychrony tool takes at
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;;merge z:= x default y
(assert (ite (or cx cy) cz (not cz) ) )
(assert (or (and cz cx (= z x))

(and cz cy (not cx) (= z y)) (not cz)))

;;define exogenous information
(assert (= c1 c2) )

;;c1= c1t OR c1f, c1t AND c1f = false
(assert (= c1 (or c1t c1f) ) )
(assert (= false (and c1t c1f) ) )

;;c2 = c2t OR c2f, c2t AND c2f = false
(assert (= c2 (or c2t c2f) ) )
(assert (= false (and c2t c2f) ) )

;; cx := true when c1t=true
;; cy := true when c2t=true
(assert (ite (= c1t true) (= cx true) (not cx ) ) )
(assert (ite (= c2t true) (= cy true) (not cy ) ) )

;; Non-Triviality condition
(assert (= (or c1 c2 cx cy cz ) true) )

;; master trigger condition
(assert+ (= (or cy cx) false ) )

c1 = c2

c1t c2t

x y

Merge

z

Figure 9.9: The synthesizableMerge with exogenous information
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MRICDF ♯ of Time in seconds
Network actors Original AET SMT
Height Supervisor 5 0.35 0.37 0.094
Absolute 8 0.91 0.91 0.078
Factorial 8 0.33 0.33 0.09
Resettable Counter 8 0.927 0.562 0.099
Watchdog Timer 14 16.3 5.3 0.11
Producer-Consumer 15 21.4 16.3 0.12
Flight Warning System 17 8.1 1.03 0.1
GCD 19 1.35 0.89 0.13
pEHBH 14 0.79 0.75 0.125

Table 9.2: Time required to find Master Trigger signal

most a few seconds for compilation for all the above mentioned examples. It is difficult to separate
Polychrony clock hierarchy determination time and we do notclaim EmCodeSyn to be faster. For
EmCodeSyn with prime implicate approach, it is observed thatthe synthesis time increases for
certain large examples, thus harming the practical use of the tool. SMT based master trigger de-
tection is observed to be taking only milliseconds irrespective of program size, thus bringing down
synthesis time for EmCodeSyn. More details on EmCodeSyn code generation are given in [95]. In
conclusion, embracing the SMT route for implementing Boolean theory based software synthesis
is beneficial in improving the causality analysis of polychronous programs as well as the software
synthesis time.



Chapter 10

Conclusions

Model driven software synthesis is gaining traction in the industry due to its relative benefits such
as higher productivity, lower time to market, compatibility with verification tools, etc. Automated
code generation from a specification captured at a higher level abstraction enables the user to
optimize each implementation. Our work explored opportunities in the design, synthesis and com-
position of embedded software specified in polychronous formalism. The background information
regarding polychronous formalism and software synthesis from polychronous specifications were
discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discussed the existing compilers and synthesis tools from syn-
chronous specifications and their multi-rate versions. Thesequential and parallel programming
models employed were also discussed.

10.1 Programming models for polychronous software synthesis

Our research started with a study of the existing synthesis tools for polychronous software. Poly-
chrony was used extensively to generate implementation level code and to simulate their behavior.
Embedded software targeting Globally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous (GALS) architec-
ture was of particular interest. Endochronous SIGNAL programs which have a unique order of
execution were suitable for synchronous local modules. But the composition of these modules
was difficult, due to the strict clock relations that had to bemaintained between communicating
signals. Weakly endochronous SIGNAL programs which allow local non-determinism that does
not impair global determinism were found to be much more conducive to composition. We pro-
posed assertions for isochronous composition, which requires communicating synchronous com-
ponents to agree on the values of shared signals at each time instant. A communication structure
was defined which consisted of minimal information that has to be shared between communicat-
ing polychronous modules. Composition of endochronous and weakly endochronous programs in
SIGNAL were analyzed and our proposed assertions for testing proper isochronous composition
were shown to be true. These research results were presentedin Chapter4.
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Understanding software synthesis criteria and composition of modules involved studying program-
ming models followed by these synthesis tools. Of particular interest was the multi-threading code
generation approaches from a language such as SIGNAL compiler, which can capture concur-
rent specifications. Lessons learned and suggested improvements are summarized in Chapter5.
Weak endochrony gave reasons for pursuing multi-threadingeven further, due to the freedom in
non-deterministic local behavior allowed in a module. We proposed the use of synchronous flow
dependence graphs to infer a threading structure from SIGNAL programs. The existing micro-
threading strategy which spawns new threads for each signalhad considerable overhead when
scaled to larger designs. An alternative suggested was to operate each module of a specification
as a thread. SIGNAL processes were simulated as coarse grained threads with mutual exclusion
primitives for shared signals. In hindsight, we moved away from our early works in chapters4 and
5 on existing polychronous compilers, towards creating our own formalism, sequential synthesis
criteria and synthesis strategy. Now, with these contributions implemented in our own software
synthesis tool, one can revisit contributions in composition and multi-threading for integration into
the new framework.

10.2 Our contributions towards sequential software synthesis

We proposed an alternative to SIGNAL formalism and Polychrony’s clock calculus in the form
of MRICDF visual formalism and Epoch Analysis in Chapter6. With MRICDF, a visual for-
mal model based on actor interactions was realized for capturing polychronous specification. The
notion of epoch was introduced, which is a history of occurrences of events on a signal. Stan-
dard actors were defined, which performed operations from set theory such as intersection and
union on signal epochs. A novel synthesis strategy (Epoch Analysis) was proposed which enabled
the user to perform sequential implementability analysis at the Boolean level, instead of directed
graphs used by Polychrony. In this approach, epoch relations between signals were converted to
Boolean equations where each Boolean variable represented the presence or absence of an event
at an arbitrary instant. The system of Boolean equations could have many solutions which were
representative of the multiple instants of the MRICDF network. The goal of epoch analysis was
to find the signal whose epoch is the superset of any other signal epoch in the MRICDF network.
This particular signal is called the master trigger signal,whose will have a synchronous event with
every other signal event of the MRICDF network. Thus a total order on instants of the MRICDF
network was established, since the master trigger signal isa reference clock tick for each instant.
Now a unique order of execution has to be identified, called the follower set. A repeated master
trigger identification process with the knowledge of data flow between signals was found to be
sufficient for finding a unique order of execution.

A prime implicate (PI) clause of a Boolean system of clauses will have to be true for every solution.
Another contribution was an analogy shown between master trigger signal and a single positive PI
literal among PIs. Since every interpretation of the Booleansystem is representative of an instant
of MRICDF network, the master trigger signal has to be always present. PIs are also clauses which
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have to be always true. For MRICDF Boolean system of equations, this implies the associated
signal for the single positive literal PI is a master trigger. Similar properties were identified for
generating the follower set. This contribution paved the way for developing a software synthe-
sis tool which eliminates the need for construction of a clock tree of signals to check SIGNAL
implementability conditions: hierarchic clock tree with aroot clock signal. Chapter7 explains
the prime implicate based technique of implementing Epoch Analysis for MRICDF network. Our
software synthesis tool EmCodeSyn provides a GUI for the userto specify polychronous actor
networks with epoch constraints and customized functions.Code generation can take place in case
of favorable implementability results. The generated C code can be used to simulate the MRICDF
specification with input-output files giving epoch and data information of signals.

10.3 Optimizations for speeding up polychronous software syn-
thesis

During the development of EmCodeSyn, one of the major concerns was the long prime implicate
computation time. An external prime implicate generator was interfaced with EmCodeSyn to
provide prime implicates of the system of Boolean equations.Newer versions of prime implicate
generator were interfaced to reduce PI computation time. Further reduction in synthesis time was
possible only by giving a smaller set of Boolean equations to the PI generator. We proposed the
Actor Elimination Technique (AET) for the removal of actorswhich do not play a role in the
formation of master trigger epoch. This contribution is covered in Chapter8. Actors that do not
alter signal epochs were eliminated along with those havinglower signal epochs. AET rules were
drawn up for keeping the master trigger epoch of the originaland simplified MRICDF networks
the same. Theorems and proofs were provided to show AET rulesand their application do not alter
the follower set of an MRICDF network.

Lowering synthesis time using AET is dependent on the natureof the MRICDF network under
consideration. Presence of more epoch modifying actors do not help elimination and hence other
alternatives were explored. Recent advances in the use of verification tools for synthesis purposes
led us to trying out SAT/SMT solvers as a replacement for PI generator. We translated the Boolean
equations to assertions compatible with an SMT solver. Setting the master trigger candidate vari-
able to false challenged SMT solver to find an instant where master trigger candidate does not
have an event. Since such an event is not possible for a mastertrigger signal, the SAT/UNSAT
results were interpreted as master trigger test results. Wehave shown our translation procedure for
MRICDF actors with theorems and proofs to supplement our proposal in Chapter9. SMT solvers
provided us with flexibility to make intelligent choices formaster trigger candidates. This method
was found to be much faster than using a PI generator for master trigger identification.
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10.4 Broadening the set of implementable polychronous speci-
fications

The development of MRICDF formalism and EmCodeSyn allowed us tohave a closer look at
the boundaries drawn by existing synthesis tools for judging what are acceptable programs. We
believe Polychrony has followed a conservative approach tonot accept specifications which might
have multiple behaviors. The lack of data information encoded into intermediate representation
format has resulted in rejection of programs with data constraints which force a unique behavior.
Determining a legitimate boundary for the set of implementable polychronous specifications was
a problem addressed in Chapter9. Also causal loop analysis, a sequential synthesis condition for
any polychronous synthesis tool was found to be insufficientfor distinguishing between causal loop
types. Causal loop analysis techniques for other synchronous languages such as Esterel or Lustre
follow clock constraint analysis or model checking based approaches to accept or reject programs.
Existing compilers looked for structural buffer free cycles in specification that can be constructive
in the event of favorable clock constraints. Taking a leaf out of our ‘satisfiability-for-synthesis’
contribution, we posed each causal loop condition as a satisfiability problem. With encoding of
data enabled by our MRICDF-SMT translation, checking for datadependent true causal loops
were made possible. This was shown to be capable of distinguishing false causal loops, which
were the cause for wrongly rejected programs. Our causalityanalysis approaches were found to be
time-efficient and capable of detecting each loop type, except for its reachability analysis.

The need for reachability analysis spawned a related work, not included in this dissertation, where
embedding of polychronous modules into synchronous ones was realized. MRICDF modules
were implemented as Quartz programs which can be simulated and used for verification purposes.
Model checking capabilities of Averest environment which accepts Quartz programs were utilized
to perform reachability analysis for programs with true causal loops. With SMT based false causal
loop detection included in EmCodeSyn, minimal use of the timeconsuming model checking step
was required. These contributions in causal loop analysis,while applied on EmCodeSyn, are com-
patible with Polychrony.

10.5 Future work

There were several works in this dissertation that had co-authorship of researchers in the area of
embedded software synthesis. Embedding polychronous modules into Quartz programs is a related
work triggered due to our investigations into causality loop analysis. Development of EmCodeSyn
will continue to throw challenges in the areas were extensions are being planned. An ongoing work
relating to EmCodeSyn is composition of MRICDF networks where both clock and data relations
are considered. We have proposed assertions which can determine when two polychronous specifi-
cations are compatible for composition with respect to their clock relations. Currently a composite
MRICDF actor is unrolled for Epoch Analysis, thus exposing itsIP information to users. Protect-
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ing the IP and performing a non-invasive compatibility analysis would require understanding of
the minimal information that needs to be provided with each IP. One of the researchers is inves-
tigating these possibilities and will be continuing to add such features into EmCodeSyn. Another
researcher is trying to encode an Unmanned Areal Vehicle (UAV) as a polychronous specification.
The goal is to synthesize embedded software for its target platform and to identify optimizations
that are made possible due to multi-rate specifications.

The causality analysis of MRICDF networks used an SMT solver for validating presence of a true
causal loop. Reachability analysis was required to accept more networks. A model checker was
used for this purpose. An alternative to this approach is theuse of Bounded Model Checking using
SMT solvers. Since an SMT solver cannot express memory elements, each consecutive instants
have to be iterations of the SMT solver. An inductive proof ora counter example can accept or
reject the presence of a causal loop. This would be a possibleextension of the work done using
SMT solvers.

Ergonomic and aesthetic value of a software tool is crucial in promoting its use among new users.
We have been working on enhancing the appearance of MRICDF networks at each step of the
design flow. Several synthesis strategies have been appliedon MRICDF networks including syn-
chronous data flow, prime implicate approach, SMT approach etc. The Network Information File
of each MRICDF example has been revised to provide the additional information required by each
approach. We have experimented with generation of SIGNAL code from MRICDF networks.
Another path explored was the scheduling of actors, given a fixed deadline for an instant. The
worst case execution time analysis for polychronous specifications would be an important exten-
sion. It would be more intuitive for MRICDF actor networks as opposed to the SIGNAL textual
form. These are some of the research directions that are in progress. In this dissertation, we
have discussed existing multi-threading approaches for polychronous software, but we did not ex-
plore multi-threaded code generation from MRICDF formalism.We believe our contributions have
given a platform to extend this work into new domains and to spur new ideas in the area of software
synthesis.

10.6 Publications on the work reported in this dissertation

The following are the peer-reviewed publications and research reports on the work done in this
dissertation. All the work in terms of the research contributions, implementation and experimen-
tation for these publications was done by the author under the guidance of Dr. Sandeep K. Shukla.
The technical reports on currently unpublished works can befound at web page of FERMAT Lab
at Virginia Tech (http://www.fermat.ece.vt.edu/).

1. Bijoy A. Jose, Hiren D. Patel, Sandeep K. Shukla, and Jean-Pierre Talpin, Generating Multi-
Threaded code from Polychronous Specifications,Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer
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